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THE DAWN OF A HAPPY NEW ERA
IN THE FIELD OF SPIRITUAL PRACTICES

MIND CONTROL, PEACE
&

ATMAN ANDA
Through simple & easy methods of Spiritual Sadhana
propounded

by

Maharshi Bala Brahmacbari Mahesh Yogi Maharaj
OF

I

UTTAR KASI,

HIMALAYAS.

FLAG HOISTING

==~========
SOUVENIR OF THE GREAT SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE OF KERALA., OCTOBER, 1955.
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SOUVENIR
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The great spiritual Developm~!t Conference held at Cochin
under the name of

~
~

~

Kerala Maha Sammelan
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Dedicated to

~

Maharshi Bala Brahmachari Mahesh Yogi Maharaj

'f.

of
UTT ARKASHI, HIMALAYAS
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by

~

rl. Shri Sankaracharya Brahmananda Saraswathi Adhyatmic Vikas Mandal

~
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HIS DEVOTEES OF KERALA
For whom He has kindly opened the gales of Spiritual Glory in material life
and on whcm He has graciously conferred
MIND CONTROL, PEACE in daily life
and experience of ATMANANDA with benefits of a material nature also
within a few weeks of Sadhana through easy methods of devotion to the Almighty,
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SHRI GURU DEVA

His Divinity Jagadguru Bhag•
wan SankaracharyaAnantShri
Vibhushit Maha Yogi Raj "Brahma Leen" Swami Brahmana•
nda Saraawathi Maharaj, Jyotir
Math, Badarikuhram,
Himalayas.

GURUDEVA WITH RASHTRAPATHI
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ir. Rajendra Prasad, the President of India, enjoying the Divine Effulgence of the BEACON LIGHT of the HIMALAYAS.

THIS SOUVENIR: FOR WHOM ?
--

o-

This Souvenir of the great spiritual development
Conference, is the Clarion Call of peace and joy, an open
invitation to the suffering humanity, not only to put an
end to their sufferings, but also to fill the life with
the joy, the Spiritual J oy of unbounded nature which is
the innate and treasured heritage of one and all.
I know there are many many good souls suffering the agony of peacelessness, distractions and distortions in life, anxiously waiting to meet a g reat soul before
whom they would love to lay bare the toils and turmoils
of their hearts and borrow the light of hope, peace and
joy to enlighten the darkened chambers of their life
material and divine. Such men do not belong to any one
particular province or land; they are the citizens of the
universe and are scattered all over the world. For them
this Souvenir is writ.ten.
PERUMANOOR,l

A. N . MENON,

ERNAKULAM.

Barrister.at.Law.

T. C. State.

27 - 11- 1955.

J

Chief Organiser of

Shri Sankaracharya Brahmana~d S.sraswathi
Adhyatmic Vikas Handal. Kerala Mahasammeliin,

OUR SPIRITUAL GUIDE

His Holiness Maharshi
Bala Brahmachari
Mahesh Yogi Maharaj.
Uttarkasi, Himalayas.

Rashirapathi with Maharshi

Rashtrapathi Dr. Rajendra Prasad with Revere:i MAHARSHI Bala Brahmachari MAHESH Yogi Maharaj at 7 Conning Lane, New Delhi on the 4th
December; 1952 when he eame to pay respects to Shri Guru Deva Bhagwan
Sh9.nkaracharya Maharaj. Among others are seen Sri Bipin Bihari Varma,
M. P. (Bihar); Sri Shri Ram, Barrister-at-Law; Delhi; Sri Ananda Deo
Tayal Hisar; Sri Raja Saheb of Dhingwas, Sri Oin Prakash Seth, Delhi.

Maharshi's Message to Peaceless and Sufferings
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OUR GUIDING LIGHT
By
His Holiness Maharshi Bala Brahmachari Mahesh Yogi Maharaj.
Our guiding light is th3 ever-shining, neversetting, sun of the Divine Grace. • Ever the same
constant as the northern star and bright as the
mid-day sun, our Guiding Light is the Divine
Grace of Shri Guru Deva Maha Yogiraj Swami
Brahmananda Saraswati Maharaj, the most illustrious in the galaxy of the Jagad Guru
Sh,mkaracharyas.

the atmosphere of earth and heaven, to keep the
path lighted for all times, to guide man 16 the
Gods in heaven and the Gods to men on earth to
elevate them. Our Guiding Light is the Universal loving benevolence of "Manifested Godhood"
whose 'darshan' was the one solution to the
miseries in life, and now whose rememberance
is the one cure for all ills and sufferings in life 4 ,

Our G uiding Light is the celestial Light of
"The Supreme'', 1 the heatless, smokeless light of
the Divine Effulgence, of "Vedanta Incarnate"2
t he pure, serene. ever-guiding light of "the
embodiment of Sanathana Dharma'' 3 • Our Guiding
Lig ht is the light of perfection which emanated
from the 'Personified Divinity" and permeated

He was the one novelty, who was divine
grandeur "par excellence". His sitting posture,,
His standing pose, His style of lying down, His
royal pace, His movements and His silence in
samadhi; everything wns an inspiration and joy
to one and all who had the eye to see and good
fortune to enjoy. When He sat; His sitting pose

Justice Paul of international lame described Sbri Guru Deva as 'The Supreme' in hi, presidential addre~s at the conference
of the eminent philosophers of the world during the Silver Jubily Celebrations of the Institute of Indh\n Philosophers held a t
Calcutta in Deoember 1950.
2 In the same conference Dr. S. Radhakrishnan addre~sed Sbri Guru Deva as "Vedanta InC'\mate''
3 De~cribing the 1?9rsonality of Guru Deva, the great Sanskrit Poet of Lhe Aryavarth'\ Sana.thana Dharma llfaha :lfandal, Kanpur,
I

wrote in bis poem
4

'l:{ij!

i. e. He is Dharma Embodiment.

"Murtiman ei;;h dharmah!'

Another famous Sanskrit Poet of Benares, 'A.shu Kavi' Pt. Veni ;:',fadhava Sastri 'Shashtrartha )faharatbi' wrote in bis pmrer

to Guru Devai. e,

l{ftiin;{ ~

~f'l'~ ij(~ rn· g~~

S(~q~

~4

l{~

I

I bow down to Swami Brahm:inand Saraswatbi who is the Great Guru and 'Present God' or 'God in P er.on' or ''Per.onified
Divinity."

It was the grandeur of the perfection of
inner and outer per3onalities of Guru Deva thlt
attracted the eyes and hearts or the elevate::!
and learned pandits of Bharata an:i that tempted
them to a:iorn their learning by finding a suitable expression for the inexpressible Divinity.
An expres~ion was found in the wor::ls "Ananta
Shri Vibhushit" which means "beautified with
e ver-the.same i.nmeasurable grandeur". This is
an exP,ression in Sanskrit Language which was
used for the first time in the history of India, to
synthesise his Greatness.

attracted and inspired the eyes that fell on Him
and inspired the minds and hearts that came
un::ler the divine aura of His gracious presence.
His sitting posture was the exemplary sitting
pose of a perfect Yogi. and when He walked,
oh! it was a sight which Royalties have enjoyed
and Gods hlve cherished on earth. Such was
the perfection of His Personality. every aspect of
which was an inspiration for one and all.
Words that fell from His lips eurcharge:i the
atmosphere with vibrations h:)ly and divine.
Every word that He spoke charmed the ear and
captivated the heart. The charm of His voice
surpa.s3ed the melody of music. Well disciplined
music of the best mu3ician of the world would not
charm as much as His simple words charmed the
child and the old alike. Whatever He spoke was
heard and enjoyed with undivided attention by
one an::! all. His moving lips were the one point
of focus for a million eyes gathered to listen to
His evening discourses. Spell bound sat the
audience with captivated mind and heart in His
presence. It was an atmosphere of all j:>y
around him. It was Anandam vibrating around
Brahmanandam - (The "Conditioned Brahmanan.
dam" wa3, as it were conditioning the unconditioned transcendental Brahmanandam). When
His words thrilled the air with joy, the whole
atmosphere was surcharged with delight as if
waves were set up in the silent ocean of Omnipresent Anandam - The Immoveable was moved
by "the Expression of the Inexpressible".

In the English Language, his devotees felt
that the expression "His Holiness'' dd not adequately describe this parsonified Divine Effulgence;
and so the new expression of "His Divinity" was
used. With such unique adoration of newer and
fuller grandeur, trans:::ending the glories of the
expressions of antiquity. was worshipped the
holy name of Guru Deva, th3 living expression of
Upanishadic Reality. the embodiment of the
transcendental Divinity.
He was Maha Yogirai in the family of the
Yogis of Indias and was held by th~ "Gnanies"
as personified Brahmanandam, the living expre.
ssion of - "Pcornamddah Poornamidam"•. The
divine radiance blooming forth from Hi3 shining
personality revealed the truth of ''Poornamidam''
(this manifested Brahman is poorna) and His
Sahaja-Samadhi brought ho:ne the truth of
both-"Poornamadah" and Poornamidam". It

• That unmanifested Bra.bIMn is perfect and Thi, ~faui(ested Brahman i,
11

(also} perfect.

was the perfection of this great spiritual Master
which innovated a religious and spiritual renai.
sance in northern India and where.ever He
travelled.

During the search for a perfect spiritual
guide. he came ac:oss many masters and good.
beginners but none of them came up to the ideal
that he had set for himself. He de3ired his
spiritual master to be not only well-versed in
philosophic learning but also to be a person of
realisation; and over and above these dual achieve:nents, he also wished hiJ Master to be a life
- celibate · perhaps the natural and legitimate
desire of an aspirant who himself had decided to
maintain that high ideal for life.

This Great Pride of India was "Rajaram'' in
his early days when he was the love of his great
family and was cherished as the "rising sun'· in
the community of Mishra B~ahmans of village
Gana, near Ayodhya in Uttarpradesh. He was
born on Margashirsh Shukla 10 Samvat 1928
(e:iuivalent to December 1871) with a silver
spoon in his mouth. but his hour of nativity
claimed him for the recluse order and not for
that of the secular.

In the world as it is comlituted to-day, to
find a personality combining these three condi.
ticns and altribute3 is difficult, if not altogether
impo,sible, and so the young truth-seeker had fo
wander far and long before he ar~ived at the
goal of his search. After about five years of
wandering on the Himalayas, he reached the
township of Uttar.Kashi, In that ''valley of the
saints''. at that small and distant Hi:nalayan hermi.
tage there resid~d in those days a great spiritual
master, Swami Krishnanand Saraswati Maharaj,
a sage deep! y versed in philmophical lore, representing a rare and perfect blend of theory and
practice, of learning and realisation.

At the tender age of nine, when the other
children of the world were mostly busy in playgrounds. he had matured in the idea of renuniciation; and by continuous and deep thinking
was convince:! of the futility and evanescence of
wordly pleasu~e3. He realised so early that real
and lasting happiness cannot be had without the
realisation of the Divine. The joys and pleasures
that are obtained from the phenomenal world
are mere shadows and smudged images of the
ideal happiness and bliss, that i3 not far from man
but exhts in his own heart, enveloped by the
dark clouds of ignorance and illusion. When he
was barely nine years old he left home, and
went to the Himalayas in search of God, the
Light th11t di3pel.3 the great darkness in the
human mind, the darknes3 th:i.t stands between
man and the inner Enli;Jhtenment.

To that realised soul. the young ascetic surrendered himself for baing initiated into the
mysterious realms of the spirit, whose real keypractices are attainable not fro~ books and treatises, but only from perfect spiritual masters, who
pass these top-secret.practice3 from heart to heart•
After somi:,time, with the permission and
111

even the mid-day sun frets and fumes in vain to
dispel the darkness that may be said to have
made a permanent abode in those solitary and
distant regions of Vindhyagiris and Amarkantakas.

order of his master he entered a cave at UttarKashi with a resolve not to come out before he
had realised the Light Supreme. His desire to
attain the Highest knowledge was not merely an
ideal wish or intention; it was a mighty, overpowering determination that burned like fire in his
heart. It permeated every particle of his being
and bade him not to rest or stop before the
complete realisation of the Bliss Eternal.

He was out of sight of man but was well
marked in the eyes of the destiny of the country.
For more than one and a half centuries the light
of Jyotirmath was extinct. and North India had
no Dharmacharya to guide the religious and
spiritual destiny of the people. Here was a
bright light of spiritual glory well adorned by the
perfect discipline of Sanatana Dharma; but it was
hidden in the caves and valleys, in the thick
forests and mountains of central India.as though
the blessed solitude was giving a proper shape
and polish to the personality which was lo enlighten the religious and spiritual darkness that h'3d
overtaken the country, by the Flash of His mere
presence.

Soon he arrived at the Heatless, Smokeless
Effulgent of the Self and realised the Divine
Truth, the Ultimate Supreme Reality, Satchitanandam.

The greatest attainment of a saint is his life
itself-the high edifice of a realised Upanishadic
living that developes under the stress of rigorous
discipline and sincere truth.seeking. Te understand that inner personality one must approach
such realised souls with an open and receptive
mind, and try to visualise the great internal life
that is the basis of their actual and real fo~m
of living.

It took a long time, twenty years, to persuade
him to come out of His loneliness and accept the
holy throne of Shank:aracharya of Jyotirmath in
Badariashramam. At the age of 72, in the year
1941, a well marked time in the political and
r;iligious history of India, He was installed ds
Shankaracharya of Jyotirmath, and that was a
turning point in the destiny of the nation. The
politic:al freedom of the country dawned under
His Divine Grace anci He was worshipped by
Dr. Rajendra Prasad, the first President of the
Indian Union.

At the age of 34 he wa; initiated into the
order of Sanyas by his Master and tl:ien he again
proceeded to Blessed Solitude, the only Blessedness. This time he did not go to the Himalayas
but went to the Amarkantakas. the source of the
holy river Narbada.
For the greater part of his life he has lived
in quiet lonely plac:es, the habitats of lions and
leopards, in hidden caves and thick forests where

ing.
iv

His Policy of Dharma-prachar was all embracHe inspired all alike and gave a l.ift to

every body in his religious, virtuous, moral and
spiritual life. He was never a leader of any one
party. All parties found a common leader-he~d
in Him. All the differences and dissensions of
various castes, creeds and sampradayas dissolved
in His presence and every party felt to be a
thread in the warp and woof of society, and that
all the threads make the cloth and that no thread
can be taken out with advantage from it. Such

His spiritual teachings are simple and clear
and go straight home to your heart. He strictliy
adhered to the cou~se of inner development laid
down by the systems of Indian Philosophy and
ethics and he raised his voice never in opposition
but always in firm support of the truths and
principles contained in the Hindu Dharma.
He stood at the pinnacle of human develop.
ment and moved as only Jeeven· Muktas can
move, under the strong hold of "prarabdha''. He,
for himself would allow things to go on as they
are ordained by the hand of destiny, but His
devoties have many a time changed the course of
the fate of themselves and cf the people, Innumerable instances can be counted when by virtue
of His Dhyanam, His devotees have wrought miracles worked in the innerman and transformed
the materialistic hearts of iron into spiritual
h earts of gold.

was His Universality and all embracing nature.
One unique principle of the Great sage that
distinguished him completely from other living,
saints, was that he did not accept money as a
gift from his visitors or disciples. He wa3 running
the greatest religious institution of Northern
India at his own expense, the sources of which
were known only to himself,

As time would have it, after ·1 2 years that
flashed by, the Manifested merged with its origi.
nal. the unmanifested, and "Brahma Leena Brah.
manandam" is now appearing in the hearts of
His devotees as waves of Brahmanandam. He
cast off His mortal coil. but left behind a few
others in mortal coil to keep burning the light of
His grace and pass foe torch of His teachings from
hand to hand for all the millennium to co;ne.

His entire personality exhaled always the
serene perfume of spirituality. His face radiated
that rare light which comprisss love, authority
serenity and self - assuredness; the state that
comes only by righteous living and Divine reali.
sation. His Darshan made the people feel as if
some ancient Maharshi of Upanishadic fame had
assume:! human form again and ......... that it is
worth-whil-? leading a good life and to strive for
the realisation of the Divine.

V

His Highness Darsa.nakalanidhi Rama Varma
( Pi.~reekshit) The L earned ~aharaja of Cochin
Greets Revered MAH.:\RSHI

Kerala Maha Sam'llelanam Flag Hoisting Ceremony performed
bY "aharshi. Around Maharshi could be seen Sri Kut tikrishna Menon, Municipal Chairman, Cochin, Sri Vaidya.
natha Iyer, Advocate, Palghat: Sri Achuthan Pillai
Professor, LaW College, Ernakulam; Barrister, A.
llenon, Sri Madhava Mallaya, President,
T1rumala
Oevaswo:n, Cochi.n and Others.

N:

They sat down and talked for more than 1½ hrs.

They stood up to depart. Barrister
A. N. Menon, the Chief Organiser of
Adhyatmic Vikas Manda}, happily enjoying
the meeting of the two great. ........................ .

The Holy sight which even gods were enjoying af.
ter theDeeparadhana at the end of Lali tha Laksh.
archana by the Rig Vedic Pandi ts in Yagna Sala
Maharshi Absorbed in the Divine Grace of
Mother Lalithamba. Dr. J. A. Bhatt M. L .A.;
Sri Vasude·,an Nair. Sri Lakshmi Narayana Bhat
are seen amongst others.

Divine presence of Guru Deva and holy chantinqs and pedorrna.
noes of the Lalitba Laksharchana by the expert Yagur Vedic
Pandits thrilling the atmosphere with Divine Viberations infusing
Anand<\W iu every heart of thousands gathered in the puriiying
atmo~phere. Dar;anof Guru Dev with Chatbm and Cbamara
in the decorated high pedestal in front o[ which is seen a high
heap of Laksharchaoa flower, being o[fered by the Pandits led
by Sri R V. SreeoivM."\ Iyer. Delegates of Different mandals
are seen with :IIahar,hi ab'Orbed in the Divine Grae~ of M01'HEB
LALITA~IBA issuing from MAHA YAGNA.

ADYAT1HC VIKAS l\,!A~DAL AT ALLEPPY.

[Mesaage1]

Your Efforts will Promote Spirituality Nobility Calmness & Bliss
Blessing• of

SHRI BHAGWAN SHANICARACHARYA, JYOTIRMATH
Bodo rilca1hrom, Himalay a,.

* ~: *
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Brahma Niwas, Alopibag.
Allahabad, U. P., 20-10-'55.

Beloved devotees,
I am In receipt of your kind letter
addressed to His Holiness Jagadguru Bhagwan
~hri Sanktiracharya Anant Shri Vibhushit Swami
Shantananda Saraswath1 Ji Maharaj, Jyotirmath.
Badarikashram. His Holiness has very kindly
directed me to express His Feeling of pleasure, to
all of you for organising a spiritual Development
conference at Co~hin from 23rd instant. under

the auspices of Shri Shankaracharya Brahmanand
$3raswalhi Ad hyatmic Vikas Manda! of Kerala.
His Holiness wishes to convey the following
message.
"Spirituality is the backbone of India.
India can restore her ancient glory only through
Religion and Spirituality. All religion is simply
an attempt to unveil the essential nature of own.

-1-

[Messages]
selves. This ultimate Truth can be realised
through self-purification.
I hope your efforts
will promote the development of spirituality. nobility, calmness and bliss. Remember the leaching
an:! the ide!ll of Shrimad Bhagwat Gita: -

in Kerala inspire you all with Real Peace and

Happiness.

tT~~Wt tf~~-tTRl ~tfit ~Tffl q~ I
tr~~ '1iJ,ijq Q~W:f ~1tari II

•·I wish your Maha Sammelan every success··
With love and blessings of

~

Gurudev Jai Ram Misra.

I am extremely ple!lsed to know that
Bal Brahmachari Mahesh Yogi, the beloved
disciple of Guru Deva. Brahmaleen Mahayogiraj
Jagadguru Bhagwan Sh ri Shankaracharya Anant
Shri Vibhushit Swami Brahmananda Saraswathi Ji
Maharaj of Jyothirmath Badarikashram is helping
the cause of spirituality there. May hi3 presence

-2 -

S/d.
Secretary,
His Holiness Jagatguru Bhagwan
Sh ri Shankaracharya Anant Sri
Vibhushit Swami Shantanand
Saraswathi Ji Maharaj. Jyothirmath
Badarikashrarn.

Adhyatmic Vikas Mandal
The Need of the Country to-day
Blessings of

~ 'Rq~ij

Shri B~~wan Shanlcaracharya, Sringerimat~, Mysore.
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Dear Sir,
I submitted the contents of your letter dated the 7th instant to His Holiness bringing to His
notice that you intent to hold The Kerala Maha Sammelanam of Shri Shankaracharya Brahmanand
Saraswathi Adhyatmic Vikas Manda! at Cochin from the 23rd of this month. His Holiness was
olad to know about it as that is the need of ths country today. I am directed to convey His
Holiness Blessings for all succe3s of the Sammelanam.
Yours faithfully,
Sd/.

N. LAKSHMINARAYANA SASTRY,
Khas Secretary,

(Per10nal Secreti1ry to His Holiness Swamy Sankara<:harya
of Sriogerimatb.)

-
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[MeasagesJ

GOVERNMENT OF= INDIA,
Vice.Presider,t's Secreteriot .

New Delhi,

Date<l lhe 19th Oclobet·, l!l.'\/'i,

Dea r S!r,
Thank you for your letter of the 7th insta n t

I send my best wishes for the succe3s of
the confe rence.

Your3 faith fully,

S. RADHAKRISHNAN,

[MeHag..J

Hon. Pandit Govind Vallabh Pant,
HOME MINISTER, GOVT. OF INDIA.

PRIVATE S~CRETARY To 1'HE mNJSTER
OF Hmm AFFAIRS,
New Delhi. 12th October, 19M.

Dear Sir.
Pantji has received your letter of the 7th October. 1955, and has asked me to thank:
you for the same.

He sends his g -:,od wishe3 to the Spiritual Development Conference.

Yours sincerely,
A. D. PANDE. I. A. S.

Hon. K . N. Katju,
MINISTER OF DEFENCE, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.

GOVEEmMENT 01!' INDIA lllNISTRY OF OF.FENCE,
New Delhi, the 14th october, 19M.

Sir,
I am desired to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 7 - 10 - '55, addressed to the Minister
for Defence, and to convey the good wishes of the Minister for the success ot the Spiritual
Developmen~ Conference.
Yours faithfully,
(Sd)
For Private Secretary.
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[Messages]

His Excellencq the Governer of Andhra.
nm·rnxon·s
lSth

c.\)U', .1:snmn.

October, l'.JM>,

I an delighted to learn that a Spiritual
Development Conference will be held at Cochin on
the 23rd. 24th and 25th Oc:ober 1955 under the
auspices of Shri Sh~nkaracharya Brah-nanand Saraswathi Adhyatmic Vikas Mandah of Kerala. The
obiect of the Conference is. I understand, to enlight.
en the people about tha e~sy imd effective methods
of mind control and God realisation. The world of
to-day is re3t}ess. Happines3 doe<, not consist of
m11terial possessions alone, an importont element of
happiness is peace of mind and high regard for
moral and spiritual values. Having been born, we
have all to live, but let us live well and happily.
This of course does not mean, 'that there should be
renunciation; it does mean however. that all our en.
deavours must be informe::i by a high moral purpose,
which among other things, pays as much regard to
the well-being cf others as to one's own well-being.
I wi3h every succe3s lo the Conferrence.
TRIVEDI
Governor.
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His Excellency Shri Prakasha the Governor of Madras.
PRll'.\TE f'F.CRP.l'.\R\'. 1'0 'rRli:

!!AJBBA\'.rn,

00\"ERNOfi OF M.\08.\ii.

(JUINDY, MADBAS.2j

Q:tobcr, 9th 1955.

Dear Sir,
I am to aclcnowledge with thanks the receipt of your kind letter dated O::tober 7. He wishes
the Kerala Conference of Adhyatmic Vikas Manda! all success.

Yours faithfully,
(Sd.) For Private Secret.!ry to
Governor of Madras.

-1-

[Me..ages]

"Ad&yatmic Vikas Mandal of Kerala is Very Fortunate."
C'l'TAB PBEDESH, Lc;iu,;ow.

2Srd October, 1955.

JAi SRI GURUOEV
My Dear Sir,
Many thanks for your kind invitation to the Kerala Maha Sammelanam of Adhyatmic Vikas
Manda! of His late Holiness Sri lagadguru Sankaracharya Brahmanand Saraswathi Maharaj, Much though
I would h:ive liked to attend thlg sacred function I regret th1t I shall not be able lo participate in it,
I wish thg function every success.
The Ad hyatmic Vikas Manda! of Kerala is very fortunate to have in their midst the Revered
Yogiraj Maharshi Bala Brahmachari Mahesh Yogi Maharaj. Brahmachari Maheshji ha3 rare qualities of
a Yogi and I have the honour of per3onally, knowing him.

I shall be extreamly grateful to you if you will kindly convey my high personal regards and
profound respgcts to Maharahi Maharoj.

Th1mklng you once again ,
Your::,

P. B. PANDE.
(Under Secretory to the Governor of Uttar Pre:iesh)
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[MeHage.s]

People·Still Seek Blessings of Shri Guru Dev
S ri A. C. Bali, M. L. C. (Punjab),

A~LA,

19tb October, 1956.

Dear Brother in Dharam,
· I am most grateful to you for having sent me your circular and your p~rsonal invitAtion to join
the Maha Sammelan, being organized by you.

It must indeed be a great oc.casion and one would: wish

It is, however, not given to every one to share
such celebrations which a:-e undoubtedly of the greatest value to the mortal beings who are involved for'
almost the whole of their lives in personal and domestic affairs. In this material world when one hears
that there are people who still Eeek. the blessings of Sri Guru D_e v, it is heartening indeed. May God .,
in His Grace and Kindness bless you and all others who are associated with this sammelan and make the
Maha yagna and the Maha Sa:nmelan which you are holding. a complete success, is my prayer.
to have the pleasure and previlege of being present.

'

'

Thank you once again for your very kind, sincere and cordial invitation. While regretting
my inability, I wish to joio you an'.i all others with you, to seek. the blessings of Shri Guru Dev

Yours sincerely,
A. C. BALI. (M. L C.)

News Editor. 'The Tribune'
Ambala.
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[Me..ages]

For Emancipation of the Entire Human Race
Shri Shankaracharya Shishya Manda).
Jabalpore.

20 -- 10 - 1955.

My de3r Brother,

It gave us, the Shanlcaracharya Shishya Manda!. Jabalpur, great pleasure to learn that the
devoted distiples of Maharshi are going to have Maha Yagna and Mahasammelanam of the Adhyatmic Vikas Mandal with befitting enthu3iasm. Their determination to spread the message of spiritual
deyelopment and unfold the true nature of self and G::id reali~ation is really laudable. Although the
circumstances dd not allow us to be physically present in your midst on this solemn occasion, yet we
assure you that we are present with all of you in spirit. May the blessings of G uru Deva, Anantshri
Vibhushit Jagatguru Shankaracharya Jyotishpithadhishwar of Badarikashram, Bhagwan Gurudeva Swami
Brah-nanand Saraswathi Maharaj fill the hearts of all of you there with a spirit of full confidence and
enthusiasm to further the cause initiated and enunciated by the Maharshi, for the emancipation of the
entire human race.

Yours brotherly,
In lhe enjoyment of the Grand Grace of
Shri Gurudeo,
RAJ RAJESHW ARI PRASAD VARMA
For Shri Shankaracharya Shishya Manda!,
Jabalpur, (M. P.)
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Maharshi: The Messenger of the Call Divine
Shri Shankaracharya Brahmanand Saraswathi
Adhyatmic Vikas Mandal, Madanapalle.
Andhra,
Dated 30th September. 1955.

WE, the members of Shri Shankaracharya Saraswathi Adhyatmic Vikas MandaL Madanapalle
are happy to express our fraternity and heartily associate ourselves with your efforts to bring abo:.it a
spiritual regeneration of our Society. There is now a general awl\kening in humanity towards spirituality.
All through the times several Rishi, and Saints who had direct and po.:1itlve experience in the
field have been giving their call to the rest of mankind, But so far the majority had not responded.
due to their egocentred life and in illusion of an empty materialism. Having realised the utter futility
I
of grcss materialism, they now appear to be ready to respond to the call of the Rishis and Saints. It
looks as though mankind is taking a turn. Life of Sadhana which was possible only for a few is now
becoming possible for all.

It is at this juncture great Rishis like our revered Guru Maharshi Bal Brahmachari Mahesh ji are
springing up to hold the beacon light and lead us all in th';? path of "Atma Gnana." We have to enlighten 1md elevate ourselves under the loving care of our revered Guru Maharshi Shree Bal Brahma.
chari Maheshji and simultaneously strive to kindle the spirit in our brothers around us. We had the
unique privilege of sitting at the feet of Maharshi Maheshji and having him amidst us for months. We
all drank p rofusely the nectar of his sweet talks and experienced an inexpressible joy in his company.
Our spirits were kindled and nursed by the intimate care of this messenger of the "Call Divine".

-11-

The

[Messages]
tender care and love of our Guru Dev, Yogiraj. Ananta Shree Vibhushit Shre~ Shankaracharya Brahman.
anda S3raswathi Maharaj are always with us and his spirit will always guide us in our noble mission.
On this memorable occasion where you have all congregated under the banner of our most
Revered Gurudev to b ring about a collective spiritual regeneration, we cannct but express our ex treme
joy and wish you Godspeed in your work, We prey God lo bless this noble task of yours with crowning success.

With fraternal regards.
at the feel cf GURUDEV.
The Members of the
Shree Shankaracharya Brahmananda Saraswathi.
Adhyalmic Vikas Manda!, Madanapalle, (Andhra)

-
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[Measages]

Unless We Gain Spiritual Light Ourselves First
Pt. Jagat Pal Pande, President, Dharma Prachar Samithi,
Gola Gokarannath, Dist. Kheri, U. P .

Dear Brother,
Jay Jay Gurudeva.
Received your kind invitation. In these days of selfishneas dnd materialism, we, who ' believe
in God and spiritualism, should try to develop our own soul power first (these are the words of Pujya
Gurudeva which I am repeating) and then try to enlighten others. Unless we gain the spiritual light
ourserves first. we can do practically nothing for others. This you can know well from Bhai Maheshji
(a brilliant man among disciples of late Gurudeva). You are fortunate to have a man of real spiritual
perfection and I am sure he will be able to give people who come into contact with him a real advice for
mental peac:e and soul realization.
For your information I have pleasure to inform you that we are having 108 Akhend Ramayana
Patham these days and after its successful completion with Hawanam and Brahman Bhojanam, we will
start 24 Laksha Gayatri Japam which we also hope to complete successfully.

I wish every success for the Manda! snd shall thank you to kindly keep me also informed of its
activities in fu ture as well.

Gola Gokarnath,

Yours sincerely,

19th Oct. 1955.

(Sdl-) J. P. PANDEY,

- 13 --

[Me..oge•]

For Purifying the Numerous Souls ·of Kerala.
R. P. BHARGAVA, B. A. LL.' B.
Land Lord, Nish11t Pictme Palsce.

Lucknow,
22nd October, 1955.

Pujya Guru Bhai.
Your kind and gracious invitation lo the Maha Sammelanam and Maha-Yagna reached me
ye3terday evening.

It was indeed very kind of you to have extended the invitation and it would have given me
the greatest pleasure to be able lo acceept the same and to be with you all to pay homage to the
Sacred Memory of our Gurudev Bh11gvan, but the distance and the lateness of the information prevent
me and my family ar,d other disciples of Guru Dev Bhagave.n from partaking in the heavenly bliss of
the Sacred occasion.
We. however. assure you that although we will not be present there physically still our spiritual
presence will be there.
May Shri Guru Dev Ehagvan bless you and ycur co-organisers and specially Mahar3hi Ji
Mdharaj for purifying the souls of the numercus Guru Bhais in Kerala.
Thanking you once again for your kind in v i talion,
With Guru Dev Bhagvan's Blessings,
Yours fraternally,

(Sd '.) R. P. BHARGA VA.
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[Me••ag..]

Kerala Maha Sammelanam: The Forerunner of Adhyatmic Conferences
Throughout Bharat
Trivandrum,
22nd October, 1955.
Dear Sir,
We are happy to learn that a conference the first of ils kind. is to be held at Cochin from 23
to 25 • 10 · 1955. under the auspices of Sri Sankaracharya Brahmananda Saraswathi Adhyatmic Vikas
Manda! and H. H the Maharaja cf Cochin is to inaugurate the Sammelanam. The Mahesh Yogi in
whose presence it is to be held is what 12 years :md mere cf discipleship and close association with an
eminent Guru like Mahayogiraj Brahmananda Saraswathi could make cf him No wonder. in so short a
time, sinr:e he visited these partis. he has been able to gather so many sishyas around him and should
have been an inspiration for a convention of this sort.
We wish and pray to the Lord Almighty not only to make this conference a success, but that
He would make it a forerunner of similar Adhyatmic conf!:'rences frcm year to year, not only in Kerala
but also in other states of Bharat and resuscitate Sanathana Dharma and Asthikya among people. We
have every cc nfidence that this aim of ours will be an accomplished fact socn by the grace of Brahmana.
nda Saraswathi and by the United efforts of Mahesh Yogi and his Sishyas and the Well Wishers of
Bharat.
C. S. KRiSHNASWAMI IYER. M.A.
Retired Accountant General, Travancore State.
Mahopdhyaya Pandit
V. VENKATARAMA SARMA.
VENKATESWARA AIYAR
Retired Asst.
Secretary to Government-Trivandrum.
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[Messages]

The Great Spirit of Shri Guru Deva bas started to work out
his Divine Programme of Spiritual Development of the Nation
(Shri Ratan Lal Charnaria, a highly respectable and
leading businessman of Calcutta.]
To
Ba r r ister A . N . Menon, Ernaku lam.

Dear Brother in Faith,
Tai Shri Guru Deva.
With great delight I have received your invitation for the Maha Yajna and the Kerala Maha
Sammelan of the Adhyatmic Vika3 Mandal. Many
thanks for the kindness.
It has really given us great joy and sati3faction that Kerala has recognised the inner divine
radianca of our revered Bala Brahmachariji and
that he is generously flashing out the Divine Light
blazed by Shri Guru Deva in h is noble and serene
heart.

It gives us great satisfaction and encouragement to note from your pamphlets lh.:tt the
Great 'Brahma-Leen' Spirit of Shri Guru Deva has
star ted to work out His Divine Programme of
spiritual development of the nation through His
beloved disciple who is worthy of it.
17 -

[Messages]
We the disciples and devotees of Shri Guru Deva in Calcutta e xtend our sincere and
heartfelt admiration for the noble cause of the Adhyatmic Vikas Manda!.
And to you, dear Barrister
Menon! we heartily congra tulate for successfully organising this in Kerala. We feel that your glorious
steps in this connection will be the guiding steps for all others who are destined to worlc out the
Divine Programme in other provinces.
I am sure the Kerala Maha Sammelan will be a gran:i succes3, fo~. success rests in him who
is already there with you.

Chi'lmaril\ Palace
3 Chandmari Rd.
Howrah
Oct. 22nd 1955.

(Sd)

RATAN LAL CHAMARIA.

--0--
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[ Welcome Speech]

vVELCOME SPEECH
ot this conference which is perhaps unprecedented in the History of Kerala. I have used the
world "momentous'' advisedly because I feel
t hat this Conference is the first of it's kind including as it does representatives of all the important towns of Travancore-Cochin and their.
suburbs, together with some of the most important centres of Malabar. When I see before me
such a representative gathering of spiritual devotees in this sacre:i me:norial hall my mind natu.
rally harks back lo those ancient times when the
world was young and darkness lay over many of
its peoples and the mind of man started it's
struggle for liberation from the bondage of
atheism. I then realise how long before Alexander marched his armies into the valleys of the

Sri S. Kuttikrishna Menon
.\<lvoc1t ,l

,r :ni,·ip,1 Chairm,n, :\l\lt.1nc ,, rry, Cochin.

Tigris, before Babylonian astronomers began to
learn to gaze upon the starry world and before
the Eternal City of Rone h id been built upon

FriPnds,
As chairman of the reception Committee of
this Maha Sammelan, it is my proud privilege
as well as my pleasant duty to extend to one and
all of you present here a very cordial welcome,
on this momentcus occasion of the inauguration

the Seven Hills, this Sacred land of our.; had
lighted the torch of knowledge at its earlie ;I.
This is the land wh ->re philosophy pondered deep
over the problens of life and th? Vedic Rilhis

sang those hymns, to the Father in the shining

-19-

sky, which still live and throb in our hearts and
have made us what we are. A great Scion of
that illustrious race is now before us here to-day
Radiating that same Divine influence and that
same purity and noblity of thought and action
which our fore-fathers were accustomed to imbibe
at the foot of our mighty mountain and on the
Sacred banks of our Holy rivers. I say that in
the person of 'Maharshi Bala Brahmachari Mahesh
Yogi of Uttarkashi' we have secured to ourselves
the pre,ence of a bles3ed soul who has attained
an extra-ordinary level of spiritual perfection.
A brilliant product of the Allahaba:l University,
His Holiness has taken to the ascetic way of life
un::!erg.:>ing a perio::i of training in renunciation
and self.abnegation under the great Jagadguru
Bha~avan Sankaracharya Swami Brahmananda
Saraswati Mah;,raj of Jyotirmutt, Badarikasram.
Swamiji has been preaching that religion is
neith3r dogma nor theory nor mere empty talk.
Religion is realisation. It is becoming and being
not me~e hearing or acknowledging. He ha 3
been carrying the mesEage of true religion as one
which i3 intended to raise man from the abyss

ot spiritual poverty to the blissfull ~destal of
Realisation-that stage of Union between the
lower s3lf and the higher sell. As a result of his
experiments in this great laboratory of life he has
discovered an easy method of mind control
leading to the unfoldment of real Anandam
which perhaps represents the quintessence of all
religions, the be.all and end-all of existence. We
are indeed fortunate that a sammelan like this is
being conducted under the auspices and in the
immediate presence of a great soul like Maharshi
Bala Brahmachari Mahesh Yogi. Let us therefore
derive inspiration from his Holy presence and let
us imbibe the words of wisdom that he might
impart us, so that we- eac h one of us in his own
way endeavour lo shape and mould and cast our
lives in order to enable us to lead a noble~. a
more useful aud a fuller life. Frien::ls, may I
therefore convey to Maharshi Bala Brahmachari
Mahesh Yogi on your behalf as well as o n behalf
of my own humble self our most respec tful
greetings and pranams on this memorable
occasion.

I

-
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Inaugural Address

~¼~¼~¼~~?l

Kerala has Found out a true Spiritual Guide who shows the straight way for
mind control, Peace in Life and Experience of Atmananda.
Inaugural Address of

His Highness Darsana Kalanidhi Rama Varma Parikshit
THE MAHARA.JA OF

CocmK.

Revered Mahara,hin, Ladies and Gentlemen,

It give3 me immense plea3ure this evening
to be in the company of good. aspirants in the
close vicinity of the Maha Yagna; and it gives me
encouragement and profound satisfaction when
I find respectable personalities of Kerala have
assembled here as delegates of the Adhyatmic
Vikas Manda! started in the name of the great
Maha Yogiraj Swami Brahmananda Saraswath i
Maharaj. the most illustrious Sankaracharya of the
present times.
I am extremely happy to note that you have
been successful in finding out a true spiritual
guide who shews you the straight way for the
attainment of mind control. peace -in life and re.
alisation of the true nature of th 3 self whi_c }:t the
Upanishads declare. is "Sat, Chit and Anandam.''
It is indeed very gratifying th at this Sammelan
is graced and blessed by the holy presence of
Maharshi Bala Brahmachari Mahesh Yoqi ths great
disciple of Shri Swami Brah'l1ananda Saraswathi

-
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Maharaj. His name and fame have spread far and
wide in Kerala. His Holiness is now being reco.
gnised as a real Maharshi. a true spiritualist and
an expert guide for an easy approach to peace
and happine3s in everybody's day to day life.
He has brought to us not only the words of message of peace and anandam, but also the real key
to la7 open the treasures of lasting peace and
anandam hidden within us.

I really congratulate the delegates and
members of the Adhyatmic Vikas Manda! in hav.
ing gained the peace and anandam in life, in
having now come out to give it to others through
this congregation and in praying to God through
the Maha Yagna to invoke His Blessings for the
spiritual development of theirfellowmen of Kerala.
It is the proud tradition of our land that we are
very generous in our be~aviour towards our neighb:)UrS. We want to enjoy peace and happiness
in life, and on its attainment desire to bestow it
on others so that they may also enjoy it. It is
this kind of sympathy towards the whole world
that is expressed !n the famous saying··;

qij~ 1if;kli!fi'{
The great Lord Aadl Shri Sankarachorya having found the truth of Sanatana Dharma
and having felt the deteriorating spirit of the
nation, went out to broadcast the true message of

-

philosophy and higher values of life. He g ave it
to genuine seekers after truth like his world famous disciples Shri Padmapadacharya, etc. and through them and their disciples to one and all.
It is being more and more recognised that
the great advancement of sci~nce has little helped
in reducing the miseries and discontent in the
world and the wiser men are looking to Mother
India for spiritual guidance. I feel certain that
through this congregation the sp irit of the invaJ.
uble message of Shri Ma~arshi will spread far
and wide, not only among the suffering people of
remote oldces of Kerala but also among the suffer.
ing humanity of the whole world.
I feel proud to inaugurate this Adhyatmic
Mahasammelan which. one may hope, will
enlighten the world on easy methods of mind
control. on easy methods of enjoying peace in day
to day life and on easy methods of unfoldment of
the essential nature of our own self.
For Adhyatmic Vikas we have Adhyatmic
Vidya in the rich traditions of our country. In
the whole field of learning Adhyatmic Vidya i.;
c:>unted to be the supermost. as the Lord says in
Gita'•.

3f«ll~'i~ fclttMI'{

There are essPntially two aspects of Adhy.
atma Vidya. theoretical and practical. The former
is generally known as philosophy and the latter
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as yoga. In the field of philosophy we have cliff.
erent schools such as Nyaya, Vaisheshika, Sankhya, Yoga, Purva and Uttara Mimamsas. Uttara
Mimamsa is also known as Jn'lna Kanda. Adwai.
tha, Vishishtadwatha, Dwaithadwaitha, Dwaitna
etc. are but different views of the latter.
In the
field of practical yoga also, we have varieties
known as Hatha Yoga, Manthra Yoga, Bhakthi
Yoaa and Raja Yoga to suit various types of aspi.
rants. Both Jnana (Vedantavichara) and Yoga are
nece3sary for attaining perfection. A very clear
expression oi this we find in Yogathathwopanishad -

~q fflif ~T~

llffil' 'aef'{_ I
tilmsyq ~~ il ~'IT ~fur I
~~I~ I~ ~ <JTti ~ Jl.+<ffl({_ II

~i{
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I would not like much to enter into the
philosophy of spiritual development but I would
like to bring home to you that there are distinctly
two ways of attaining perfection known as Pravrithi Marga, the way of life of householder and Nivrithi Marga the way of life of a sanya3in. A sanyasi
renounces everything of the world and through
renunciation (vairagya) he makes his field of abhyasa undhturbed and through abhyasa attains
samadhi ~nd through long practice of samadhi he
e3lablishes him;elf in a state of Nitya Samadhi
called Jivan Mukthi. Pravrithi Marga of the householder, on the other hand, has altogether a differ.
ent way of approach. He malces his approach

not through renunciation but through quality
of love and attachment to personal God, Through
his increase of love for his Ishtadevatha he gets
into samadhi and this practice ol. samadhi daily
for a short period ultimately puts him into the
field of Nitya Samadhi,
The nature of God being merciful, All-Knowing, he gets his grace and blessings in his day
to day life also and thus his spiritual sadhana also
becomes a means of material prosperity and gains.
It is due to the perfection of the philosophical and
yogic aspects of our sanathana dharma that a
sanyasi and a householder both are capable of establishing themselves on the platform of JeevanMukthi through their own re3pective ways which
are antagoni3tic in nature and contrary to eacl1
other.
The approach of a householder to the
realisation of the divine is very well depicted in
Bhagavatham when Mother Devahuthi asked Kapila Dev about the process of attaining moksha.
He told her that Brahman is the Ultimate Truth,
its nc,ture is o:nnipresence and Sa tchithanantham.
One who realises IT, becomes free from the cycle
of birth and death, rises to eternal life and finds
that he is Brah:nan Itself, But to renlise IT and to
be IT, dhyanam of its saguna aspect is necessary.
Here Kapila Dev emphasises that for a man who
is always engaged in the objective world it is very
difficult to conceive of th e nirguna nirakara vya.
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pak aks hara Brahman and henca the necces3ity of
meditation of Saguna Brahman.
I am glad to find that Shri Maharshi's
principle.. of guiding the people for peace and
Atmanandam are based on such authentic narrations in our scriptures.
In these days of peaceJe3sness, confusion
and conflict everywhere in every walk of life, we
need a teacher of calm thinking and clear understanding who can successfully find out the ultimate cau3e of distre3s, confusi:m and peaceJe3s.
ness; and who having found the cause is able to
cure it. for one and all. We need a teacher who
can cure both heart and mind, a teacher who,
having gained for himself the treasured secrets of
peace and happine3s in life, can afford to come
out and feel for hi3 fellowmen, feel for others and
invite them to enjoy the bliss that he is enjoyinq.
We need a teacher who has a clear insight into
the mathematics of life which is found comforting
the whole humanity in the present times.
We need a teacher who has a clear insigh t into
the details of smooth working of life. mate:ial and
spiritual, a teacher under who3e guidanca, spiri-

tual Sadh,ma suppliments. enriche3 and reinforces
the material a3pect of life rather thm combat it
and destroy or lead to renunciati.:.n. We need
a teacher with sufficient gift of intellectual imflg.
ination and divine in3piration who can feel the
pulse of one and all, and prescribe a sure cure,
a successful course of practice b bring about
mind control, peace, and spiritual joy of unbounded nature in everybody's everyday life. For such
elaborated and perfect guidance we can only lcok
forward to Maharshi's like Shree Bala Br11hmachari Ma~e. h Yogi whose three or four month,, tour
in Kerala has proved its worth and ha3 proved
that in Him abide the qualitie3 of a masterly spiri.
tual guide. I am rei,.lly Vf!ry happy to inaugurate
this Mah6 Sammelan of fortunate souls, who under
the guidence of Shri Maharshi ·are enjoying the
benefits oi mind control. peace and spiritual joy
in their daily life.
Thanking you, the conveners. for your kind
invitation to me for inaugurating thi3 S3mmelan,
and doing obeisance to you, Shri Ma'.1ar3h i. I declare this conference open and wish it all success.
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Maharshi: ASaint whose Miracle Works in the inner man to glorify it
If the World could know how to make the best use of this young
Living ~aint of the Himalayas, Peacelessness and Suffering of Life
would evaporate like camphor from the Surface of the Earth.
Report and message of Sri &rrifter A. N. '.\[enon, the Chief Qrganiser of tbe Kerala
Maha S:i.mmelanl\m of Sliri Sankaracharya Brahmananda Saraswathi Adbyatmic Vikas
l\fandal, re:\d out by him on the op3ning day of the Sammelanam.
1911)0'\loOIO .&.GeJ'.l!)J,Oo OSOio '9TO~~@,()J1(l)OUOmo
tS!l)~(l'\)11lU1e;30:!Jl0tOo C/!lO ~J(t) o e;_J»rlCll00cnOo.
<1.JOG6l1U)cCIOO.loCJ!l,m1eJ,11 o 0.0 100~ O&lo91'lt1ig)nno

~1Ml~P1mn.J(0o C9'1.Jo (!tO,~Oito ~<;t"f'l001ZlcnOo.

Re11ered M,'iar;hi., , r~;pected learre-J Vedic Pandit~, Dear Delegates of
Adhyatmic Vikas Mar,c!al, Sisters, and Brot~ers cf Kerala,

A . N. Menon, Barrlsfer•af.Jaw.

Our Punya Bhoomi Kerala is the great
land of Parasurama which has the proud p rivi.
lege of having produced the greatest ph ilosopher
of the world, Si;ee Sankara the great. Our Kera.
la is that which has produced great Bhaktas like
Vilwamangalam, Poonthanam and others. ,-Our
Kerala is that which has produced Bhakta-poets

like Meppathur Narayana Bhatathiri the author of
"Narayaneeyam" and Th unchathezhuthachan, the
Malayalam translator of •'Ramayanam." Our
Kerala is that which has produced the ideal
rulers like Padmanabha Dasas of Travancorethe most learned and scholarly rulers like our
pre sent Maharajah of Cochin, and the religious
and ~werful ruling dynasties of Calicut. Our
Kerala is that which has in the present times
produced typical politicians like Sri V. K.
Krishna Menon, Sardar K. M. Panikkar and others.
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Our Kerala is that which haJ at the present
times produced successful artists like Ravi Varma•
and othars, and again, my friends our Kerala
is that which has found out the great sage of
the Himalayas and made Him shower, His
blessings of peaca and Anandam in these present d ays of confusion. c:HlOJ, misery and pt:1a.
celessness every where And again, my friends,
through the Adhyatmic Vikas Manda! our Kerala
is going to be the torch bearer of ligh t of real
and lasting peace and hoppiness to lead the
peaceleu suffering· humanity to real and permanent peace and j:,y of life, because we have
now found the one, at whose feet min:i control
is easy. peace in life il easy, and experience
' is easy. My friends, if the world
of Atmananda
could know how to make the best use of this
young living saint of the Himalayas, peace!_
essness miseries and agonies of life would evaporate like camphor from the surface of the earth.

I call yo1:1 to rise up and come in contact
with Maharshi to enj:>y all glories .of life. I
call you in th3 name of peace in life, I call
you my friends, in the name of joy in life, I
call you my friends, in the name cf prosperity in life. My dear ble83ed 1:>ub I call
you, in th 3 wordJ of UpanLh.3ds-

ffigij ~ Sti'461(1~
'' Uththishtatha J agratha
Prapya Varannibodhatha"

Ari••• awak.e, get into the contact 0£
the elevate:l and elevate yourself. This call of
the Upanishads, this clarion call of the Mother
Shruti is the call for us all to come into
contact with Saints like Maharshi Bala Brahamach,ui Maheah Yogi, whose elevating contact and
sublime guidance have brought peace, prospe1ity
and joy to th~ many hundreds of Kerala within
the3e two or three months of Maharshi;s tour in
our province.

I tak.e courage to say on th e basis of my
own experience of forty years of active life, that
the world has seen saints of different calibres but
here is the young sage co:ning from the valleys
of the Himalayas to declare for the first time that
mind control is easy. God realisation is easy
experience of Atmananda is easy, and hiJ divine
utterances have been found to be true. when we
find that having come in contact with h im. people
begin to feel peace in life and great joy of an
unbounded nature, the Atmanandam within a few
days of Sadhana. I personally le.now of more than
a dozen casas, cf v~ry ~aceles1 and miset"able
men and women who. having taken initiation
from Maharshi were found declaring that they
had no peacelessne.,s in them after three or four
days of Sadhana.
The world ha.3 known saints performing
miracle3 cf various nature, but, here i.3 a saint
whose mirl\cle work.s in the inner man to g lorify
It. The light of His Divine Tore~ penetrates into
the inaer p ersonolity of a nian and enables him

to discover' the trea~u.e · ol eterna1 i:-eace and
happiness hidden in fae inner most recess of His
own being. Here foe mi:acle is that it takes only
• a few days - for this overhauling of t he man
•whose miracle is cf p 3,manent nature. Hi3 miracle is but a boon fo · the wh::ile of life. Our
Motherland. is the land of perfect idealogies ol
life. ·· Nothing use'. ul · can be said to be new in
India, but in ·these cays of confusion, chaos and
peocelessness everyw'.1ere in every walk ol life,
when we find a penonality giving h Jpe of paace
and joy-in life, nof only by words of sympathy
but by claims of realistic nature; then we fin::l
in him something which is quite new to ou: present vision. As a matter of fact, when I firs t
heard Maharshi's lecture at E:nakulam ab oul ih ·ee
months before, I sail to His Holines,, well Mahdrshin, you have SJ.id in your talk tha t mind
contr.ol is easy but we find it ha:d to believe, l:.e.
·cause·we know it from c.ur own experience that
when we sit in.me.:iitalion the mind flie3 nine thousand mileJ oH. Ma'.1arshi smiled and said, '"Let
it be my rei pomibility. You c::ime lamer.ow
morning and I shall ·se~ that you qet full cent per
cent concentration and you will g at much more
than that. much more than you can expect now".
I went to Maharshi In the morning with
my wife, recei~ed ini:iation, and ;o our gre!ltest
surpri3e in life, wa were able to have full cent.
percent concentration in th a second sitting of cur
practice and we found it was followed by feeling
of great joy, indeacribable g reat Anandam during

our furth er Sadhana. _When · we teported tbia
experience of joy to Maharshi he explained it to
be Samadhi-S•1kh. It is really a g1eat ac h:eve.
ment in life because now life has ceased to be &
struggle. Whatever are the circumstances, goo::!
or bad, li'e is a joy now. At this stage we reali~e
the truth ol Maharshi's saying "Life is not a
struggle, it is all joy of unbounded nature''. Till
now, we have been hearing in the lectures of
learned people that all this is ete: nal Brahman
Bliss, or - Satchidanandam, but that see~ed to be
,as talks of dreamland, but now wh_e n we have
·experienced that Anar.dam, we see the truth in
·all· those philosoi:hicar utterances and writings.
Now we are a ble to reconcile the truth cf Upani~
shadic teachings with our practical life. Now we
can see what Dha1ma Sastras, Puranas, and Vedas
pieach is correct. Having hen convinced ·of the
g reat values and truths of Mahanhi's. ideals and
great efhcacy of h is tech:iiques of mind control
and spi:itual Sadhena, and beir.g highly imp ressed
by h:s saintly living and staunc'.1 fai.h and de~
vction to the Shastras and g,eat ide~l rega:d
Gurudeva, I ccunt him as an embodiment ol all
that can be said· to ba good an~ virtuous in
numan li:e. We are really for tunate to h~ve the
Mah~rshi here in our midst•

fer

Mc.ha:-shi wanted to leave Kerala and
prcceed to North for Utte.kaEi but I requested·
him to visit scme mo:e im,r;ortant places in the
land of Shri Sankara, and acccmpanied him to
many places where people received the s'bowe"
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of His bleasings and b~gen to enjoy peace and
happiness in life.
In every place where Maharshi happened
to stay for ten or fifteen days, people were inspi·
red to take initiation. The feeling of peace and
joy that the initiated began to enjoy made them
naturally meet one another with feelings of joy
and thus everybody felt the need of a common
meeting place and in every place 'gurubhais'
began to meet once a week according to their
convenience. This is how very naturally, as if by
a divine call Adhyatnic Vikas Mandals sprang up
in each place. When Maharshi was requested to
give a name and orgonise all the Mandals in a
manner so that 'gurubhais' of different places
may contact each other and be profited by
mutual give and take of the spiritual experiences,
I have known it from the gurubais of Quilon, that
Maharshi very much discouraged them for the
formation of a regular institution like that. He
said, "I am not at all for forming an institution or
aociety nor, would I advise you to spend your
energy in this line. It is enough that you meet
amongst yourselves, and be benefitted by ~utual
give And take of the experiences of your sadhana,
and if at all you want to make an institution of
'gurubhais you make it after I leave Kerala, so
that I may not be taken to be the promoter of
any institution. My approach to the people is
individual and not institutional. and let it be like
that,"
J\Jter Quilon, Maharshi went to Kottayam.

There aiso the same atmosphere. · The same Was
the propasal from the devotees and the same was
the answer from Maharshi, From Kottayam,
Maharshi was taken to Alleppey. The same
atmosphere, but in a very much concentrated
manner! Mabarshi gave the same answer to the
same proposal.
But our gurubhai Kesavanj
persisted in his firm resolve of getting the
Mandalam inaugurated by Maharsbi. Shri
Kesavanji told me that Maharshi explained to him
his unwillingness to be known as the sponsor of
any institution. ·. But Kesavanji reqyested that it
was not that the Maharshi was forming an institution, but, it would only amount to blessipg the
spontaneous coming up of an instih,1tion. in the
most natural manner. Then Maharsh\• said with
a smile, ''If it is really the outburst _of a ~atural
spring of gurudev's blessings, then l~t us submit
our will and enjoy •it aa it comes." This is the
history of the formation of the first Mandalam at
Alleppey. The news spread like fire and at
every place came up Shree Sankarcharya
Brahmanand Saraswathi Adhy~tmic Vikas
Manda!, and the progress of the' members of
the Mandal in their field of Sadhana has been so
great that the necessity of Maha . sammelanam
arose in this short time of three months. Thus
we find the formation of Adhyatmic Vtb.s Man•
dals has been a very natural process. · !Us not
the outcome of huma~ thought or effort. It is
only an answer to the Divine call. it is only the
divine setting by expert hands of His divinity
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Sri A. N. Menon, Barri~ter.at.Law, Chief Organ.
i!!Or, reading the report from lhe Dias of Garu
Deva. By the side of MAHARSHI are seen
Pandit Anand.a Sarma Sastri, Pandit Hatbi Ram
Sastri, the learned and Revered P:mdits of Cochin,
Sri Achutban Pillay 31. A. &: }[. L., Professor
law college & Pre,.ident of Erna.kuhm Adyatmic
Yikas }faudal in consultation with Sri V. Ke..avan
B. A., C. A. I. I. B., 1be President of Alleppy
Mand.al. Sri. Viswanatbau, the Secre\Bry of
Ernakufam llindalam ,tanding behind. In lbe
middle b -.een the big heap of flowers of Siva
Laki.barcbana which was performed
'
in the morning.

Sri A. Vaidyanalha Iyer, Advocate, Quilon addre.,,ing the gathering from the Dai> of Guru Deva.
~hated by the side of the holy heap of flowers or
'Iba Siva. Laksbarcbana in front of the illuminat.
tag ponrait of Guru De,-a, MAHARSm radiating
Dhine Light in,piring the atmo,pbere.

Sri Y!idp1nth'I Iy3r, Advocite, P.i.lgh'\t, :Mldre.
Hin~ th~ g ,t!iiring with bi, cbu,cteri,tio humour
:UAEIA&SEIC u seen by the side of heap of S[VA.
LAKSEIA&CEIANA. flowers enjoying the bomour
B , rrister A. N. ::\Ienon w?aring the Chief Organ •
i ;er b ,dg9 i, sein ,t\nding by th'3 side o[ Gur11
Dev, Sri C. Ke.avan; B. A. C. I. I. B; Alleppey,
:l(r. Aclmth'\n Pillay, :\I. A. &: B, L, Em'llrulana
P,-ndit An'\ntba Sarm • Rntri, Cochin a re seen.

'l

A daily lei\ture of the open se;sion of the llaha.
sammelana.m. A side view of the huge gathering
in rapt attention to MAH~BSHI' S -inspiring address.

,
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Sbree Gurudev. for the spirituai development ot

wanted to meet l-fis l-folineas once before He

Kerala,

leaves Kerala, then WAY not a lime of three days

About two months of contact with Maha.
rshi, has fully convinced me the greatness of the
realised soul and then I thought of making him
known to the masses through a big p~ovincial
congregation like thisJ .. -I hold, popularity of
Maharshi would amount to increase the peace
and happiness of the country. I hold. the more
the people come to know of His Holiness, the
more peacelessness and mi3ery will be minimised
in this country. With this idea of helping the
countrymen I proposed to Maharshi the celebra.
lion of Kerala Maha Sammelanam. Maharshi said
'Let my work go on q:.1ietly because I believe in
collective peace an::i happiness through individual peace and happiness. I believe if I can
make society peaceful and joyful the nation of
such peaceful and joydul individuals will be a
nation full of peace and joy. So !et individuals
approach me and be benefitted;" I found it hard
to impress the need for s..ich a congregation to
Maharshi. But luckily my fellow brothers of
Trivandrum, · Quilon, Kottayam, Allt,ppey and
other places came to my help in a God sent
manner.
Having read Maharshi's programme Of
106ving Keral~ devotees began to write enquiring
twh•re they could meet him b efore he leaves for
she Himalay11s. Thus I found the best lime for my
chol!'~· l put up Maharsh i, that the devotees

be fixed for all to come and meet and the same
opportunity be utilised for a big congregation•
which will inspire not only Kerala, but the whole
country. Maharshi gave a miniute's thought over
it, and consented. Then G urudev has so
aranged. that His Higness the Maharajah of
Cochin. has inaugurated the Maha Sammelanam
and hundreds of delegates from all parts have
come to participate, and that the Sankaracharyas
of the Country have expressed the Kerala Maha
Sammelanam as the need _?f the Country.
I do not think Kerala has known such a great
and grand religious congregation in its living
memory.

I now recollect the words of the Maharshi
when I first heard him at T. D. M. Hall. Ernakulam,
saying that a few month's of Sadhana will
increase our will power to the extent, that, any
idea, coming strongly in our mind will surely find
a way for its fulfilment. My joy knows no bounds
today when I witness the very opening ceremony
Make ~ay
0 { the Maha Sammelanam so grand.
while the sun shines, my friends. As long as'
Maharshi is in our midst make the very best use'
of Him take from Him the tGchnique of peaceful
and j'.)uful life and rise to the true glories of life
Enjoy life in all its c;lories and in all its aspects is
all that I can express to you, my friends!

to

-~9--

Jai Shree Gurudev

THE DIVINE TORCH
Extract in English of the Speech in Malayalam, delivered at the ICerala
Mahasammelanam of The Adhyatmic Vikas Mandal held in Cochin from
23rd to 26th October, 1955 by Sri Adoor S. Vidyanath Iyer,
Advocate, Quilon.
shall not bow in reverence even before the
mightiest Saints of the Himalayas if they
are not of any practical use to the crores
of this nation in real need of guidance at
this critical hour. Now at last had come
down the Divine Torch in the personality
of Maharshi Bala. Brahmacha.ri Mahesh Yogi
to light up the dark social chambers of irreli.
gionsness and to lay out the easy path of
spiritual progress. The very first speech he
delivered in Quilon in the middle of May
1\)55, wherein he could give only the hints
regarding the easy methods of mind control
and God realisation which could be safely
adopted by the householder with very great
advantage, impressed me with the firm belief
that he is the Herald of a Happy New Era.
Thousands of perl'lons assembled to hear the
series of speeches he delivered in Quilon in
which he was able to elucidate even the
most intr icate principles of Veqanta ' Philo.
sophy in au:ch II simple · way that · 11<1 ou~·

It is with profound feeling of gratitude to the Divine Grace that I am stand.
ing before you in an atmosphere thrilling
with Spirituality and blessed with the presence
of Maha.rshi Bala Brabmacha.ri Mahesb Yogi.
For several years past I have been contributing my mite to the service of the Hindu
Society, a cause which I have been instinctively considering a. sacred one, but the public
at large 1 am sure, would hardly have seen
me on a religions platform. This is not
because I have been irreligious. I have my
heart full of devotion to the Almighty God,
but I am unused to assume any religious
exterior. .

On several occasions I have felt aggrieved by the l'8ither selfish _attitude of the thousands of Saints and Sanyasins in the country
who do not come out for giving practical
spiritual Gu\de~ce Jo th~ public. I have
sone over to 't he .~xteut of shouting that I

. . .,.....
•

I
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~mong the a.udience lett with any <loubt
regarding the subjects dea.lt with. Hundreds
of people with families approached the Ma.harsbi to put them on the practical pa.th,
They were all initiated with unreserved
generosity by the Ma.harshi. I myself with
my family got initiated. I could say now
without any axaggeration, that without any
exception every initiated person waa able to
experience within a few days, complete peace
of mind, joy and material progress also. In
some instances the progress was so rapid
and marvellous that Maharshi himself had
to reguJa.te and reduce the speed of the
progress.
I shall now deal with some particular
instances and phases of the spiritual pro•
gress experienced by the devotees of Quilon.
First of all I have to point out the case of a
certain gentleman placed in the- Government
service of the State, who has been for over
30 years past having yogic-to.ntric sadhanas
in varied kinds and has developed very great
powers and Siddbies. This remarkable per·
son was able to predict the arrival from
the Hima.la.yas of a. great Yogi belonging
to the Sankaracharya. tradition, about
4 months before Maha.rshi's arrival. H e
could know for himse.lf the arrive.I of Maha.rshi
and identify i,n him the person of prediction.
Hi1I1seU and many of his friends spared no

time in meeting Maharshi at the lirst opport.
unity in Triva.ndrum and getting initi!l.ted.
F rom his own mouth I was able to i!ear tha.t
the pa.th advoca.ted by the Maharsbi is
marvellously effective and the simplest so
far he has heard of. H imself and bis assoc.
ia.tes a.re now very staunch devotees of the
Maha.rshi and they have experi~mced re.
markable progress. I have persona.I knowledge a.bout the case of a. blessed young
Bra.hmin of a.bout 22 years who could enjoy
Sa.ma.dhi within a short peried of a.bout four
weeks of initiation. T here are also several
others who began enjoying So.ma.dhi suk within
a, period of a.bout 2 months of initiation.
There a.re a, few la.dies also whose progress
had been very remarkable and the others whose
Sadha.na. was not so regular a.re also reporting
signs of progress. Some of the Devotees a.re
e~joying intermittent Ana.nda.m throughout
the day. The earliest general effect is the
ca.lmnesR of mind tha.t ihe aspirant begins to
feel in 2 or 3 days. This is followed by j0y
which develops by degrees to continuous bliss.
On the material side also every one of them
has reported considerable improvement. In
the case of a few of the devotees, unexpected
rise in profession, and surprising profits
were experience~. I know of severe,} families
in which,th~ do.t:nestic a.t1I1:osphere ha~ _c.l;1ang_ed from ''1:leli to Heaven". These instanc~;'ij

I 11,m e.bl~ to give you from my own
experience 11,nd from my personal contact
with the parso~s concerned. The undisputed
aspect , of . the Sadbanas of all the devotees
with~u~ .~exceptiQJl i~ -~a.tisfaction, to one and
all, (?f course in. _va.i:#ipg_ degrees. But all
of th~m feel firm,ly ~et on _the pa.th and
spurred to yet. fut~her progress and achevement·
~ ·
.
..
1
The devotees of Quilon deciaea to
form.ia.µi.ongst themselves an a.ssociatic>:d'where
they _9ould maintain close contact with ea.ch
other. B,Qd promqte the great cause to the
benefit 9f . more and .. more of the public.
The result was the formation of the Sri .
Sa.nkara.charya Brahm·a.na.nd~ ..S ~ r· a. s wt h y
Adhya.tmic Vikas Ma:ndail, QuHon. I have
the good fortune to be its President for
the time being. Similar associations were
formed in the vario~s ,other towns of Kera.la
adopting . the same name. The con~ensus of
feeli:qgs and t4e divine grace put all the·se
va.rio:J?,S local .M,andals as pa.rt and parcel
of the great Central Organisation, Adhyatmic
Vikaa Ma.ha Manda.I of Kera.la. formed in
this conferimce.
~

I
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F riends, I make myself bold to place
before · you a, very important aspect in
spiritual Sadbanas. I need not tell you that
spirituality is a ··matter over which we can

have no control. It could be acquired and
developed only by Divine Blessings. It is
here that the importance of the Guru arises.
Nothing is possible without the Grace of
a. Guru who should link us and lead to
the ultimate goal. Absolute ~elf.surrender
at the feet of Guru Dev (and nothing short
of it) glorifies the real progress. Any short
coming in this rtispect will -prove to be
a hurdle on the road to higher attainment
The Sadhaka bas no independent violation
in this respecb. He has no option to alter
or modify the advice of the Guru in any
Manner. with absolute faith in Guru Dev
we have to surrender ourselves a..t hia feet
and maintain that position of self surrender
throughout and r each a stage of identifica
tion with the Guru Dev. This alone would
take us on. This alone would suffice.
Before closing, let me point out to
you an important sentenca in the message
we received from Sri Sankaracharya of J yother Mutt that reads •·Spirituality is the
backbone of India". I regard this as a
Sutra, containing unassailable truth. What
is the state of that backbone now. Devoid
of any strength or vigo~r it is bent down
to a disgrncefnl extent ... You.. have read..,.in. .._

Yoga Sastra. that the Yogic Sadha,nn.s a.re
intended to rouse up the Kuhdalini sleep_
ina in the :\[ooladhara Chakra, the lowest
"
,
Adhara. and to lead it upwards through all
the six Adharas to Saha.srarapadma, where
the Yogi reaches the n ltimat.e stage of
Eternal Miss and raalisation of the Absolute.
Kera.la the land of Bhagavan Adi Sankara.
is the Mooladha.ra of Bharath. The Knndalini sleeping there has been awakened by

our revered Maha.rshi. It will now rise npto
pl\ss through the other Adhara.s and ulti·ma.tely reacfi the Saha.srarapadma of Bharat,
I mean the Himalayas, when the backbone
o{· Bharat wo-;1\d atand strong and rich and
thus our great Motherland would once again
occupy its · d~serving place of Jaga.t Guru•
Let us pray for the B lessings of Almighty.
Jai Gur-u Deva.
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BEACON LIGHT OF THE HIMALAYAS
Speech deliverad by Sri C. R. Vaidy anathan, Advocate, Palghat
on 23rd October, 1955 at the Mahasammelanam .
~.{r~~qp:J
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;pn eye::~ g~ ~ra_«1f4irt
Revered Swamiji, Brothers and Sisters,
It is really my good fortune to ho.ve
been en.lied n pon to speak a.t this great and
learned :i.s=.embly the Kera.la. Ma.ha Sammelann.m. Sw:i.miji has already united Malabar,
Cochin and Trnvancore for the work even
before the 8tate R?.organisation Commission
recommended it for administrative con.
venience.

Born in a n Asthika. Brn.hrnin family
a nd bred up in the traditional way and having
undergone the necessary Sa.mskarn.s, it is
natural that I cherish certain fundamental
iJen.s on re ligion, the ultimate trnth, Varnadharm'\'l and Asra.ma. Dharmas. T he modern
education conpled with the nl\tiona.l method
a.dvoc!l.ted for the analysis of every subject,
tends to c:i.st many a doubt in the trnditional
beliefs of ages and would certai nly have shaken

11

the very fonndations of these fundamenta)R
but for the sheet anchor of the innate correctness and infallibi lity of these doctrines. Many
a quack, masquerade as masters of religion.
Many a disgruntled fellow take adventage of
the traditional respect shown to the saffron
robe and propagate their hymn of hate and
their new.fa.ogled ideas on the innocent Public
to its detriment. A ha.lo is created arronnd
their names and they arc: loudly applauded,
while really great men go unrecognised. T he
more I heard these neo.religionists, the more
devoted I become to the traditional beliers, aR
the most scientific and eternal)~- valid ones.
There is no new method in religion. It is all
the sn.me, age.old thing. I was really looking
for some person educated in the westera way
really sustaining and suppor ting the thoughts
of ages handed down by the Maharshis of
Bharatha Va.rsha, an ancient in the modern.
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As Sa.oyasins and s~•a.mijis a.re conRidered to
he the store.houses of spirituality and spiritual
knowledge in India., I used to hold them in awe
and very great respect. I continue to d::, so
sti II.

My ll:\tnesa.ke from Quilon who jnst
now spoke, said that he used to consider
Sanyasins a.,; good.for.nothing fellows idling
their time without doing any useful work and
that he used to think, that the smallest social
worker was a. much superior person who
conferred more benefit to mankind than a.ny
of these Swamijis, and that he used therefore
to avoid the Sanyasins and their like till his
contact with Maharshi and his consequent
reformation. But unlike him, I never hesitat~d to befriend a saffron robed gentleman or
hear him whether he belonged to the tradi.
tional variety, or to the untraditional modern
variety. The more I ca.me in-to contact with
them the more was my disillusionment. When
I questioned, they had doubts only where I too
had. ~Iany evaded answering; I do not know
why. Som..~ of them know nothing of what
they a.re expected to know or pretended to
know, others were irritable and yet others were
too "high-browed" to impart instructions to
a 'mere' man, I had no "passport'' to their
hearts a.nd never knew how to procure one.

But I had gathered some substantial knowled.
ge about R~ligion and God as I took a genuine
plea.sure in the study and practice of my
religion and had also made a comparative
study of other religions and their philosophies.
Good fortune enabled me to study "PraRtha.nathraya" at the feet of Veda.ntakesari Sri
La.kshmana Sastri and Yogasana practices
from Yogir!l.j Sri Subramanya Bun-who by the
way I am told. is scheduled to demonstrate
before you on the 25th. In this way I bad
prepared myself for Aparoksha Anubhuti
but there was no direct perception, no Anandanubhava. There is a '{teat difference between learning and experiencing. There was a
lacuna somewhere. A link was missing. The
key stone of the arch had not been made
available to me.

It was at this stage, that at the request
of the reception committee Mr. and Mrs. Menon
brought Swa.miji to Palghat. I attended the
public reception and listened to Swamiji's
lecture from begining to end. Swa.miji expa.
tia.ted on Sanathana. Dharma and the two
paths to the same goal of Moksba.; the Pravri.
ttiruarga and the Nivrittimarga and on the dan.
ger of mixing up the principles and practices of
the two paths; the efficacy of Kevalaprana.va
Japa. to the Sanyasin, its detrimental effect
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on the householder's li(e; the necessity o r an
I shtadevatba for the householder a.nd for the
novice and the Saprn,nav::i. Sabijo. l\ln.ntra.jap:i.
of the Ishtta.m; the efficacy o{ :\forti pnja., the
temple worship; Adhikn.ra.bheda., Varna. 11,nd
Asrama Dharma.s etc. and also, how the mind
could ea.si ly be controlled. I was greatly impresed a nd agreeably surprised by this traditional
exposition by this Swamiji from Utterkasi, as
another Swa.miji from Utterkasi whom I ha.d
hen.rd before wa.s fa.r from traditional. After
concluding his lecture, Swamiji invited questions. It was announced that Swa.miji would be
at Pa.lgh::i.t for 3 days and would be answering
qnestions put to him. I went on all the th 1·ee
days. Everybody was observing Manna ~nd so
set the ball in motion and 'practically p~came
a monopolist in putting questions. Of course I
asked o;ily relevant questions. The more I
questioned Swamiji, the more I became con_
vinced of his greatness. I was impressed no~
only by bis learn ing, but also by his kindnt-ss,
tolerance, equanimity, his helpfui attitude to
real aspirantR and his readiness to impart
knowledge to them.
Somebody said that Swamiji was giving
initiations and •if one followed his directions
he wonld get B liss quickly. I was realJ.,·
sceptic about this "Ananda" business. I asked-

not alone-'t\"hether any useful purpose would
be served by the initia~ion and mantras given
b y him. I felt the fittest person to whom
thest- questions ought to be n.ddresBed wn.s none
other than Swamiji himself and so on that
WedMsday evening I along with Sri Bua.
interviewed Swamiji. Swa.miji's r eply was
that we ought to take the initiation even tho- .
ugh we have been chanting Gayatri and oth~r
Mantras. H e wanted none to change h is I shtadeva.ta or I shtadevatha. mantra, but to len.rn
tht- affective method of meditn.tion ,. at the ft-et
or Gurudev:i.. Such as were interestt-d were ad~
~iRed to go there th e next da.y at 10 A. 1\1. to
take the initiation and Sri Bua, and myself parte<l with a decision to do so. I casually enquired
of somebodv there whether any fee was chn.rged for this -initiat ion when I was told tho.t I
need ont spend a ny money a.nd it would surfice
i! I took o. few flowers from the same garden! ·
The vt-rv next morning when I met
S t·i Bnva he told me that he ha.d already taken
initin,tion, the previous night itselC. I thought
him a more fortunate person. I presented
myself with the necessa.ry puja materials on
Thursday. Swamiji made me offer pujo. to
Gnru Deva and under c!OSt'd doors gave me
the Mantra of the Ishta Deva.ta. I chose, and
asked me to repeat the same a.od also gave the
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necessary instructions in the new ~P,tbod for
meditation.
A word in this connection n.bout the
choosing of my Ishtadeva.ta. Being _S marthas
we ha.ve been taught to consider all the Pan.
cha.ya.tans. Davats equally, none superior or
inferior. R 3ally I could not conceive of any
difference between Siva, Vishnu, or the
Mothers. But a. few su_ggestions from Swamiji
m:i.de me decide about I my Ishtadevata. After
tl}a.t Swamiji gave me some instructions a.bout
meditation and asked me to practice daily
both in the morning and in the evening
for at least an hour. I did accordingly but
with no success, except that when I was
repeating the mantram1during my first sitting
after the upadesa, a clear vision of Murali.
Manohar preaented .itself and passed out after
sometime. After a time came a similar vision
of Guru Dev:i..
After that, there was a
vision of the Samadhi of Sankaracharaya's
mother at Kala.di and inside· that · Sankal'a
Bh:i.gavadp:1-da doing meditation sitting cross.
legged. These were. not the result of my
thuught.s wandering . to these subjects' at a.Ji
but I considet·ed them of no consequence
an:[ I reported this to Swamiji and he said
that they were very good omens for the
beginning. "Your Ishtadevatba and Guru
Deva both have come and blessed you. Now

you will find q..iick progress, in your Sadhan:1,
but be regular in your practice" The next
day also I sat for one hour scrupulously, doing
strictly what I had been asked to do. I got,
not any Ananda b:it only some ache in my
legs. Fortunately my Yogasana. practices
minimised the ache, and it passed away soon.
I went to Vignanaramaneeyam. Swamiji
was asking everybody whether they experien.
ced Anandam during their Sadhana. and all
were saying they had. Some said they were
feeling very very happy, Some others said
that there was such an on-rush of Ananda
and they were at a loss to know how to
check it. Others felt Anandll. throughout the
day. To some, A.na.nda was coming in jerks.
To others it came at intervals. I was really
ashamed to note that I alone amongst tbem
shonld hn.ve been <leprived of this Ananda in
spite of my pretentions to Adhyatmic lea.ruing and good conii net, when a ll others were
getting it so easily. I even took consolation
in the thought that these persons who were
really suffering from the on-rush of Ananda
were nerve-stl'unJ people, but I dn.re<l not ex.
press it out. I did not want to utter a false
hood, and that too before Swamiji• At this
moment Swamiji turned to me an_d asked the
now familiar question. I made bold to say
that I had nothing of that thing. Swamiji
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encouraged me and advised me to continue my
practice and added that I was certain to get
it ere long. On that de.y in the course of
his talk, Swa.ruiji narrated the experience of
an initiate whose onrush of Ane.nda came
with such force that he did not know what
to do at that time and how to manage it. This
sa.dak could not refrs.in from suddenly crying
out in great joy Of course this reminded me
of Vivekananda. crying out in the ecstasy which
he got through the blessings of Sree Ra.ma
Krishna Pare.mahamsa. This created an
upheaval in my mind coupled with the feeling
of hope because swa.miji had spoken to me
in a very encouraging manner that I was
going to get it very soon; with this background of Maha.rshi's blessings I went home.
Sri. Y. D. Nair had asked us an, the
initiates to assemble to hear swa.miji's specie.I
instructions and address to them. I decided.
"took a. vow," will be too strong a term- not to
go but sit through the whole night if necessary
in meditation to see whether bliss would come
to me after a.II. I determined "to d ig deep to
strike water'' and steeling my mind sat on that
Satur,lay evening in meditation. The mant.ra
wa.s playing hide and seek and finally in &.bout
two hours time completely faded o.it like a
gramapbone song when the winding exhansted
After tbiis there was a vast, full stillness like
the sight of a vast tank fnll of silent water. I
would have sat on for hours together, bu, the

mantra returned in a.bout fody- five minutM
a.gain. I rose up and left to bear Swamiji's
lecture feeling really joyful, not that I had my
experience of B liss but I was able to consciously
still my mind for sometime at least. I was just
in time for the lecture where Sawmiji was ex.
plaining the four stages of perception of sound
viz, Vaikhari, Madhyama, Pasyan~i and para
n.nd how the concentration of the mind on the
mantra, brings about .Samadhi. It was n.
splendid classroom lecture with diagrams and
all. Later on I investigated theRe matters in
the sba.straic Books and I have been able to
find passages for every word that Swamiji had
spoken and unimpeachable authority for everv
direction for meditation given by swa.miji
·
I told Swamiji at the end of the lee.
ture my experience of that day's meditation
and as usual be asked me whether I expe.
rienced any positive ec.stasy or Ana.ode. in
that state of stillness of mind. I told him
that I did not experience· any positive bliss,
He said "your experience of the state of
vacancy for a.bout 35 minutes is very good.
progress for two days of Sadhe.na.. You will
experience Anandam shortly, within 2, 3 sitt.
ings." This ca.me out to be literally true
It is not at all an exaggeration when I say
that I am able to experience positive bliss in
the shortest time. There is spiritual as well
as material prosperity all around, which I
can attribute only to swamiji's blessings.
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From the a.hove na.rra.tion you might
ha.ve, I am sure, concluded tha.t I am not
a person likely to be duped or imposed upon
by a.oybody and that I accepted Swamiji's
advice and directions only a.fter vigorous
tests. In these matters I am open to the
criticism of being evea unsympathetic. Pseudo
"Ananda.s" from the Hime.la.ya.~ and elswhere
a.re coming freely, doing only meteria.l injury
by miRlea.ding the public in spiritual matters.
Many householders have openly confessed
misery to which they had been reducd by
following such advices, and how the timely
a.dvent of our swa.miji a.lone has saved them.
These people a.re very level.headed persons
who cannot be ma.de to confess to anything
which they did not feel or experi,mce. They
are not pa.rtymen or propagandists or paid
agents.

It has been brought to my notice that
some of the local Swa.miji's have not ta.ken
kindly to our Swa.miji or his teachings.
'!'hey even have thrown cheap jibes about
the efficacy of the yoga method taught by
him. I really pity them because their
prestige prevents them fro-n the company
of Swa.miji. They may be learned men but
without mind control; per&ons who have
not koowo what Ananda is except in name.
As long as they have not tried this method
of easy min:i control and positive enjoyment

of blisa lea.ding in the shortest time to
Sahaja. Sa.madhi, they_ a.re incompetent to
criticise our method. They a.re not only
ignora.nt people but intolera.nt also. I would
humbly advice them before they open their
mouth or to take their pen to write, to
sit at the feet of Guru Deva and take the
initiation from our Ma.ha.rshi. Let them
do this a.nd try the method and if they do
not get real Ana.nda within a. week then
is the time to criticise or condemn.
Swamiji's advice a.nd directions cannot
be strictly ca.lled initiation into any esoteric
circle. He never wants anyone to change
His Ishtadeva.ta or the mantra. but sill!ply
puts you on the correct pa.th. The advantage
which the ini~ia.te gets if he follows Swa.miji
is that he is immediately blessed with peace
in life followed by the experience of spiritual Ana.ode.; Hope, Courage a nd fresh energy
a.ccompo.nied with prosperity. It is no ex.
11.ggere,tio.n when I express my experience
in the one sentence, "Swa.miji is not only
giving sugar-cane to eat free, but is really
paying us wages for that ea.ting too" such
is his greatness.
This great Ma.ha.rshi has come to us
like Na.ra.da. going to V a.lmiki and Vya.sa..
One produeed Rama.ya.na., a.nd the other
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faimad Bhagavatha.. What a.re we going to
produce'?.
The people of Kera.la. ha.ve
really been fortunate.
T heir Guru has
come in sea.rcb, of them.
Of the vast
number of Kerala.'s children, a. few of
us have been fortunate in getting the upa.desa.
from him, a. fewer still n umber ba.s been
able to follow completly his directions and
a still fewer number I should say have been
the most fortune.ta souls who have ~ een able
to live in perpetual bea.titude. The passage
of the Bha.gava.t Gita. verily applies to us.
II
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Having been fortunate in these respects
we, the disciples of Guru Deva. ha.ve a duty also
to discharge.
Swa.miji like an efficient
electrican has put up electric installation,
has fitted the bulb also and bas handed over
the custody of the switch to us. Simply press
the switch a.ad lo. We have the Adhyatmic
light nod Spirits! peace. We do not know
the intricn.te mechanism therein. We do not
know which is the positive wire and which
is the negative one. But we know one
thing deffnitely. Switch on, you have the
light. switch off, you h'.l.ve still the control

of the light. But we have to guard against
one thing and one thing a.Jone. Beware of
enemies and fifth columists. T hese may try
to cut the "electric" line somewhere. The
wire has now been spread throughout Kera.la.
Once the wire is cut, we know not how
to repair the harm a.nd we will surely revert
to our ignorance, our original darkness.
So hold firm, guard your saftey at each
centre and be
safe· I
would as a.
safeguard request our Swamiji to be
with us for some more time, so that
the infant initiates are able to walk on their
own legs without the assistance of their
spiritual mother's helping band, or to see
that no false swami distracts us and misleads
hereafter. I under stand that Swamiji is
taking the wires to Utterkasi itself. If so
we are in direct connection with the headquarters and there is no cause of fear at
a.ll. Phone and the relief is there. That
guarantees Our Adyatmic expansion .
A word about Yogasans and prana.y:i.~o.
before sitting for the YoJo. meita.tion. For
a few days I wa.s sitting straight a way for
meditation and was postponing the Yogasana
practices to other times as I could not, find
sufficient time for all these pract:ces o.s well
as puja, prayers and parayana etc, being
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m1,n of pra.vrithi Marga. But one day I
sa.t for medita.tion soon after the Yo~asana
exercises, a.n:i Oh! What a differance it made.
The body wa.s very light, there was a great
feeling of comfort and the meditation was
in top form. T hereafter I stick to this
routine with advantage. Swamji is in complete
agreement with this Yogasanas and P ranayam.
If done before the ~editation they, really
accelerate Sama,dhi. I am showing some of
the easy asanas, helpful to the Sadak,
to-day before you.
a,

I have been dilating or rather digressing on various things, but I cannot omit
to speak a word or two about Swamiji. I should
have said at the outset that the advent of
Swamiji to Kera.la was both a godsend and
an event. I should add that we were
equally fortunate to receive him. I n this
we owe a debt of deep gratitude to Mrs.
& Mr. A. N. Menon. But for them, we
in all likelihood would have had no oppor_ .
tunity to come into contact with our
lVfaharshi. Another fact of Swamiji is this.
'l'he muirn that 'familiarity breeds contempt'
has no ap1?lication to Swa.miji's personality.
As days pass on and as our acquaintance
with him grows more and more int.imate:our estimation of him incren.ses in intensiy
Swamiji's extreme kindness, even when in

discomfort personally, h:i.s been idea1. His
affection to his disci pies is a byeword. His
Sam::.bha.vana is marvellous. He never makes
a distinction between the rich and the poor,
between the haves and the have-nots. He
is ever ready to put us in the right path
and help us in our onward mar ch for the
attainment of Sachidananda.
Apart from these qualities, Swamiji's
Guru Bha.kti stands in a class apart. Guru
is everything to him. He feels sincer ely, it
is the work of his Guru that he is doing, that
it is bis Guru that has sent him to Kerala..
He ever remembers him and asks us n.11 to
workship over Guru Deva and seek Guru
Deva's blessing and help, in everything. ' L ook
at this picture and that', Some of the
Swami's we know, tend to forget their Gums
or at least hide them from the public's knowledge and hardly want themselves to be
known as the Sishya of such and such a
person. They want to start their own missions in their own way and if possible in
their own names· T hey wii,nt to see only
their own photogrn.phs hung up and highlighted everywhere.
We should follow Swamiji's instructions
carefhlly so that all of us may attn.in the
permanent peace n.nd eternal bliss for which
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God has destined us to come in contact with
this Beacon light or the Himalayas. Oor
1fooda\ is not an organisation or society
establishdd for propaganda purposes; it is, as
the very sacred name Adhyatmic Vik:i.s ma.ndal
indicates wholly meant for the spiritua.l deve.
lopment or oor individual souls and our Kera.la.
Mo.hasammelanam is only a meeting for ex.
cha.ng~ & public expression or spritoal expe.
riences so that Society at large may know of
the spirituo.l benefits that ca.n be derived by
following our Sadana.. In this way a. spiritual Rena.issaoce ma.y be set afloat £or the

bene£it of one and all in Bharat and elese.
where. In this connection I may also repeat
at wilat Swamiji himself has said a.boot our
Mandol. 'You are not the Manda\ but the
Mandol is you'. And before I close let me
express my rigret if I have hurt the reeling
of anybody in the course of my unadvertently
speech.
L et Swamiji bless us.

Let all Guru•

Bha.is prosper. Namesthe.

-o--
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JAI SREE GURUDEV.

Demon•tntion of yog-.una~ b_., ,he expert Sri
Subr1m,ny.1 B,a, P.1lgb:t.,, Sri C. Ke;avan B. A.
C. I. I. B., President, A.llepp,y l!andalam is seen
by tbe ~Iike; was m ,king a bumorou1 runni nc
commentary on asan&s demon;,trated. In front
or GURU DEVA'S porlirait i, .een wbat is left
or t.be buge heap or flowers of tbe ULITHA
LAKSHARCHANA afier dh.tribution among the
devotees, it bein~ the Mahanavami day, MAHA.
RSH[ also made a sopplimentary sveecb erolain.
ing the significance of Asanas.

A qht where hearts felt more than eye3 prtt,eh-ed
Tfie splendid and glorious site of Vishnu Laksba-

nbma deTOtionally offered by 51 Pandits of Ve.

die Jore, Gods &eem to be acoepting the offerings
-..Ith all graoe and benevolence and simutlaneoosly
.a;b wmg iheir blessi.ns, which every one felt and
ej9Jld. Mahan.bi is sitting enveloped by the
lllnne aun. of &he Maha Yajna, PandilAnantha

&rma Sastri, Sri Ramaswami Iyer, Sri Vasude.
'nil Nau, Sri V. Satcbitbananda Pai are seen
aaong the devotees.

Thanks Giving by
Barrister

A, N.

Menon

A sight of the Yagna Sala a fter the Purusha. Sukta
and Sri Sukta Homas preparatory to the Poornahuti. In the foreground is seen the Ganainthi
Homa Kundom R.lso, In the ril(ht corner are
seen Dr. J. A. Bhat :\£. L .A., and Sri AnR.nd'l
S 1rma. Se.~tri.

,_

MAHARSHI'S DISCOURSE
"TIME IS AT HAND
Under the universal benevolenca of Shri Guru Deva enjoy
all glories of Life Material and Divine"
Thu■ spoke

Maharshi Bala Brahmachari Maheah Yo~i Maharaj during Hi■ inspired exhortation
on the first day of the Mahasammelan. In ,ta eaaential feature■ the discou1se
is summarised by the verse.
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JAI GURU DEVA

'·It give3 me great pleasure this afterno,m
to be in company of you all here assembled in
the close vicinity of the Maha Yagna Mandapam.
From the early morning the atmosphere here is
being surcharged with the Divine Vibrations of
Rig Veda and Yajur Valda Parayanam and the
chantings of the Maha Yagna Mantras, From

morning till noon today when the Siva Laksharchana was being performed by the learned
vedic Pan.dits, everybody must have felt the
!!-trilling and Divine presence of the Vedic Gods
h 3re. In such a pure. Serene, and Godly atmos.
phere, your K<:1rala Maha Sammelan has
c;:immenced.
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It is really a matter of good fortune and
pride for every one of us th3t we h:ive asse:nbled here to discuss and decide, as far as it is
possible intellectually· about the easy and practical !dec,logies of mind-control and spiritual
development. This auspicious occasion, I find,
is graciously sanctified by the pre3ence of th3
great Lord Siva and his retinue, and the divine
radiance of Sri Guru Dev who is famous for
his benevolence and generosity in showering
His blessings on all.

In this atmosphere of all-e:nbra::ing Divinity the inauguration of this Maha Sammelanam
by the speech from a saintly, and princely
personality has added grandeur to the occasion.
His Highness's inaugural address is the most
appropriate speech for the occasion, When I
came to Kerala I heard that His Highne3s the
Maharajah of Cochin is a very learned and
religiously cultured soul. Now after listening
to his inaugural address I am convinced that
he is fully worthy of the great name and fame
he has earned. In his speech he ha3 successfully lai:i down the essentials of Adyatmic
Vikas or Spiritual Develop:nent. He has very
clearly explained the distinction between the
theoretical
and the practical aspects
of
Adhyatma Vidya. All this shows, his clear under_
standing and unflickering appro3ch to the
subject.
The clarification of "Pravrithi Marga" and

''Nivrithi Marga" by His Highness is the most
remarkable feature of his speech. It leads me to
con:lude that His Highne3s is in tull p::>ssession
of the golden treasures of the rich and old traditions of learning. That is why h3 could clearly
claim Jeevan Mukti for the "Pravrithi Margi" also.
This is a very important lesson because in the
pre3ent Atmosphere of too much talk of
Vedanta, it is often argued that Peace in day
to day life, experience of Atmananda, and
realisation of God are not p03sible without
Vairagya or Renunciation. This idealogy is
basically wrong and I a:n glad His Highne3s
ha3 spoken wh:1t is right.
For such a noble, intelligent and befitting
inaugural address I can only congratulate His
Highness and pray "to Guru Deva to shower
his choicest blessings upon him for a healthy,
prosperous and long life.
Another thing which encourages me to
speak at this stage is the Asirvatha:n sent by
Sri Sankaracharya Maharaj of Sringeri Mutt. You
have heard his a1irvath3m. Therein you would
have noted the sentence that this Kerala Maha
Sammelan of the Adyatmic Vikas Manda!, is the
need of the Nation. In this one small sentence
His Holiness has spoken volumes. If time
would permit, h)urs could be spent in elucidating the glorious principles compressed in this
one small sentence. Obviously enough, His
Holiness means that after the advent of the
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political freedom of the country, a Spiritual
Renaissance throughout the vast continent of
India is the need, and now is the time to
accelerate the spiritual development, because
spiritual development alone will ensur9 abiding
peace and lasting happiness in the country. This
spiritual development of India can alone erect a
permanent light house of peace and joy, to guide
the de3tiny of the storm-tossed ship of the suffering humanity of the whole world and save it from
wreck. Sankaracharya Maharaj has also meant
and wished in that one sentence that the mandal
should rise up on a national basis. It is a clarion
call of peac9 and happiness for the people and
th9refore His Holir,ess has called it the need of
the Nation.
Ad hyatmic Vikas or spiritual development
is the proce3s which brings to light and to our
direct experience, the hitherto unknown and
uneJCperienced glories of the s ubtler aspects of
our being. Adhyalmic Vikas or spiritual development is the process of unfolding the essential
nature of the soul and bringing It out to light
from the hidden chambers of ignorance ignorance that stands as a covering and hides the
subtle and glorified aspect oi our inner personality. Adhyatmic vikas or spiritual develop.
ment is the process of revelation of the ultimate
truth of our life, the Satchidanandam, which is the
greate3t heritage of one and all.
This most treasured heritage is really the
fountain head of all joy in life, material and divine.

Ad hyatmic vikas is the process lo unfold the
glories of the soul and to enjoy all aspects of
life, material and divine. Adhyatmic Vikas is
the precess of bringing out the great fountainhead of peace and joy hdden with us. Adhya.
tmlc V ikas or spiritual development is the
process of sharpening the mind to enable it to
enter into the kinqdom of the soul which is the
subtlest aspect of our life, the '• Anoraniyan"
and d irectly experience its essential nature
which is Satchidanandam.
Everybody can have, should have ;ind must
have, the gre~t privilege of enjoying the g lories
of the soul. the g lorie3 of the glorified a3pect
of everybody's life. Caste, creed or nationality
Is no hurdle in the realm of the soul or on the
royal road to it. Soul is the individual property
of everybody. It is the natural and inseparable
possession, nay. the very eJCistence of evrey
man. Everybody has a right. to enjoy his own
po1session. Every.body has a right to enjoy
the satchidimandam nature of his own soul.
In the most natural manner every body has
every right to enjoy permanent peace, Bliss
Eternal, which is the nature of his own soul.
Every body has a birth-right lo enjoy abiding
peace and unbounded joy which is the essen.
tial nature of his own soul. And I hold Everybody already possesses the capacity of
enjoying It, because it is already there in the
innermost receJs of everybo:iy's heart. Nothing
from outside can slop a man from experiencing
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the natura of his own soul. Nothing fro-n outside can stop a man from enjoying lasting
peace and permanent joy in life, for, it is the
ess9ntial nature of his own soul.
The doors of satchidanandam are wide
open alike for one and all. The path i3 straight
and entry is free. Then why waste time in help.
Je3sness and suffer any agony in life? Why suffer
w'.1en you can enjoy? Why be miserable when
you can be happy? Now, let th6 days of misery
and peacelessness be over and let their operation
b ecome the tales of the past. Allow not the past
hi1to~y of agony to be continued in the present.
Be happy and gay. Come on straight and enJOY
the enjoyable. Come on and enjoy the fountainhead of all joys in life. enjoy the everbright
chambers of your own inner personality· All suffering will cease. all agony will go, and all peaceleJsne3'3 and misery of life will simply disappear.
Today you are under the divine radiance of
Shri Guru Deva. Time is at hand- Under the
univer;;al benevolence of Guru Deva enjoy all
glories of lifa. material and divine. Let not th9
caravan of life be tossed about and wander
aimles,ly in the darkness of ignorance; under
the dark clouds of agony and peacelessness.
Let it enjoy the royal entry into the gates of pro.
teclion. peace and happine;s; let it enter into the
Kingdom of bliss and be blisaful for ever.
Under the high flying banner of spiritual
development alone can the suffering humanity
find solace and peace. Spiritual developmEnt
of the memb~rs of the family of nations, alone

can ensure abiding peace in the world. Let the
standard of everybody's mind be raised to the
heigh ts of his own inner glory and then man will
feel for himself the greatness of the higher values
of life and would be tempted to bring th em down
into practical life, and live them. Unless the
slep3 of spiritual development are ascended and
the pinnacle is reached, the hope of peace and
happiness in life will ever remain unrealised. It
was on the basis of this spiritual development
that India was once so great and it is the glory
of the same spi:itual development thlt can make
India great once again, to shine as a rising sun of
peace and happiness on the horizon of the world.

I

believe in something practical.

Mere talks cf peace and fussing over it have no
practical value in any field of life. If one peace.
less and miserable man of th9 world could be
made peaceful and happy. it would mean something of value. positive and concret~ for the
sufferinq humanity. If a fo:mula could be
brought out to light a formula for transforming
peacelessne:;s and mi3eries of life into peace and
ioy of a permanent nature, that would be a boon
to society and for the whole of mankind. Here
we find that great boon, in the dust of the Lotus
feet of Shri Gu~u Deva. Ariy number, millions
and crores of the suffering souls can come and
take refuge in the unive:sal benevolenc~ of Gur,.1
Deva and can, within a few days of Sadhana. transform their peacelessness and sufferings into real
peace and permanent joy. You have already
heord the experiences of many on this platform.
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(Continued on Page 57.)

The Practical Philosophy of Peace &. Happiness
(Speech Delivered by Mrs. Thankamma N. Menon,
Ex-M. L C. (Cochin ), Ex-M. L.A. (T-C. State )
on the second day of the Mahasammelan)
"JAI

SHREE

Gl 1 RU

DEVA"

Param Poojya Maharshin, Sisters and Bl'others,

Mrs. Thankamma N. M~non ,
Ex· M. L. C. (Cochin), Ex · M L.A. lT. C State)

Many a platform have I been a ccustomed
to for the past several years, both p1litical
:- nd s:-cial, but never have I had' the unique
opportunity of addressing such an unparallelled,
imoHtan·t, 1eligiJus congregation ·as the Kerala
~[: h:i 'Sammelanam of the Adhyatmic Vikas
Manda!, the first of its kind not only in Kerala
but in th? wh:>le of Bharata Varsha. · I feel
proud and happy to stand face t1 face with
tne numerous aspirants and seeke1 s of T ruth
wh1 have gathered in this big assemblage to
witness this epoch-m<1king event that w.:>uld go
down in th ; history of the WJrld as a niem:>rable.
tu rning p.:>int in the ·destiny of'' peace and
h a ppiness of m ankind. I feel proud and happy
a gain t o speek on this platform of Kerala Maha
Samm~lan which has been in voked to declare
something unique and useful. Our revered
Maharshi has raised a voice unknown and
unheard of before. He bas declared that "Mind
Control" is easy, peace in day-to7day life is
... .• .....

~
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easy and experience of Atmananda is easy
of attainment even by the busy householder
and I feel hapoy and proud to stand to
st,~ni,ih~n this v,,ic.! t > c.lavate th~ snfiering
humanity on tn::: basb of my ps!rs:mal expefience and on th.! basis oi the personal
experience of relatives and friends who had
the great fortune of taking guidance from
Revered Maharshi. I really feel this to be
the most auspici Jus m.Jment of my life when
I am called upon to address this great
gathering , so holy and made h J lier by the
divine brilliance of Sri Gurudeva aud His
Divinity - our Revered Maharshi. In the
morning hours the very learned Pandits have
offered Pushpaarchana to the Lord Vishnu
and now I find l have been given a chance
to offer my "Shabda-Pushpa-archana'' to the
great Lord of creation. The Lord Vishnu
maintains the universe and wants everybody
to be happy and peaceful. Our Mahar;;hi
shows the practical path to Peace and Happiness in life. That is the work of Lord
Vishnu himself. The voice of Kerala Mahasamelan, is the voice of the Gre·a~ Lord
Vishnu and my words are but the humble
"Sabda-pushpanjali'' at His Lotus Feet.
We are today in an era when people
believe that the scientific inventions are more
astounding than the miracles performed by
the great Sages of India. They still more
glorify that man has come to the stage of
~onquering Time and Space. What more can
'•

I

l'l\ah expect to attain in this age of scientific
achievements and human control over Nature;
water, air and sky! We think we have ber 1me1'tl:e real masteis of ](:.;tt11e ,r.d with this
idea in m:n,: W :! g') on da ncing and dancing
in great cor.-iplacence. Withal the whJle of
h11manHy is suffering fiom misery and peacelessness in the lack o( insight into the glories
of our inner personality and the real values
of life - the ennobling Principles of Blissful
Existence.
Every man is busy himself only with
the cleaning of the outer shell while his inner
being is disastrously neglected.
Whilst he
parades his great inventions to the outside
Wvrld, black clouds of selfi. hness, greed and
other passions darken his inner self, bar the
u nfoldment of the real nature of the Soul,
and make the man suffer constant agony and
misery in his day - to - day life. Man has
learnt how to live under water a nd how to
fly in the air, but he has forgotten how to
Ii ve peacefully on earth. Misery and peacelessness have become his lot and the experience
of peace and joy, the essential nature of
Existence seems foreign to his mind. Look
at the mystery of mysteries - tile lighted lamp
seems to be emanating darkness! Existence
is so full of misery and peacelessness that
the Soul which is the Fountain Head of all
peace and joy seems to be the source of all
misery and peacelessness. This is what I
meant when I said that the lighted lamp

_..,_

seems to be emanating darkness. The reality
of life is completely missed, the essential
nature of our Existence is c::>mpletely overshadnwed and the real nature of 0ur Soul,
Satchidanandam, seems robbed by the forces
of darkness. 1 he blinding materialism seems
to have completely clouded our visi m. What
a great misery has life become? What a
great misfortune? What a loss to the mind?
The essential nature of existence is Satchidanandam-but we find our existence a constant
misery and peacelesmess. This paradox of
life has to be overcome. 1 he solution is simple.
The Theory and Philos::>phy of it may in the
beginning be difficult for some to understand
but the p~actice of it is easy for every one
tJ enjoy.
A direct experience of the inner
personality is needed. Such of us as practice
the Sadana know it from our own experience
that it is not at all difficult to dive deep
into the innerm::>st recess of our personality
and get into the realm of the Soul to enjoy
the Bliss Eternal.
We know it from our
everday experience that only a small particle
coming before the eye o vershadow5 the
whole universe. It seems that the covering
extends to the length and breadth of the
Uinverse; but when it is removed by the
silent touch of the small finger, we find that
it was so insignificant: Similar is the case
in the field of spirituality. The covering of
ignorance is very insignificant so much so
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that it is said to have no real existence other
than our own mental melody, but unless it
is removed, it seems to b':l very extem,ive
and permanent- As a matter of fact the Yeil
of ign-'Jrance which hides the nature of the
soul from our experience of it, is only a
matter of our vision. The goldsmith sees
the nature of gold in the ornament but we
see the shape and
de5ign and outer
apperance of it. Our v1s1on is centered on
the superficial apperance of the ornament
and we fail to appreciate the nature of gold
which the ornament is made of. We have to
cultivate the vision of a goldsmith who can
enjoy the beauty of the form as well as the
nature of the gold. Without cultivating the
innate vision of the goldsmith we are in
possession of only the superfical and outer
vision of life and this is the reason why
we fail t 'J enjoy the essential nature of our
soul which is pervading the universe and
every object in it.
It is only a matter of giving some
training to the mind so that it may be
capable of rising from the experience of gross
objectivity to the experience of the Subtler
and the Subtlest, ••Anoraniyan"- the Soul
whJse essential nature is Satchidanandam.

It is forough such a process of
unfoldment of the essentail nature of the Self
that we are experiencing real Anandam of
life through the blessings of Sbree Guru Deva

whose very presence here amongst our midst
has thrilled the atmosphere with Divine
Vibrations and we all feel the great j:>y which
is deeply reflected o.n the faces of all present
here.
I wish to place before you h ,w my
husband and myself had th~ rare good fortune
of C.)ming in contact with the great sage - our
Revered Maharshi. About three months ago
while going through a daily paper, we happened
to read the news that one Maharshi, Bala
Brnhmachari
Mahesh Yogi Maharaj of
Uttarkashi, (Himalayas) would arrive at
Ernakulam from Kottayam (Travancore) and
deliver a l~cture at Thottakat Dawan's Mem:>rial
Hall at 6 P. M. This attracted us greatly
because whenever such spiritual personalities
visited Ernakulam we w.:mld always seek their
divine look5 and pay our respects to thc:m.
But it W.)uld not be out of place if I frankly
admit, that all such visits and lectures
enlightened us to dispel the darkness of
ia n.)rance in our minds, as the Arun::idayam
b
•
~
banishes the gloom of the night. -,o far they
had never helped us to behvld the Bright Sun
appearing out after Arunodayam. It was for
that great Brilliancy of the Sun - the unfoldment of the "Self" the Satchidanandam, that
our hearts craved for. But neither th,se
spiritual pers:ma lities nor their religious books
n n their di.:;courses could ; eveal to us in any
c,nwincing manner, the teal paths to enter '
into the glories of the Soul. We went to

hear Maharshi 1s speeches. Before we heard
him we were sceptic that any new light
would come from him.
Exactly at 6 P. M. that day Maharshi
appeared on the dais and began his !\peech
which lasted for mxe than 3½ hours. The
speech was really a brilliant and inspiring
one with full of quotations from the Vedas
and the Upanbhads, and the wh'lle audience
was kept spell - bound. Maharshi was speaking about the easy meth)ds of controlling the
mind, how to attain peace and happiness in
our day to day life. In the middle my husband
intervened and rema1 ked. "lt is very easy
for your Holiness to talk about mind control.
But for us to put it in practice is very
difficult - when we sit for meditation our
minds fly nine thousand miles away - that
is .o ur experience". Our Revered Maharshi
laughingly replied, "That is my responsibility
and n ot y mrs - I will see that y ::m get it
within a fe w d<1ys. It is easier for you to
prnctise a nd experience it than for me t .) lecture·
and convince y ou". 1 hese words prompted
us to call on revered Maharshi the next day.
We had a long talk with his Holiness, and
Maharshi asked us abou t our Ishta - Devata
and advised us to g) tJ him the .· next
morning fur the P ada Pooja of Guru Deva .
Maha Yogi Raj Ananta Sri Vibhushith Sree·
Sankaracharya
Brahroananda
Saraswathi
Maharaj of Jy0thir Math wh:> was going to
be· our Guru. The next day morning we
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ftiet r.taharshi and both my husband and myself were initiated. Instructions were given to
us to meditate for an hour both in the
morning as well as in the evening. We
strictly followed Maharshi's directions in
Sadhana thereafter. Maharshi's discourses at
the T. D. M: Hall continued for fourteen
days; we attened the lectures regularly and
we were highly enlightened and all our doubts
were removed.
On the fifth day after our initiation
we went to worship at Chottanikara Temple,
the all powerful Mother Durga's temple which
is about ten miles from Ernakulam. We were
surprised to find the change in our minds;
We felt that our minds were fully engrossed
in Dhyanam of the Goddess and enjoyed that
devotional State of Anandam in the midst
of the great noise and disturbances around us.
This was our first thrilling experience and
after that we were progressing gradually in
our Sadhana for the peace of mind. When
we told .Maharshi about our experience at the
temple, His Holiness said that it was only
the minutest of the minute of the Anandam
that we had experienced and asked us to be
regular in our Sadhana· We are following
Maharshi's instructions to the very letter and
we are experiencing the real joy of life and
calmness of mind in our day - to • day life.
We had been regularly reading Swami
Sivanandaji's books: In Swamiji's books
it ii mentioned flow by the repetition

oi mantra for Severat y~ara ot\t couldattain self-realisation. But the repetition of
mantra or several years without any signs of
immediate positive effect was an imp,ssibility
for us as we had not the patience to do it,
because of our various activities in life. So
we completely lost all hopes of' attaining selfrealisation and enjoyment of Atmanandam·
during this Janma. In the books of Sree
Rama Krishna Mission we come across the
school of thought which advocated the necessity
of renunciation for realisation. This was a
greater impossibility for us who have so many
responsibilities to discharge. But Providence
had something more useful and practicable
for us in store and that was delivered to us
in time.
After taking initiation from our
Revered Maharshi we were surprised to find
great changes in us and our surroundings. All
the benefits of Samadhi-Sukh which we had
read abJut in religious literature, we began to
expciience in such a short space of time and
we were surprised at the quick effect of our
Revered Maharshi's Upadesa. For an outsider
it is really impossible to believe - but every
Guru Bhai experiences and enjoys it - it is a
thing of our diurnal experience. This great
spiritual secret hitherto kept concealed in the
valleys of the Himalayas are now being
revealed through the universal benevole.nce
and the generosity of our Revered Maharshithe beacon I:.ight- of the Himalayas, and who
in Kerala, functioning, we find as a torcb

bearer of the divine effutgetice. It was out of
infinite kindness to the suffering humanity
that om Revered Maharshi has revealed the
secret 'of Peace and Atmanandam which no
science or study bad so far been able to give us.
The idealogy of Maharshi is very much
suited to our way of life - the busY, life of
the householder. He atonce rejects the idea of
renunciation - Thyaga and Vairagya by the
householders (Grahasthasramis).
Maharshi
, proclaima that the same Stchidanandam which
..,is .enjoyed by the good Sanyasis through the
., path ,of detachment and renunciation can very
.. well be enjoyed by the householders through
, the path of attachment or Raga. We could
rise to the same level of Jivanmukthy which
a Sanyasi attains.
But because we are
, Pravrithi Margis; our -.Dlarch towards Jivanmukthi goes through the quality of raga
lattachment) which is predomineot in our
minds, 1f we cultivate our Raga for our IshtaDevatha we become more and more attached
to him but that does not come in the way of
Pravarthi in the world. On the other band
· by the blessings of lshta-Devatha we find
greater and better succe~s in our worldly
career, our Pravartbi is blessed and we enjoy
th«i glories of life in all its aspects.

I am sure you all will be intereste<l
to hear, how the Namboodiri gentleman, our
family priest, beJonging to Akoorath Mana,
Pattambi, South Malabar, and who has been
performing Ganapathi Homam here in the

Yagna for the last three days during tlie Maha
Yagna, experienced Anandam. When he cam.>
to our house on first Karkadagom last to
perform the yearly Ganapathy Homa and
Bhagavathi Seva in our house he saw Maharshi,
and had a take with him after which he was
fascinated to take initiation. At his request
His Holiness initiated him. The very next
day he began to experience Anandam and in
that same evening after the Bhagavathi - SevaPooja he went into Samadhi and it was only
after an hour that he woke up from it and
expressed the experience of the unbounded
nature of joy and happiness. While Maharshi
went to Pa lg hat this Namboodiri gentleman
took all the members of his family there and
got them initiated by His Holiness. Thousands
and thousands of my sisters in Kerala who
had the good fortune to take the initiation
from Maharshi,
feel great peace and
happiness in their day-to-day life and
they positively experience the unknown
hand of some Divine Power protecting them.
They have begun to realise that life is all a
joy for them and it is not a struggle at all.
Another surprising aspect of it is that the
Guru Bahinies feel that they all belong to
one family - such sisterly affection they ex·
perience. While His Holiness was at Trichur,
Guruvayoor and palghat, several persons took
initiation and we actully saw some of them
go into trance the very same day of initiation.
Such is the Power of Maharshi's Upadesa. It
is even a greater surprise that the even the most
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POORNAHUTI OFJ MAHAYAGN.\
~nerous liberation of Gbee being poured in the ,acriticial lire in
the Yai;na Sa.la by tbe learned Vedic Pandit,.

Before starting for Avabritbsnanam alter the offering of the
Poornabutbi of tbe ~Iaba. Ya.jn". The Yajna Flag is being
lowered.

The holy si'(bt oi the mounting llnme~ ~oon after th~
Poornabuti. On the right corner l\IAHARSHI is
seen conversing with Dr. J • .-\.Bhat,::\[, L.;. ., Pandit
A.nantba Sanna Sil'tri and otber-.

Ready to start for Avabritha.snanam GURU
DEVA'S portrait placed on theSimhasanam
with Cha.thram, Cha.ma.ram and all other
paraphernalia mounted on an improvised
cha.riot. Sri V. Sachitha.nanda. Pai, Office
Secretary, of Maha. Sa.mmela.nam is looking ahead to start the procession.

A sight of the procession for A va.brithasnanam.
Guru Deva.'3 portrait seen on the
decorated Cha.riot with Chathram · and
Chama.ram and other Rajopacharasi Cb..
a.ma.rams a.re held by Sri Ra.mswa.mi
Iyer, a lea.ding business man of. Cochin
and Trichur and Sri Krisbnaswa.mi.
Advocate. Coimbatore. With Revered
MAH AR SH I a.re seen Sri Srinivs.s•
Bhatt of Qnilon, Sri Snbra.m~n is. Iyer
of Kottayam, Sri V. Sachiths.na.nda Pai.
Sri 0. G. Menon, Agent, Cochin Nair
Bank and otbers. U was 2 p. m. under
the bright aun which brings umbrellas
also in the proceasion. .

misers.ble and peadess persons wh0 had the
good fortune to take initiation from Maharshi
are found to enjoy peace and happiness in
their every day life within a few days of their
spiritual Sadhana. They experience, that the
spiritual joy or Atmananda which they enjoy
during their Sadhana, develops gradually and
then begins to _last. continuously throughout
day and night. They feel neither the miseries
of the world nor do they feel depressed any
longer. Life to them has become full of joy
and happiness.
Kerala the land .of the great Parasurama, has become Punya Bhoomi because
of the Birth of Bhagavan Sri Sankara, the
great Avathar of the Lord Siva; Sankara the
m:march among Sages, Sankara the spiritual
Preceptor of the world, Sankara the exponent
of Adwaitha philosophy which is lofty, Sublime
and unique - the philosophy which has brought
solace, peace and illumination to countless
persons in the East as well as in the West.
Now once again through this Maha Sammelan
Kerala, the Lolus Feet of Bharatha Matha, is
going to shine as the guiding star to t~e
peaceless suffering humanity of the l..1 nivene.

Our 'Revered Maharshin, Ba1a Brahmachari
Mahesh Yogi Maharaj of Uttar Kasi (Himalayas)
the beloved disciple of His Divi~ity Anant Shree
Vibhushit J agadguru Bhagavan Sankaracharya,
}ate Swami Brahmanand~ Saraswathi Mah;i.raj
of Jyothirmath, Badarikasram, the illustrious
Sankaracharya of the present age, by a Divine
direction bas come to Kerala to bear the
torch of spiritual glory in our material life.
By His Holiness's elevating contact and
enlighting guidance and ennobling sublimity
several thousands of people in Kerala by the
simple and subtle methods of spiritual practice
propounded by Maharshin, have begun to
enjoy Peace of mind and spiritual joy of a
unbounded nature.
Revered Marshin, t , on behalf of
the women devotees of Kerala:, offer our most
humble and devotional pranains to your
Holiness for having showered on us the
blessings of Shri Guru Deva. May Lord Sree
Krishna bless Your H oliness
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Jai Sree Guru Deva

THE LAMP IS LIGHTED
Speech Delivered By S. Ramaswami Iyer B. A., B. Sc. (London)
A. C. G. I. A. M. I. E. at the Maha Sammelanam.
Bwerecl Maharahin, and Briends,
It is the divine inspiration from
Swamiji that enables me to stand before you
tonight to speak a few words.
I am not a philosopher, nor a metaphysician nor a student of Theology. I am one
of the millions that beleive in a higher power
which we call God. My conception of God is
of the vaguest kind. There is however an
unceasing urge in me to know Him, It is the
innate urge which does exist in all men in
greater or lesser degree, that is the basis of religion. Though there be failures and frustrations
in our attemp t to know God., the urge drives
us on inexorably in that great quest and our
soul finds no peace till it has found rest in God,
Two circumstances in our life are found
giving strength and momentum to this urge. One
is the feeling of dissatisfaction with the state
of affairs prevailing around us. Wordly pleasures have begun to pall and materialistic
progress bas lost glamour. The discoverie&
of science filled ou!' minds once with pride
and made us to arrogate to ourselves power
to create worlds, like unto the Gods, and
utilise the resources of the universe for our

S. Ramaswamy Iyer
B. A., B.Sc. (London)
A. 0, G. I. A, M. l E.
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enjoyment. The advancement of science h as
only intensified the mystery of the uni\'erse.
The ever expanding realm of the unknown
has struck ns dumb and pride has yielded
place to h11mility and submissi~e adorati,>n._
Did not Viswamitra · try to rival the Gods
and swing a new w.:>rld into space for Tris:i nku to abide? Did not H iranya Kasipu
develop the power to destory the w.>rlds,
by his Tapas? Did not Ravana make even
the Gods quake? But what did these conquests avail them, and what WJ S their final
end? These serve as great object lesSl>ns to
the scientists, who seek to couquer the universe and _b ring it u~der. sway. A man may gain
the whole world but if she losses h is s:>ul,
all is Jost and he is no where.
Coupled with this is the growing
discontent with the m:i te: ial world from which
n:> Science can bani~h the su(fe, ing, from wh ich
we all seek release. It is tiiis urge for freedom from snHering that set Buddha on the
spiritual quest and impelled our ancient seers
and sages to discover the p:ith of salvation.
Our sufferings are not only of the
body but of the m ind a!S) . The latter is
indeed the more distracting and prim1ry cause
of our physical ailments too. Our self h as
become the battle grou nd for raging furies.
It is only the conquest of passi::>ns, that are
tearing us asunder, that ca n bring pe:ice the peace that passeth understanding, which

is Ananda. With peace comes light and
realisation and infinite bliss .

God

The way to attain this peace and
bliss is cJntained in our sacred lore. They are
our best guides. God has incarna ted not once
but several' times to redeem us ·a nd sh:>w the
way. I n betw-!en the incarnations sages and
prophets have arisen and served as beacon lights
t'> erring humanity, The need for such guides
is all the greater in this Kaliyuga when we
find ourselves sh rouded in darkness.
Though the great truths are enshrined
in our shastras we are not able to understand
them . Learning has sunk low and comprehensi,m decayed and discipline undermined. It
is io this melancholy situation, that the need
for the helping hand and saving grace is
keenly felt, and the uplifting influence of
advanced s·,uls lik e the Swamiji becom? necessary. They are like the rafts that help us
cross the waters to the other bank.
The need for spiritual guidance has
alw.1ys been stressed in all religions. The
difficulty arises in selecting the guide. In the
choice of a Guru I have ad.)pted a rough
and ready m ?th·)d . I do not question if the
pers'.>n whose spiritual aid I seek is, God
realised or n:>t. It is not for me to judge,
and in fact wh-:> among us is qualified to do
it? It is enough if I am satisfied that he is
God realised.
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You must all have heard it said or
read in bJok; that all that we see and feel
with our external senses is just Maya or ~lithya.
These senses just keep hidden from us the
ultimate truth behind Creation. To remove
this veil of Maya we have been advised
through books and Pravacbanas that we
should turn our eyes inwards. This advice
does not take us anywhere. I hii.ve often
times w,mdered how this turning in of the eyes
can be accomplished. We should all consider
it our greatest good fortune that our Revered
Maharashi Bala Brahmachari Mabesh Yogi took
it into bis head to come to this great land
of ours, the birth place of our J agath Guru
Sri Sankaracharaya, because only he among
the hundreds of sanyasins or· rishis has condescended to impart to us a very easy method
of the so-called turning of the eyes inwards.
I say so-called' because it is really a misleading expression. Our Maharshin is doing this
m,rely out of his goodness and his innate
desire not c-nly to help us out of the mire
but also to lift us to the lofty heights of
Athmanand-i and thence to the height of

heights, Brahmananda and Jeevan Mukthi.
And all this just for the asking, only that
asking has to be sincere and full of devotion.
The conduct of this great convention
where you have heard so many of the already
•initiated' giving out their experiences of
Athmananda wJuld make it clear that here
is something new being propounded and newly
established. This of course is only a sign of the
Yuga in which we live. As our Revered Maharshin has often stressd, he is only tryinig to
remove their veil and sh >w us the old light
kindled by our ancient sages.
It is an old truth that faith can work
miracles.
It can move mlmntains. It can
likewise dispel darkness and bring light. Our
Swamiji is a lamp lighter. Let us avail our
sel ves of his presence amongus. Let us trim the
wicks and fill the lamp of our heart with
oil and get Lighted.
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O~l SHANTI SHA~TI SHA~TI

(Continued "from P11ge 46)

What else can be· a greater boon in life?
What
else can be a better sift in lose of humanity?
Guru Deva is now out to shower His Grace on
one and all. Like a flood has co:ne His Grace
here in kerala. Thousands are enjoying peacr
and joy in their daily life. Anybody who
came, was blessed, and allowed to take · the
p::ith of peace and happine.:13. Time is favourable. opportunity is yours. Enjoy, e njoy to the
maximum the overflowing grace of Shri Guru
Deva.
Mysterious are the ways . of destiny. I
cannot say, for how long in the atmosphere of
the present age, we will succeed in holding on to
this great and overflowing generosity of Shri
Guru Deva. I can only speak in terms of the
present. I can only offer to you the dishes ready
in hand today; for tomorrow I cannot promise, for,
I have nothing of my own. The bulb is shining
here, but the current is coming from the power
house. Any time the main switch may be put
off and then the bulb will cease to spread the
light. Therefore under the ligld of the shining
bulb at hand, lay out your own lines to the
powerhouse and be independent and free from
the fear of darkness when the light that is,
chooses to switch off,
Here is the Divine call for you. Adhyatmic Vikas Manda! of Kerala i3 the clarion call to
awaken the world from deep slumber of igno·
ranee, suffering and peacelessne3s. Here is the

invitation from the universal benevolence of Shri
Guru Deva; the invitation, the universal invitation
for everyone suffering the agony of peacelessness
and miseries, to come out of the dark night of
life into the brilliant light of Divine Grace and
enjoy all glories of life, material and divine.
Remember, it is nothing new that the
Adhyatmic Vikas Manda! of Kerala is saying
today. It is not any new message of life that
Kerala Maha Sammelan is broadcasting today;
It is the same age.old voice of eternal peace and
happiness for which India stands out from times
immemorial. It is the same age-old voice of
eternal peace and happiness which the child of
Kerala. the pride of India, Shri Sankara gave
out to the world more than two thousand years
ago. Kerala Maha Sammelan is giving out
today, on the basil of personal experience, the
same age-old lesson of Shri Sankara which
declared the unimpeachable universality of
Anandam as the Ultimate and Absolute Reality
of e1tistence; it is the same principle of
Anandam that the Eternal Veda3 and· Upanishads have been singing down the ages- ·

an;r-:~14:4...- ~~ ~f.t ~q;~ I
~~ 31RTif.1 :jfl~ij I

an;r.:( spJi~tflfll~PI~,.~ I
(Taittariya Upanished)
"From Anandam is the whole creation born.
In Anandam do the creatures live and in
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Anandam shall all this ultimately merge! Anan·
dam is the one reality of the universe, ultimate and ab3clute. Anandam is th9 one reality
of life eternal and ab3olute. Anandam is thA
nature of the soul. Anandam is the life of
every body. Anandam is the very existence of
every being. This i3 the Anandam which the
Adhyatmic Vikas Manda! of Kerala is enjoying
and this is the natural and Univer3al Anandam
for whose enj~yment Kerala Maha Sammelan
is raising a voice and inviting the people.
Thi3 is the Anandam. which was considered
to be so difficult of experience, and which
now has become so ea,ily attainable under
the grace of Shri Guru Deva. It is this great
miracle of Guru Deva that is tempting the
Kerala Maha
Sammelam to feel for the
suHering humanity. Although nothing is new in
fae realm of the soul· the experience of it
which was thought to be very difficult has
now become very easy under the grace of
Guru Deva. It is the joy of this easy way
of approach which i, enc0uraging Kerala Maha
Sammelam to raise a voice uni:ie and unheard
of elsewltere"" in · conte:nporary time3. Ke:ala
Maha Sammelam is raising a voice, that un::ier
the universal benevolence of Shri Guru Deva.
MIND CONTROL IS EASY, PEACE IN DAILY
LIFE IS EASY AND EXPERIENCE OF ATMANANDAM IS EASY.
Thi3 voice of Kerala Maha Sammelan
is not a voice of Cllch-words and c'.1arming
senliments, it is a voice coming out of the
acid lest of personal experience.

J

Kerala Ma~a Sammelan stands only to
flash out the age old light of Eternal Peace
at1d happiness, the lig~t Celestial blazoned
by the Maharshies of yore and kept alive in
the heart of the holy tradition of the Maha.
rshies of the country; the Light serene whose
one ray is sufficient to enlighten the dark
nights of ignorance misery and peacele3sness
of the whole world.
And you have seen it
for youraeself, how under th e amazing influence of that light, hundred.s of miserable
and peacel~ss souls of kerala hava put an
end to their suffe:ing and pe~ce\essness and
have begun to e'i-ijoy peace and happiness in
life. Wh~tever the material circumstances and
surroundings of the man, h is life has been
raised to a high pitch of real peace and
joy, Under the fla,h of thi3 unfailing light
of Gnru Deva's Blessing, Kerala Maha Samme.
Ian stands to p:oclaim sure ~ure for all the
miseries and peacelessness of everybody every.
wh?re in the world. This is the one treasure
of Adhyatmic Vi!::as Manda!, on the basis of
·which it stands "to b:in:;, peac~ an:l happine3s
everywhere in everybody's every-day life".
''Today we hava considered the nature
of Adhyatmic Vikas, the O .nnlpre3ence of
Anandam. and the aim of the A::ihyatmic
Vikss Mancia!. T,Jmorrow we shall deal with
the theory of Adhyatmic Vikas, the principle
of attaining peace and h:ippiness in life.
Jai Shri Guru De ... va.
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THEORY OF SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT
(Mahu1hi'1 diacourae of the second day of the Maha Sammelan)
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"JAi SIIRi GURU DEVA''

the programme o( . Vishnu- Laksha-Archana.
Jnste:ad ol one, two Vishnu-Laksha-Archana5
were performed to day. Thi, 1howi the delight
of the Almighty Gods, Lord Siva •nd Lord
Vishnu, in the celebration ol lhi5 Keral:i
llaha 5ammelan of Shri Sankar.icharra Bra-

What a happy timt we have this
evening. Yesterday's Shiva - Laksha-Archana
ailaha Yagna , it seems, ha, really pleased
lht Lllrd Shiva much. It wu the ple:11ure
ol Lord Siva, th:at doubled this morning,
-
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hmanand Saraswati Adhyatmic Vikas Manda\.
1n the midst of this great delight of Gods
and under the Divine Radiance of Shri Guru
Deva, in this holiest of the holy atmosphe1e
of all embracing divinity, what encourages
me most is the Asbirvadam of the great successor of Shri Guru Deva, Swami Shantanand
Saraswati Maharaj, the present Sankaracharya
Swamigal of Jyotirmath, Badarikashram. I
take it to be the Ashirvadam of Lord Siva
appearing on the Lap of Lord Vishnu. Yesterday we performed Siva - Laksha - Archana
and today we receiveJ the Ashirvadam and
the best of it was that today it was received
in the midst of the two Vishnu-Laksha-Archanasl This is not an ordinary coincidence.
I find a great meaning in it. •SHANKARAM
SHANKARACHARYAM' Shankaracharya is
said to be the Avatara of Lord Siva. And
Lord Vishnu has himself said-'ACHARYAM
MAM VIJANEEYAT', i.e. know the'Acharya'
to be 'My-Self'. And therefore according to
Lord Vishnu, the Dharmacharya Shankaracbarya is Lord Vishnu Him ,elf. So this
Ashirvadam of Bhagawc1n Shankaracharya, is
the A~hirvadam of Lord Siva and Lord Vishnu
both. Happy I feel to say that your Kera!~
Maha Sammelan has really heen blessed by
the All Powerful Divine influence of both
Lords Siva and Vishnu.
You have h:!ard and rnceived the great
Ashirvadam. In that Divine Message you
have heard .that "Spirituali,;m'• is the back-

bone of India'. In this one sentence His
Holiness has spoken volumes and has expressed
great truths of Indian Philosophy and culture.
Spirituality deals with the realm of the soul,
and tnis is the subtlest field of our existence.
1t is also the very basis of all the gross aspects
of life.
The spirit or soul is the basic motive
force of our existence and spirituality is the
science of that motive force. The material
science of tody speaks highly of atomic power.
Today the political power of a nation depends
upon its resources of atomic energy. But we
in India know that the atomic energy is not
the basisc motive power of our existence. It
can only be called the basic motive force of
material existence, because it is found to be
very gross when compared wifh the powers
of our mental and spiritual existence. That
is the reason why India laid more importance
on the field of the soul which is the ultimate
m otive power behind our life in all its
aspects; spiritual, mental and physical. That
is the reason why India always regarded the
science of the soul as the best and most
useful of all sciences. This is the reason why
His Holiness has called spirituality as the
backbone of Jndia. Under the high-flown
banner of spiritualism alone can India regain
its past glory, and cultured in, the spirit
alone, can the children of India be great
masters of Nature and Universe. This is what
His Holiness bas meant, when he said "Spiri60 -

tualism is the back-bone of India". It is the
keystone of the arch of all developments.
Spirituality trains the mind to rise from the
'
experience
of the subtlest field of objectivity
and enables it to transcend the field of
objectivity for entering the realm of the soul,
the field of Eternal Bliss. Spirituality trains
the mind to enter into the realm of the soul
and becomes all p::>werful for enjoyment of
all the glories of life, spiritua I, mental and
material.
By a perfect system of spiritual
development, the great sages of yore have
given to us the keys to lay open the treasures
of great energy and power hidden within us.
The Mundaka Upanishad declares that anybody
who establishes himself on the highest attitude
of spiritualism becomes capable of devebping
his will-power and men~al force to such a
great extent that he can attain any object or
get into any strata of the uni verse by a
mere "SANKALPA" or a th:>ught. This is
the glory of spirituality which can make
a man w'lrthy of attainment of everything by
the agency of th'>ught alone. 1his all powerful
spirituality is valued and cherished most in
India. That is why His Holiness has said it
to be the backbone of our country. But this
spirituality tends to be ignored today in
the heat of the modern currents and Western
ideologies. If I ndia is to become strong and
great let her not sleep over spirituality, the

science of the very ffi')tive force of existence.
If S')ciety is to become great, every .
man has to become great spiritually. Be he
a beggar or a millionaire, if only he turns
spiritual can he have peace and happiness,
and enjoy all glories of life spiritual, mental
and material. This is the great strength of
our ancient wisdom, the great efficacy of
spiritual development for bringing peace and
happiness to every body irrespective of his
material standard of life or status in society.
This is the reason why His Holiness has said
that •'Spiritualism is the backbone of India".

We feel the flash of the spirituality
of our Guru Deva in the Ashirvadam of His
great successor. We in Kera la today are
immensely blessed by this great Ashirvadam
and in reverence we offer our devotional
pranams t : > the Lotus feet of H is Holiness.
Yesterday, we considered the Omnipre3ence of Anandam. Anandam, which i,,
present everywhere and pervading everything . .
As a matter of fact everything is but Anandam •
in its essential nature, Just as a mountain of
snow is nothing but water, so also the whole
Universe is nothing but Anandam. Just as
the different shapes and forms of p::>ts are made
of the same clay, so also the different objeets
in the Universe are made of the sam?
formless Anandam. Anandam is the ultimate
reality of the Universe.
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The world of concrete forms and objects
is made from the formless. This truth of Indian
Philosophy has been supported by the findings
of the modern science also.
According to
the electronic theory of modem science, electrons and protons are the ultimate reality of
matter. All these different forms of matter
are nothing but involved energy.
This solid
concrete wall is noth ing but the abstract
formless energy. This concrete mike, all its
components "lnd the whole mechanism of it,
is nothing but abstract formless energy . All
the3e multifarious material objects in phenomenon are nothing but formless abstract energy.
No sensible man can refuse to accept thi i finding of the modem material scienc~. Now if
we are able to conceive that the whole material
universe is nothing but formless energy, then
it i~ easy to to concP.ive, on similar lines, that
all this ccncrete universe is nothing but the
Abstract Formless Brahman "Sarvam Khalu !dam
Brahma". All this is Brahman and 'Anandam
Brahmano Vijnan' i. e . Brahman is Anandam.
All this i3 Anandam. Satchidanandam.
To be more clear-Electrons and protons
of the modem science. seen th~ough the Indian
system of analysis of the universe are manifestations of Aqni-Tatwa and Vayu-Tatwa comb ined. The energy of the electrons and protons

is due to the Agni-Tatwa and motion in them
is due to V6yu.Tatwa. Thus we find. the present
day science has reached upto Vayu.Tatwa in
in the field of analysis of the universe. But
our Indian analysis of the universe has found
out much more of the subtler p hases of ex.
istence. According to our system of analysis•
finer than the Agni-Tatwa a nd the very cause
of it is the Vayu-Tatwa; finer than the VayuTatwa and the very cause of it is the AlcashTatwa; finer than the Alcash.Tatwa and the
very cause of it is the Aham.Tatwa; finer than
the Aham-Tatwa; and the very cause of it is
the Mahat-Tatwa; finer than · the Mahat-Tatwa
and the very cause of it is the Prakriti-Tatwa;
and finer than the Pralcriti-Tatwa and the very
cau3e of it is the Brahma-Tatwa which is the
Ultimate Reality. the subtlest ''Anoraniyan",
Satchi::lanandam. This is the analysis of the
universe according to our Indian thought which
speaks of universality of Anandam and esta. ·
blishes that Anandam is the ultimate and absolute Reality of existence. This universality
of Anandam we have already comidered yesterday.
Today we shall try to find out why this
Omnipresent Anandam evades common ex.
experience. And having found out the cause ,
we shall try b find out the mean to eradi•
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cote ii• A thing which is prestcnl everywhere
hos gene out oJ Qur experien::e'. Obviously- II
se3ms lo be o pl~odox. Bui lhil is experl ence In lile which connol be denied. Omni-

lested minute ,tole, its essential nature is Anon.
don Sot .chll-AnanJom; but in its manil?sled stole
the Anondom becoms latent to give rise lo
other properties which c:>me on the ,.:ene of

presence o( Anandem we o::cepl inlellecluolly,
but Omnipreaence ol ·0ukhc,m· is our day to
doy evperlence in lile. Which of lhe lwo is

lh9 monilesled objects, ju$l as the flud properly
of waler bec.:.imes lotent I. e. when water becomes
ice. Waler in its e;;senlial nature Is Fluid and

correct? Who I Is the truth of la(~? ls it lo
remain a paradox or an unsolvej problem of
exi1lence? II Anondom is the reolily of lile
then all our experience of the world whi::h
ore. In one way or the other, ollied with
'Dukhom' ore the experiences ol a non.reality.
The Reolily ol hie which i1 Anlrndam ol unbounded nolurtt is not ol all being experienc.
ed.. A real lile of oil Anandom Is not ol oil
being lived. Anondom. the most cheri1hoble

lronsparen!, but when it ber.omes ice ii is translucent or opaque. and solid. The solidity and
opacity of ice ore quite controry to the fluidity
c,nd lranlparency of woler. When waler be~omes
ice the tronsporency of woler becomes latent
giving rise to the opposite choroclerisltc of
opacity; and lluidtly becomel latent. giving rise
to its oppo:tile chor11deristlc of solidity . Thus
we see. when a thinq lron1forms il1 origir,ol end
elsential characlerl;lics ii becomes latent ond
gives ri1e lo dtlferent charocteristics which moy
even be conlrory lo the original. These changed
choroclen11tcs deviole from the original c hor-

ospect of our being it out of our consciousnass.,
Wh!ll i1 the reo,on? Somelning ,earn, lo hc,ve
qone w~ong with our mschinery of experience .
Our machinery of experienca is able to ex .
perience only one aspect, the gron ospect of
th~ ultimote reolity and foih to experience the
subtler ospect ol its essenliol noture.

acteristics a ccording lo intensity ol the chonge
Vcpour, cloud. mi:.1, &now and ice ore tho
various mamfestallon1 of water; Water ltsell i1
liquid. but of its manilestolion1 some are gueous
and otheu are solidi .

There ore two 1lole1 of the ultimo!e Reollly Brohmon · the unmonife:tled stole, ori:J the
monilesled 1lote. In the unmonifMIP.d 1tole the
Broh:n:in t, 'A no ronlyon' the atom cl th::, otom1.
the minute of lhe manuloe; ond in this unmonl-

Thi1 anology helps 1111:plcnolion cf the
ex~erlence of misery (or 0ukham) in the midst
of the Omnipreien.::e of Ancndom, When the
unmantlesled Brchmon becomes manifested. the
Sot -Chit Anandom chcracterislics oJ 11 become

-
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latent to give rise to other charncteristics which
may even be Asat, Achit and Anandam which are
quite opposed to Sat-Chit and Anandam. The
never changing (Sat) , absolute existence (Chit)
and abolute bliss (Anandam) which are the
characteristics of the Unmanifested 'Anoraniyan'
become latent giving rise to their oppo3ite
characteristics, viz. the ever c~anging, relative
existence, and relative joy characteristics of the
manifested objects and universe,
I think it is clear now, why the quality of O .nnipresent Anandam is not exhibited
on the forms and objects of the Universe.
Although Anandam is the Gssential nature of
the ultimate reality of the material objects, it
has become latent in them and only the
qualities of the gross objectivity are being expe.
rienced at the outset.
Hail! to the perfect system of Indian
philosophy which offers the lh 9ory · and practice of directly experiencing the Sat· C hitAnanda; and hail! to the Maharshies of India
who have opened the gates ot spiritual glory
in material life and wh:> have laid out practical path3 for expP.riencing the nature of the
'Anoraniyan' in the midst of all this manife.
sled gross universe, and have floated the
ideclogy of Jeevanmukli, the most exalted
state of h uman existence, the stale of con-

stant experience of Sta· chit-Anandam.
Today we have to look into !his ideo.
logy of Jeevan-Mukti, and consider the theory
and practice for experiencing Sat-chit-Anandam.
Our instrument for experience viz. the
mind, is constantly engaged in apprehending
objects through the senses which can only
perceive the gross objectivity. Our physical
eyes can see only the gro3s form. When the
form is minute or subtle our eyes fail to
perceive it and we need a micro3cope to
see it. Similarly ears can hear only gross
sounds. When the sound become3 subtle, our
eara fail to catch it. Similar is the case with
the other senses of perception. Because these
senses can experience only gross objects, the
mind,
which is alway3 experiencing things
through the i:enses,
is able to experience
only the gro3s field of manifested objectivity.
Due. to the long-standing experience of gross
objectivity, the mnnd itself hc1s become gross
,ind blunt. In its gross condition the mind naturally fails to enh,r into the realm of the subtlest "Anoraniyan", and that is how it misses
the Anandam which is Ominipresent.
If the mind could be trained to apprehend Iha experience in the subtler fields in obje.
ctlvity itself, it will definitely become sharp and
in its increasing sharpness can definitely enter
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into the realm of ''Anorniyan'', the Sat ChitAnandam, and h:ive the direct experience of
it. The path of spiritual Sadhna lies therefore
in training the mind to march th ·ough the field
o f subtler objectvity, in spiritual development,
For practice we can select the field of
ob1ectivity pertaining to any of the senses of
percaption - sense of sight hearing, smell or
touc'.,. . In any of the fields we are required to
reduce the objectivity to it3 increasingly subtler
stages and help the mind to go on experiencing
the:n till it reaches the subtlest stage of objectivity, and its experiences.
At this stage when the mind is able to
experience the subtle3t in objectivity, it beco.
mes sharp enough to enter into the realm Of
"Anoraniyan" which transcends the field of
subtlest objaclivity and in this s tate it ta3tes
the essential nature of that realm, which is
Sat-chidanandam.
If the mind is proceeding through sou.
nd. th~ field of Anoraniyan is the field which
transends the field of subtlest sound, which
is fh3 field of ''no sound", ie. ''Ni-Shabdam";
and Upanishads ~II it ''Paramam Padam"-"NiShalldam Pa,amam Padam". This' Paramam Pa .
dam' i3,Sat-C hidanandam, in its e3sential nature. The mim experiencing it, rises to Eter.
nal life - a life of Eternal Bliss and Absolute
Consciousness.
For training the mind through sound we

can lake any word. Even the word "mike" can
be taken. By reducing the sound of the word
•'mike" to its subtler and still subtler stages.
and allowing, the mind to go on experiencing
all the stag es one by one, the mind can be
trained to be so sharp as to enter into the
subtlest stage of the sound 'mike' , transcending which it will auto:natically get into the
realm of Sat-Chidanandam and experience it.
Thus we find that any sound can serve our
purpose of training the mind to become sharp.
B..it we do not select the sound at random.
We do not select any sound like 'mike', flower
table, p en , wall, etc. becallse such ordinary
sounds can do nothing more than merely sharpening the mind; wh3reas there are some
special sounds whic'.i have the a::lditional efficacy
of producing vibrations who3e effects are found
to be congenial to our way of life. Thi3 is
the scientific reason why we do not select any
word at random- For our practice, we select
only the suitable mantras of personal Gods.
Such mantras fe tch to us the grace of personal
Gods and maim us happier in every walk
of life.
While making a reference to the Mantras,
in this manner. I feel like touching a very
vital aspect of Sadhna, which things are blurred
in the present atmosphere of too much talk
of Vedanta.
Obviously enough there are two ways of
life, the way of life of a Sanyasi and the way.
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of life of a householder. One is quite oppos.
ed to the other, A Sanyasi renounces every
thing of the world, whereas a householder needs
and accumulates, everything. Shastras declare
both the ways of life to be the paths of emancipation. Both, are said to be the "MokshaMarqa" Nivarthi Marga and 'Privrithi Marga'. The
one realise3, through renunciation and detachment,
while the othgr goes through all attachments and
accumulation of all that is needed for physical
life. We have two different sets of Mantras
to suit the two ways of life. Mantras for the
Sanyasis have the effect of increasing the sense
of detachment and renunciation. and also have
the power of destroying the objects of worldy
affections, if there should survive any such
objects for him. Quite contrary to this are
the Mantras suitable for the ho1Jseholder which
have the efficacy of harmonising and enriching
the material aspect of life also.
The Mantras of the Sanyasi have a
destructive effect in the material field of life,
whereas the Mantras suited lo the householder
envisage constructive values also.
'•Om'' is the Mantra for the Sanyasi.
The Sanyasi repeats ''Om" "Om" '•Om''. It is
given to him at the lime of 'Sanyas-Diksha',
at the time when he has completely renounced
attachment to the world.
Renunciation and
detachment increase with the repetition of 'Om'.
'Om' is chanted aloud by a Sanyasi to put
on end to his desires, Desire3 are de3troyed

by loudly chanting the mantra 'Om'. And if
there is any desire deeply rooted in the mind
0f a Sanyasi. the chanting of ·Om' will result
in the destruction of the object of such desire
in order to make the Sanyasi. wholly desireless. The Sanyasi thus attains Peace through
.the renunciation and destruction of deJires,
wh3reas the peace comes to the househ:,lde!'
when his needs are satisfied, when his desires
are fulfilled . The mantras for the householders
have the effect of fulfilling the desires.
If unfortunately. the householder begini;
to repeat the pranava Mantra viz, 'Om', 'Om''
'Om' he experiences destructive effects in his
material life. The effect starts with monetary
loss and then goes on to destroy objects of
affection, one by one. Such a man, when he
finds loss of money and separation from the
dear ones, he is reduced to utter peaceless.
ness and frustration. Where is the chance of
spiritual development or experience of Peace
and happiness for such a dejected soul? The
path of psacelessneS3 and misery in the world.
cannot lead to Eternal happiness. If the man
is proceeding towards
Eternal happiness,
every day he should feel the increa3e of peace
and happiness, and this alone will assure him
that he is proceeding towards abiding peace
and eternal happiness. If you walk towards
the light you should be able to feel the increase of light at every step. If you are spending some time in devotion to God, you should
feel peace and happiness in life. If ycu ate
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not feeling peace and happiness you should
be wise enough to doubt the correctness of your
devotion, ycu should be wise enough to think
that your method of devotion is wrong, that
the Mantras that you are repeating do not
suit you. The mantras that suit the Sanyasis
can never suit the householders. Hundreds of
God-loving and God-fearing families, have
been ruined due to the de3tructive effects of
Sanya£a Mantra viz, "Om".
''8 m" destroys
desire3 and also destroys the objects of de3i·e3
and therefore it produces calmness of mind
and renunciation and detachment fro:n material
life only to Sanyasis when they repeat Om;
to them it brings the experience of peace of
mind and from this experience they generally
recomend the chanting of 'Om' to their followera. But when a householder repeats Om,
he experiences that as k,ng :!s he is repeating 'Om' he feels peace of mind, but when
he comes out to indulge in business or household work, he finds that the air is against
h 's desire and schemes. The silencing effect
on the mind and destructive effects in material
life, both a;e experienced side by side. Some
people say that we should ignore m~terial life
in reg.ird to the devotional practices and
Mantras.
But this
is a fool's ideology.
Can
you
po3sibly ignore the considera tions of material life, when the Mantras
ao affect it? Select a path which will make
you happier in your material life also. Do not
live In a fool's paradfse. Do not think that

your sufferings and miseries of today will work
as re3ervations in the galleries of heaven for
tomorrow, Be peaceful and happy in the present
and try to make this state permanent. This
iS the path of Deliverance in Life JeevanMukti, the most exalted state in human existence, the state of abiding Peace and Eternal
Bliss . And this you are entitled to have
through correct and suitable Sadhana. And
because the Mantras play an important role
in the field of Sadhana, you must be very
very careful in the selection of the Mantra.
The theory of Mantras is the theory of sound.
It is most scientific and natural. Ladie.s should
never repeat any Mantra beginning with Om.
The pronounciation of Om is like fire to the
ladies. This is the practical experience of
many devoted ladies who repeatdd 'Om Namah
Shivaya' or 'Om Namonarayanaya' or 'Om
Name Bhagwate Vasudevaya' or any such mantra
beginning with Om. It cannot be God's wi:h
that you should suffer in your devotion to him.
Do not cling to the unhelpful Mantras. The
moment you find you have got into the wrong
train, it is wise tc get down from it as soon
as possible. It is foolish to stick on to the
wrong train and go wherever it takes you.

I hold that the devotees of the Almi·
ghty God should not suffer at all. That is
the fundamental condition of the path to Ete.
rnal Bliss, I hold that bliss or h :ippines3 sho·
uld increase at every step till we get into the
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realm of eternal happiness. I hold that the devotees of the god should enjoy peace and h;ippiness
at every stage, because he is the fountain head of
all peace and happiness. It cannot be that our
march towards the light should at any stage
increase the darkness before us. The march towards the Anant Anadam must give the experince of increase of Anandam at every step and
in every walk of life,
The devotee of the Almighty cannot
suffer. If he is found to suffer, he cannot be
s-aid to be a devotee of God. It pains me when
I find people suffering in the name of God

and devotion. I offer an or,en invitation to
such aspirants nnd seekers of God. I invite them
to come out of their miserable devotion, and step
into the peaceful blissful chambers of Sadhana,
blessed and illumined by the divine radiance of
Shri Guru Deva. I invite them to put an end to
their sufferings and peacelessness and crown
their day to day life with success peace and joy.
Do not waste time and life. Life is to enjoy. So
come on to the field of all joy, The gates of all g].
ories of life are open for you. "Make hay when
the sun shines".
Avail the opportunity in hand
and enjoy life to the fullest.
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A front view ol bhe procession !or the Ambritha Sn'.\nam,

A further 1•iew of the procesi;ion in progress tow<irds the sea for

Avabritba Snanam.

- -~.~

The procession nearin!, the waters of the sea. Sri V. Ke<.av n
proudly holding the portrait of Guru Deva.. )fAR.\R.SRI ill
round radiating ha.ppines•.
Happy faces focussing their
eyes OB him te see how he step, into the water with Guru Dev;i.

.

(

WREI\ :\V.HAR3ffi TOOK .'.HBIITTRA SNA~A)!
Kow lhPy ar~ entering the water and the ru,h and pu<h G l"RU
I>E\'.\'S portnit is bein~ held a.loft. Some in the fore'.ront ue
seen [ormmg a cordon round the ,fahar,hi and the p?r-on holding
the portnit of GuRl. DEY..\.

Ti1~ ~one of \n ,ritha Smn.,m. The'" b,we ent~red th~ w:\ter
with Guru OE\.\'S pbot.o. The 111.\BAR,Bl'S h.'ln-l i, "!"11 t 1kiug
.h• Ch \r.,nod-ik ( w.tter offPr~d ,11 t e et) o! r, nm n.-,·,\. Tho
otb•r- ire ....,~erh ,nitin~ ro 11k• th• .-Fu with him.

A t-r the \vlbrith, Snnu1m th~ p1cc•--io11 bl\, returned . The
Snrnmelan th: • t...<' ~1te 1- heir.: lonered. Ilr. J. A. J:~ ••
!II L A., :ind Sri S. Ram.,,..-.,mi Iyer, Exe· cut,,·~ J- ue1r,eer,
T, ,c!iur uc -~en nl':\r the )!\ff \lhRI. rr. R1m.1 Bai .rnd otLer
l:\di~- too :\re 0 ~n on the -id~.

i

Clo...- 11p o! lb~ proc~•-ioo w bich gh·~- :i ~uer ,·ie..- of tb•
,, IH.\R-.RI in front ol Guru J),.\•.i•, Chariot.

~lllba Yajna Pr.1-:1doni being di~tribnted in the Yo.jna ~anda?,m
11lter L'llitlt, bk-h1rcb.'\ru.

A Flood of Peace and Happiness

.ID

Life

During this short period of one and a half months several have reported
overwhelming Advancement on the path of Mind Control, Peace in daily
Life and experience of Atmanandam .
fSpeeeh by Sri V. Ke~av1m, B. A., C. A. I. I. B., President, Adh:rntmic Vikas ,\fandal of AlleT-~Y
11t the Kerala 1faba Sl\mmelan)

qF4;f ~ij ~ : qfctst itq;f i:NT I
qF4~T ~~
Friends, let me begin with salutations
to my first spiritual Guiu, fhe divine spouse
of Sri R amakrishna. Para.maha.msa, Sri Sara.da.
Devi, · devotion to whom our Beloved Mahat·shi has assured me, has led me to the
Lotus feet of Sri Guru Dev, through the
gracious intercession of our Mo.harshi who
· has ·been so p lease,] to g ive me initiation
along with · several other happy souls in
Alleppey. As our Gum Dhyana Sloka reminds Uf,; it does not stop there.

~IJJ @JTOO

~ ij~Tffl 'f\~Jfl'{ I

~ii«Ml4 q~ijf ~ - g~ q~'ffl'{_

11

By gradual, but sure steps we a.re
assured that we shall be safely led by the
Divine Spirit of Sri G •.tru Dev, through Adi

ij~

~~ ;rq') .:til: II

Sankaracharya and Sukacha.rya to the very
feet of that Para.ma Guru, the Guru of a.II
G urus, Lord Narayana Himself. Such is our
fortune that we can claim the most glorious
Guru pa.ra.mpara.
Our Gum bhais speaking before m e,
· have all s poken in eloquent terms, coming
from the very heart, their personal experiences as a result of the sadhanas into which
they have been initiated by our Maha.rshi.
Every one o f the Guru bhais here, including m y humble self, has had similar experiences of advance in the spi ritual sphere
and benefits in. the material field. I shall
not, however, detail before you my own
personal experiences; but I shall try to speak
of the advance on a family level.
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Statisticians a.nd population experts a.re
clamouring that any number of five_year
plane, however effectively and successfnlly
carried out, cannot ee.sily save lndif\, a.s long
a.a increase in the brith rate goes on at. the
present level.
I am one of those whom
these experts would like to penalise, because
I a.m a father of six children and you see
my wife and a.11 these six children sitting
just before the platform - a.JI happy faces
trying to find still more happiness in the
divine presence of our Beloved Ma.ha.rshi.
I am proud of them and every guru bhaie
pa.rent who hl}s found it possible and ha.s
been fortnnate to she.re with the whole family
the benefit of initiation from Ma.ha.rshi, will,
I am sure, have the same experience. Only
those who belong to this select set, can
realise what real happiness in family life is.
The whole day is one of unalloyed Anandam
and ea.ch member moves a.bout his daily
duties diffu11ing happiness and catching more
of it from the others. This happiness ie
expanding rapidly and increases by diffusion.
Just as one lamp lighteth another and losees
not its brilliance, but tends to increase the
brilliance, so is this happiness and Ananda.m
in the family.
In my family, the day starts at l\bout
5 in the morning and .a.bo11t the first thing
that is done by the lady of house is to
light the la.mp in the Pooja room. One by
one, as the children rise up and have their

bath, they offer prayers and do some japa
and this goes on till a.bout 11 when I am
the la.st to do my quota. of sadha.na.s. Then
a.gain, the whole thing starts by dusk, the
only difference being that this time when
it starts, it is almost a mass prayer, the
whole house reverberating with the music of
the children reciting some keertha.ns or
stothras. The elders then have their medit.
ation and when after return Crom my official
and social duties, I have my be.th and finish
my meditations. it is well pa.st twelve in the
night.
I may inform you that during all this
while, the one who enjoys most is my
youngest daughter, who ie just four, even
though she has not taken any me.nthre. from
the Ma.he.rshi. She was the first to learn
the dhya.na. slokas by heart and repeat them
with that peculiarly childish lisp which, I
e.m sure must be very plea.sing to the sJ.l..irit
of Guru Dev. One morning, I went into
the puja room to see what she was doing
all a.lone there and what was my surprise
to find that she was just lighting up one
a.ga.rbe.tbi after another; a.bout twenty bad
been thus lighted up. I asked her why she
was we.sting the be.thies like this, when
sharp came the reply, "Well, father, I am
t r y i n g to create the fragrance of the
Maha.rshi's presence". What could I do,
but allow her to continue in this happy
pastime. Children who have learnt like this
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to respect and rever aQ.d
workship the
Ma.ha.rshi and Guruji, do
they require any
further religious training ~s they grow up'?
Once when the whole fa.~ily was at meal
time, I just asked her,
"Whom do you
like most in the house'?"
Without waiting
foramoment,she replied, ''Guruji". Fondly
expecting to ha.ve at least a second place
in her affections, I continl.:led, ''Whom next"'?
The same quick reply car::t:le, ''Ba.la. Brahma,.
chari". This reverence an <i love has grown
on her and the other ~hildren naturally.
without any of the eld_er_1;3 having to egg
them on to it. I a.m v1v ldly reminded of
what occurred here in ou.l." Ma.harshi's room
only yes~rday.
In the
evening, along
with mv wife and the other children, she
had also gone to prostrate before Swamiji.
As usual, there was a good crowd of de
votees in the _room. Immediately he noticed
t)le child, Swa.roiji said,
''Come on, come
on, sing that Guru slo~a.". She began.
''Guru Brahma. Gurun•isb.t1u", and when she
had completed, Ma.harsh i asked some one
standing by to reward h~r with two kal.
kan~ams (sugar candy) , one for each hand
After she was given that and she wa~
feeling all happy and glorious, Maharshi
said, "You must learn up the Ka.rpura
Neerajana sloka also".
Immediately, she
began, ''Karpura gowram karunavatharam",
and sang the whole s tl\nza, when the
Maharshi said, "Give her ~II the kalkandam
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that is there · and a.Jso the fruits" , and
she was fully loaded. What can a child
do, but continue to love and revere such
a nobla Maharshi and his venerable Guruji?.
The other children are also enjoying all
the benefits. My elder daughter used to get
attacks of asthma. whenever she exerted her.
self and during changeA in the wea.ther. After
starting her sadhanas and meditation, the a.tta..
ck has never a.ppea.red, even though there were
several occasions when she ha.d to exert herself
more than normally. My elder son who is in
the college, feels tha.t his brain is much clearer
and he is able to devote more- time to his
studies. Problems which were difficult and
complex before, now appear to him quite
simple and easy.
I cannot conclude this portion without
rc,fering to the splendid benefits enjoyed by my
wife. Being in charge of a fairly bi'g family,
she was before feeling the drudgery of the
work and was more often careworn. As a
matter of fa.ct, when I suggested that she
should also take initiation, even though she
was very much inclined towards spiritual
practices, she was doubtful whether she could
find the necessary time, in the midst of ber
multifarious duties. Now, after barely one
and a ha.If months, she finds it all an entirely
different story. She enjoys the work which
was before, a drudgery; she is able to finish

· most of her work almost in ha.If time a.nd now
she ha.s a few hours to spare for reading and
1·t-.Rtful enjoyment.
I shall now turn to the other and bigger
family, the family of guru bhais of the
Alleppey Adhye.tmic Vikas Manda!, of which
our Maharshi was so graciously pleased to
nominate me as · the first President, (1 ha.ye
become the Patriarch.)
Here I shall from the very beginning,
becA.use several points which I now state will
be of interest to the future historian of the
Adhyatmic Vikas Manda.I; for, it is a matter
of enviable pride for us in Alleppey that the
idea of an organisation for guru bha.is had its
connception and birth there. It was almost
an accident.
On the last day of the Mabarshi's
stay at Alleppey, during his first visit, he
was giving us the final instruction on the
esoteric theory and practice of the sadhanas
and I was translating his ideas in Mala.
ya.lam. When he had just concluded, on
behalf of all the Guru bh!lis, I exvressed
out· feelings of extrerr.e thankfulness and
and gratitud~ to His Holiness and naturally
and without any fore-thought, I concluded
by hinting that it wi II be a very good
thing if all of us who had taken initia.
tion at Alleppey could form a brotherhood,
for 1nutual consultation and further pro.

gress in our spiritual · sadha.nas. Every one
present agL"eed and as I stated before,_ the
idea of an organisation was first conceived.
Our Maharshi said that in North India,
there were similar organisationR known as
Saokaracbarya Sevak M.andals and it was
a very good au1ary for the growth and
proure8s
of our part,icular spiritual path in
O
the son th. that without any hint from him
and purely guided by the Divine Spirit of
Sri Gnru Dev, the idea bad taken shape
in Alleppey. Our Ma.harshi was expected to
return to Alleppey in a fortnight., after bis
visits to Quilon and Kottayam and we re.
quested that during hi;; next visit, he should
be graciously pleased to inaugurate our Sat
Sa.ngham and we promised during the mean.
while, to put our heads together and draft a
formal constitution for the proposed Sangham,
for his fino.l approval at that time.
'l'he idea of an Asi:ociation caught on
and they considered about it at Quilon,
Trivandrum · and Kottayam. But, it was
the proud privlege of Alleppey, that it
should first be formally inaugurated there
and that too, by our lVIaharsbi Himself.
By the time of his next visit, the
draft constitution was ready and the name
propOfied was, '"Sri Sankarncharya Brahrnananda Saraswati Seva.k Manda!". The
mandal was proposed to be inaugurated on
the last day of the Mabarsbi's stay at
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(Continued on Page 104)

"Here is no empty promise of Heaven after death. Here is the positive
experience of heavenly Bliss during life time.
~

C ome o n who d esires for it.

11

(Third day's e:<hortation of Revered Maharshi Bala Brabmachari Mahesh Yogi ·Maharaj)
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Today is Nava-Ratri, ths most auspicious
and holy-day of the Divine Mother. From the
very early morning today we had been feeling
the thrills of the divine vibrations of LalitaLabha-Ar=hana. We had besn feeling the joy
and great delight of the universal mother just as a
child feels on the lap of his dear mother. when
the mother is happy. How much the Mother
Divine is pleased with the Keral~ Maha Sammelan! There was the programme of only one
Laksh3. Archana today but two Lak.sha Archanas were simultaneously performed this morning.
Thi3 is nothing but the sure and positive indiC3.tion of the great pleasure and sati3faction of the
Divine Mother who has so kindly and profusely
ble3sed her children of Kerala. (Clappings)
Blessed you are my dear good souls. Fortunate
you are. You have been blessed by Vishnu,
Shiva and Shakti in the Divine presence oi Guru
Deva. (Clappings and rings of Jai S!lri Guru
Deva from d elegates).
Today, as if on the happy lap of the Divine
Mother we have assembled here to discuss and
finalise the scheme of peace and happiness in
life. We have bean discussing this matter for
the last two days and I think today we shall be
able to complete it.
Yesterday I had remarked that according
to my methods of Sa::lhna even a busy h:>useholder can enjoy all the benefits of mind con!tol
and psace in daily life and can very well experience Atman3.ndam and th,t renunciation is not

at all necessary for it. Today one learned man
wanted me to clarify how my statement reconciles
with the teachings of the Upanishads which
declare that Atmanan::la can not be had unless
every thing has been renounced.
"Yawat Sarwam Na Santyaktam
Tawat-Atma Na Labhyate"

and "Tyage Naike Amritatwam
Anshuh"
I hold that the teachings of the Upanishads are the bare truths of Existence and the
Eternal Laws of Nature, Every Shruti is perfectly
all right. in its correct sense. It is a bare fact
that Atmananda cannot be experienced unless
every thing has been renounced, i. e. unless the
mind is free from everything of the objective
field. This teaching of the Upanishads is one
truth of life, and another truth of life is that the
householder can enjoy Atmananda remaining in
his family affairs and without renouncing the,
world. Now we have to see how both of these
apparently opposed truth 3 are not really
conflicting. We have to see in other words, how
thsy ara the same.
Ths emphasis of the Shruli on the necessity
of Tyaga for Re-,lisation. has got to be scrutinised
to see how this re=1uirement is fulfilled in the
life of a hou3e.holder whose life apparently is
full of Raga as opposed to Tyaga.
For a clear under.,tanding we snail analyse
the state of mind of a Tyagi. If s:>me monetary
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or golden offerings are made to a man who professes to be a Tyagi, he says "remove this from
here." Now analyse the condition of the mind of
this Tyagi. When gold is brought before him,
he sees it as gold and the impression of its value
is carried on to his mind. When the mind reco:;J•
nises the value of gold, obviously the gold has
occupied a seat in the mind. Once the gold
finds a place in the mind, clearly enough, it
become3 the abode of gold and this is nothing
but acceptance of gold and not its renunciation
or tyaga. All of us know that a wealthy man
never carries wealth on his head. All the wealth
remains in the bank, and only the · impression
of its value is carried in the mind. Thus posseB3ion of wealth is nothing but an idea of wealth
in the mind, and therefore, when the idea of
gold h<'\s come to the mind, i. e. whe1: the gold
has occupied a seat in the mind, then it can
only be "possession" of gold and not" renun.
ciation (Tyaga) -of it, irrespective of whether the
gold remains near or far.
Thus we find Tyaga, in its true sense, has
little to do with the objects remaining near or
far. Tyaga therefore, has to be defined as
giving up or foregoing the mental impressions
of objects perceived. In other words, Tyaga is
keeping the mind free from the impressions of
values and natures of the objects perceived by
\
the senses; or Tyaga is, not allowing the objects
of senses to leave the i!!lpressions of their

qualities in the mind.
This is the essential meaning of Tyaga
mentioned in the Shruti referred above. This
ideology of p:irfect Tyaga has to be lived by
all those who want to realise the Atman or
Brah:mm. Since realiaation is the ultimate aim
of both the ways of life, it goes without saying
th:tt both the house-holder and Sanyasi have to
attain this ideology of tyaga, and then alone will
it be possible for them to realise the Truth.
We
shall analyse and see in what manner ii is possible
for a 'Pravrithimargi Grihastha' (House-holder)
to fulfil this requirement of Shruti through his
own way of life which is obviously full of "Raga"
(attachment).
By nature, a house holder is a ''Ragi''. Raga
_as opposed to Tyaga. is embedded deep down in
the nature of a house.holder. Wife, children, friends, relatives, money, name and fame, for example, are seven points of attachment (Raga) for a
house-holder. He is always devoted to these
points of attachment. To these seven points of
Raga, h3 adds one more point and begins to devote himself to this eighth point of Raga also, as
he has been devoting to the seven others. This
eighth point of Raga is his ''ISHT AM".his personal
God-his beloved Deity-Almighty, "SATCHIDA.
N ANDAM''. Gradually, he experiences that the
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eighth point of Rag:1 is cap3ble of giving him
more Peace and Happiness in life than the others.
When he devotes himself and meditates on the
name and form (NAMA AND RUPA) of the
LORD, he begins to experience some ANANDAM
and also the Grace of the Lord in every walk of
life. This experience of Peace and Anandam is
Sadhna.
And Sadhna naturally increases his
devotion to God and makes him more and more
attached to Him. Thus he deveiopes intensity of
Raga for the ISHT AM. Gradually. this final Raga
goes on increasing and this increase of Raga and
Love for the ISHT AM enables the Grih:istha to
feel the presence of his 'ISHT AM' always with him,
in all his ways of life. in all his th:)ught, speech
and action. The man, although acting in the
world as before, experiences that throughout all
his actions the idea of his per3onal diety predo.
minates in his mind and the actions and experiences of the senses fail to engage his mind with that
great intensity with which they used to do before.
Thus the objects of the senses fail to leave any
en:iuring impression of their values in his mind,
and this is the state of mind of a r~al Tyagi as
explained above. This is how through lh 3 virtue
of Raga, a householder-a full.fledged Ragi finds
his way to place himself on the plane where he
is essentially a Tyagi also, And thi, is how a
householder is able to establish himself in a
p:)sition to meet Iha requireme nt of the said
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Shruli for Realisation, And thi-, is how, throug1:t
his own quality of '°Raga" a householder can very
well establish himself on th9 plane of human
perfection, the plane of Jeevan-Mukti. the most
exalted state of Existence, the state of Perpetual
Peace and Bliss Eternal.
Thus we have seen th at it is net at all
necessary for the householder to go for a direct
practice cf "Tyaga" or '•Vairagya" (Renunciation)
for realisation. That practice is unnatural for
him, antagonistic to hi3 nature and opposed lo
his way of life. If a householder begins lo practice
detachment-in his life, he finds himself in a plane
where he is not able to reconcile the mental
altitude cf detachment with his physical tenden.
cies in life viz, one of all.attachment. He need
march only through the quality of Raga which is
rooted deep down in his nature and is the essential quality of his heart and mind. He needs
only to increase hi, Raga (Attachment) for his
Ishtam or God. And to increase Raga for Ishtam
(attach:nent for God) it is not at all necessary to
prac tice Vairagya (deta::hment from or renunciation of the world). To love one child more than
others, it is not necessary that all 'others should
be ignored or kept away . If you have seven
children you maintain your love for all but if you
come to know of so:ne brilliant qualities of a
particular c hild, you begin to p:iy more attention
to him without ignoring the others. Maintaining
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your love for all. you begin to love him more ih ln
others. Decrease of love for others is not all
necessary for increase of love for one. Th~
motivation is Iha knowledge of his superior or
better qualities. In the sa:ne way, it is not at all
necessary to renounce the world for the sake of
increasing the Leva of God. What is necessary
is that the S.:it-chit.Anandam - qu3lity of God
should come to the lime-light of personal know.
looge or experience. O nce you begin to experie.
nee Anandam through the Nama-Japa or RupaDhyanam of the Lord, He is bound to attract you
more than any other object of attraction in the
world. because that joy is much greater than the
joy received through any worldly means of joy.
And this is the reason why I say that renunciation
is not at all an essential requisite for God Realisation. According to my methods of Sadhna. a
householder can very well exp&rience that great
joy, unbounded, and can very well realise God
without any direct practice of Renunciation what.
soever. Methods of Sadhna, which I am advocating these days. are simple and easy to practice.
Everybody can easily practice in the most comfortable posture for half an hour or one hour in
the morning and evening daily and soon expe.
rience the great advantages of it. Normally it
does not take more than one or two weeks for a
man to experience the great unbounded joycalled S.:imadhi or Atmanandam-and it does not
take more th m ab~ut seven day3 to exp?rience
calmness of mind or peace in day-to-day hfe.

Howaver pea :eless or worried a man may be
feeling. if he but starts the Sadhna, he is sure to
feel soma calmness and lig htness in the mind
fr~m the very fir3t or sgcond day of sadhna and
and he is sure to feel completely peaceful and
happy within about seven days. This looks to be
a miracle, but it is so. An:i th e truth of this
statement has been supported by the personal
experiences of those who have seriously taken to
the practice and have narrated their experiences
Lefore you on this platform.
All these attainments are only due to the
blessings of Shri Guru Deva.
I am glad that
hundreds of respectable families and thousands
of people in Kerala have taken goo:i advantage
of my stay in these parts and they are enjoying
'Heavenly Bliss' as some of them have called it,
in their own earthly homes; the 'Peace of the
Himalayas' in the midst ot all business and their
hou3eholder aftairs. Gates of Heavens are now
open for them in their life on earth. Th is is the
greatness of Shri Guru Deva's Blessings. Here is
no empty promise of Heaven after death. Here is
the po;;ilive experience of 'Heavenly Bliss' during
life time, Come on who d esires for it, is all the
wod of value that I can give out to you now
towards the en-:! of your Kerala Maha Sammelan.
JAI SHRI GURU DEV A
(Ring~ of Jai Shri Guru Deva from the audience
numbering not less than ten thou,:md).
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Maha Yagna and Adhyatmic Vikas Mandal
Kerala Maha Sammelan
by
P. S. Atchuthan Pillai, M.A., M. L.
(Professor, Ln.w College, Ernaiml!lm)

Bharat Varsha or India is rightly
considered as the Punnya Bhoomi, the sanctified land on Earth, on account of the
fact, that thousands of years before, Yagnas
were regularly performed in this country.
In no other part of the world were conducted such highly religious rites. "\¥hen other
parts of the world, had not seen even the
dawn of civilization, India had attained
such a high degree of spirtual culture as
to perform Ya.gas a nd Yagoas. When we
read the accounts of the 11aha Yagnas and
Ya.gas performed by the ancient .Rishis and
Kings, we feel highly thri lled a nd enoobL
ed in our hearts, and our estimation of
and pride in our ancient ancestors increase
considerably.
But till recently the people of Kera.la
had not the good fortune or privilege to
witness io such large numbera similar Vedic

ceremonies, performed according to the
ancient rites on proper lines in real Vedic
atmosphere. They got that rare opportunity
9,nd privilege to witness such a Maha Yagna
when it was conducted in Cochin during
the Ker al a Ma.ha Sammelana.m of t.he
Adhyatmic Vikas Manda.I under the able
and iuspiring guidance of our revered
spiritual guide from Himalayas, His Holiness Mabarshi Bala Brahmachari Mahesh
Yogi Maharaj of Uttar Kashi.
The site chosen for the Yagnam was
the premises of the T hirumala Deva.swam
High School, Cochin, near the Seat of Lord
Venkatacbalapathy of the well-known Thirumala Temple. As such, the place itself was
a sanctified one.
Under Mabarshi Bala
Bratm11cbari's direction an Yagna-Sala was
specially erected and in front of the Yaga
Dhwajam was duly installed. Besides the
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Y11,gna Sa.la., the big auditorim of the Sch0ol
having a very spacious platform was also
converted into a.n Ya.ga.ma.ndapam. On this
platform was placed on a high pedastal. the
protra.it of His Holiness the late Shri
Sanka.ra.cha.rya Bra.hmananda Sa.ra.swa.ti in
a.II his Divine glory fully decorated, under
sceptre and V enchamara an:l steeped in
flowers offered by the devotees. This Hall
was called the "Gurudev auditorium" by
the devotees. This great saint is the Gurudev
of Maharshi Bala Brahmachari Mahesh
Yogi, who even to-day, continue to derive
spiritual blessings and inspiro.tion from him,
even though the Gurudev attained Sa.madhi
yea.rs a.go! His talk, behaviour and everything about him a.re a.s though he is in
constant contact with his Gurudev. That
is a. feature which has surprised many of
us closely moving with him. Maba.rshi Ba.JR.
Bra.hmacha.ri always acts as the messiah
between his "Gurudev" and his own disciples.
He reodestly claims to be only the conduit
pipe conveying the Gurudeva·s blessing on
to his devotees in Kera.la, or to use his
own expression, he is only the "bulb through
which the spiritual electrical current from
Gurudev shines in radiating light on a.11''.
The Yagnam was spread over four days,

from Sunday the 23rd October, 1955 to
Wednesday the 26th October 1955 both days
inclusive. The ceramonies on all these days
began with Ganapathi Homam and the
offerings to God Vigneswara, the great Remo_
ver of a.ll obstacles. Consistent with our timehonoured tradition that all our spiritual efforts
should be preceded by an invocation for the
blessings of that great deity, we started our
Adyatmic Vika.s Manda.I Kera.la Ma.ha
Sammela.nam with Ga.napathi Homam every
day before sun-rise.
By the time the sun rose, we heard the
recitals from both the Rig and Yajur vedas,
by the Pandits. rrhere were not less than 101
expert vedic Pandits engaged in reciting Rig
Vedic and Ya.jur-Vedic mantras. This recital
was followed by the Navagraha Nama.skaras
and prayers ending in Rudra . Abhisheka..
Then came to the Siva..Laksht1.rcha.na. - special
prayers to God Siva.. The hall reverberated
with the vedic mantras in praise of the Great
God of Sa.mhara..Siva a.nd this lasted nearly
three hours continuously from 9 a. m. to
12 noon. Brahmashri Sreenivasa. Iyer led
the recital and it was really thrilling to hear
the chorus of not less than 101 Vedic pandits
repeating the Archana mantras. The first
day's Yanga for Siva ended with the Deepara-
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dha.oa at which the Maha.rshi was preseot a.nd
His Holioess offered special prayers oo behalf
of the whole congregation for the spiritual
upliftment of the people at large, Everyone
present in the big congregation of devotees
assembled in the big auditorium presided by
Maharshi Ba.la Brahma.chari, forgot everything
of this earth and bad his or her mind centerea
round the great God Siva. in invocation of H is
blessiogs for Eternal Peace and Happiness.

~

The flag boist,ing ceremony (Dhva.jo
Tholan) of the Kera.la. Maha. Sammelanam
was conducted by His Holiness, Maha.rshi
Bala Brahmachari Ma.hesh Yogi himself at
5 p. m. on 23-10-·55 amidst chantings and
prayers. You can see that picture in this
souvenir. After that ceremony the great
conference began, in the big Gurudev Auditorium. The hall was packed to its c&.pa.city and
many had to stand on the open ground around
the hall. Sri. K. Kutty Krishna Menon,
Chairman, Matta.ncheri Municipal Council deli.
vered the Welcome Speech. On account of a sudden indisposition H is Highness the Ma.ha
R11,ja,h of Cochin, could not personally inaugurate the Sammelanam, but the Royal speech therefore which was sent through sp3cial messen.
ger was read by Professor P. S. Atchuthan
PaBa.i of the Law College, Ernakulam . The

messages sent by their Holiness the Sanka.racharyas, and distinguished persons were then
read. The substance of His Highness's speech
and of the messages, were explained in
Malayalam next by Prof. Atchuthan Pillai
himself. Then the chief organiser Barrister
A. N. Menon read his most instructive and
illuminating report about the origin and
expansion of Adhya.tmic Vika.s Manda.ls in
Kera.Ia. (This speech is reproduced elsewhere
in this souvenir). Then followed interesting
and informative speeches by Sri V aidya.
natha I yer, Sri. P. Chanrlrasekhara Pa.nicker
and others. The final speech of the day
was the most instructive address bv Maharshi
Ba.la Brahmacha.ri Ma.hesh Yogi.
Io the next day's Yagnn. Vishnu La.
ksharchana. was recited in all its pristine purity
with the offerings of flowers both in Yagna.
Sala and the auditorium by the Rig Vedic as
well as Yajurvedic pandits. The result was
that the whole atmosphere was resounding
with the Holy names of Vishnu. Everybody
was thrilled with the glory of Lord Vishnu.
The joy of the people assembled had no bounds.
Everybody present re-lived in the ancient and
glorious times of our Arsha Bbarata.. Remember that Pandits exceeding a hundred in
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number were chanting the mantras and pra.
yers to Lord Vishnu, the great Lord and Pro.
tector of the Univers~. No wonder everybody
who participated in and witnessed the function
felt His Grace on them all. The Holy Vishnu
Laksharchana was followed by the Deepa.radhana at which Mabarshi Bala Brabmachari
prostrated before His Gurudev and invoked
the ble&sings of Lord Vishnu and Gurudev on
a.II assembled there.
In the afternoon there was the usual open
session of the Maha Sa.mmelanam with religi.
ous discourses by Dr. Bhatt, Mrs. Thanka.mma N. Menon and other devotees, followed,
by the inspiring address of Mabarsbi Bala
, Brahmachari Mahesh Yogi. (Maharshi addressing the big gathering is seen in the photo).
The third day was devoted to spedal
offerings to Parasakti-thegreat Goddes Lalithamba. L!Llitha La.ksharchana. was performed
in all its grandeur and solemnity by both sets
of Pandits (of the Rig and Yajurvedas) sepa.
rately, in the Yagnasala and the Gurudev
auditorium, respectivt>ly. · The whole atmos.
phere waB throbbing with the Holy nameB or
Mo'ther Divine and strotrams like ~brisathi,
Lalitha Aslitotharam and Srisuktam. After
Deepara,:ibana His Holiness Bala Brabmachari

Mabesh Yogi explained the significance of the
Maha. Yagnas conducted on all these da s to
invoke the blessings of Lord Siva, Lord ~ishnu and Devi Parasakti in a most instructive
and inspiring speech.
As usual, in the afternoon there was the
open session of the Kera.la Maha Sa.mmela.nam
at which many devotees and delegates from
the different Manda.ls spoke of their spiritual
experiences and the benefits derived by follow.
ing the Sadhana prescribed by the Ma.harshi.
There was also a demonstration of the Yoga..
sanas by Yogiraj Subramanya Bua, an illust.
rious member of the Manda.I from Palgbat. At
the end of the session Maha.rsbi Ba.la Brahma.
cha.ri Mahesh Yogi gave us a detailed exposit.
io;i of tbe Pravarthimarga for the householders
the method to attain peace a.nd happiness in
this World and to become Jeeva.nmukthas
through Raga itself.
On the morning of the final da.y, after
the usual Ganapathi Homa and Vedic recitals,
Purusha Sukta Y a.gna and Sri Sukta Ya.gna
were performed by the Pandits and purohits
belonging to Rig Vedic as well as Yajur Vedic
sects. The Rig vedic Pandits were led by Sri
Pandit T. Anantha Sa.stri- the head of the
Thirutnala Deva.swam Veda Patasala, and t.he
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other saka by Shri R. V. Sreeniva.sa I yer, the
revered Guruji of the Ernakulam Brahmana
Sangham. The latter evoked the spell bound
attention of all those present when in the
most solemn tones be invoked the blessings of
the Vedic Gods for the spread of Astbikya
Bodba among the people of the world and for
the destruct.ion of the Na!>tikyabodha and for
the reign of enduring peace and happiness on
earth. Many of us never thought that the
ancient vedic mantras revealed by the Great
Rishies of this land could be so effectively
inspiring even today, until we heard Sri Sree.
nivasa Iyer in the Gurudev Aud,totium. The
hearts of the whole congregation beat in unison
when he invoked the blessings of God on the
members of the Kera.la Adbyatmika V ikas
Manda.I and the people at large. After the
performance of the Poorna Abuthi by the
Vedic Pandits, the concluding open session of
the Manda.I began at which a. working commi.
ttee of the Kerala Maha Manda.I was contitu.
ted. The members of this provisonal body
were nominated for one year by His holiness
with a brief speech in the course of which
Maha.rshi ma.de a.n inspiring appeal to the
people to follow the spiritual paths prescribed
by our ancient Riishies and saints.
The deJe.
gates from Triva.ndrum then ex.tended their
invitation to hold the next annual conference
at Trivandrum and it was uns.i,nimously accepted by a.I I.

Then began the preparation for the great
Avabhrith Snanam procession. For the benefit
of those who were not in a position to walk a.II
the way to the seashore and have the bath at
sea, a Sankalpa snana ceremony was performed
in the Gurudev Auditorium itself· T hen the
Yagna flag was l>rought down by the Vedic
pandits with due rites. Soon after that, the
procession started to the accompaniment of
Music, vedic recitals, Nagaswa.t·am, Keerthans
etc. On an artistically decorated Motor vehicle
was placed the portrait of Gurudev on a high
pedestal under a. gold laced silk umbrella.. The
Priest with their Purna Kumbhas were around
Gurudev chanting Vedic hymns. Both sides
of the route to the sea beach were thronged
with people who made offerings with light and
Nirapara to Gurudev.
It took nearly two
hours for the procession to reach the sea. beach
and then the Avabhrith Snan was duly perfor.
med by His Holiness Maharshi Bala Brahma.
chari Mahesh Yogi in the sea with all the
ritua.ls prescribed in the Vedas. After Snana.m
the party returned in procession again to the
Yagna Sala and Prasa.dams were distributed
to all. Thus ended the great Ya.gna and Maha
Sammelanam of the Adhyatmic Vikas Mandal,
held at Cochin the like of which, Kera.Ia. had
not witnessed at any time in living memory.
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Gururbrahma Gururvishnuh
Gururvedo Maheshwarah
Gurusashal Parabrahmam
Thasmai Shri Gurave N amah

V. SATCHITANllNDA PAI

JAI SHREE
GURU DEV:
Guru is one whose
life has mingled
with God's life,
who is inspired
with the supreme
bliss and whose
heart is overflowing with love and
joy fur all the
creatures in th e
universe. Aspirants to spirituality consider him
to be God himself,
the ultimate guide
a.nd Guru of th e
u n i v e r s e. The
thought of such

a great personality will soon bring a state
of r elief to th e strnggling souls entangled
in miseries and struc.00
rn les in their day to

day life. A Guru alone can lead one to
the spiritual path a nd r ightly instruct to
proceed with the Mantra (advice). Guru
exhorts " Devote an hour for your Sadhan a ,
go with in yourself and experience the
essential natu re of that relam, which is
nothing but abiding peace and bliss eternal".
The Guru awakens the soul of the aspirant.
He brings men and God together. He makes
the man rise to Godhood and brings Godhood down to him. Whatever the personal
effort of the devotee for God-realisation,
the spiritual progress will be possib le only
by following the teachi ngs of the Guru.
Only the Guru can invoke divine grace and
shower it on the devotee who can then
march through the spiritual path to Ultimate Reality .
Bearing 10 mind the importance of
the G U RU, the devotee seeks the guidance
from th.e GURU. God's m'lnifesta tion is
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such 'that ·w hen ·g'ehuine Jove of God comes
to a person and when he is anxious to
perform devotional Kriyas, He would surely
provide a properly qualified Guru.
Guru 1:)&ve has ordaiQed oul' Beloved
Maha.rshi to ele-vate souls towards God. I
was one o"f the those who had the fortune
of getting advice from the Revered Mahar.
sbi. He bas awakened my soul for its pro.
gress towards its r eal na.tnre in life.

I have started the Sa.dhana.

AR every.

day goes on, my experiences during f;;adha.na
are varied and many. Even at the first sitting
I experienced that the peace rests within and
not outside. After a few sittings I find joy in
upasa.na. a!}d my mind lon1s to extend the
duration of the peace and .joy within. For
Jong I was keen on observation of external
objects only, but when the mind is engaged in
Sadhana I discard the attention to external
objects of life. Mind rests only on the nama
of Lord and forgets about all the senses. I
experience, that when the mind is on the
mantra, it derives immense peace and ha.ppi.
ness. The mind which so long was entangled
in worries and desires slowly detached itself
from these bondages. I strive now for concentration of mind for a longer durati:m and
start the Ssdhana. The Sadhana now enables

me to aontroI two important elements viz. air
and sound. I succeed in concentrating the
mind 'on the one point wherein other experie.
nces cease. At a later stage I a.gain concent.
rate on the Rapa of my Lord. Here I experience calmness of all the senses. Even a tiny
spark of the Divine grace has brought about
an immense change in my mind. The senses
of perception which so long . were ignorant
about their real (Divine) nature, have now
started to taste it.
I do not wish to go in
detail concerning these experiences, but how.
ever like under the charm of a magician, the
progress·attained by me in a short time has
surpassed a.Jl expecta.tions. My progress is
not due to my efforts alone but due to my
contact with a great Guru who always showers
his blessings on his devotee. As Gita declares,
"life is not for the sake of life alone, but for
God and the living soul of man is an eternal
portion of the God-head."
With pranams, I pray fo r the blessings
of the Beloved Maharshi for the progress towards Sarvasa.kshathkara.
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V. SATCHITA~ANDA PAI.

World Peace & Individual Happiness
by
K. Venkataraghav an
From the beginning of human history
everyone ha.s striven for happiness and P eace.
Men in the mass, and in isolation, a.re chasing
it all the time on inspired ideas or those of
their own invention, but only a few have had
any real and la.sting happiness. For many,
the small happiness of the senses is off-set by
great mental anxiety and suffering.
In efflux of time, against ·one relatively
Universal Faith laying down certain prepare..
tory ethical conditions fo r enduring happiness,
many others came; some practically confirming
· the edicts of the old one in new language, some
others inventing new restraints and new con.
cepts. This was thought progressive, but it
has landed man in such confusion, that many
prefer today to invent their own religion, with
new Gods and new techniques! T he r esult is
a. spir itua.l a.narcby of sorts. Anarchy of wha.tever ca.tegory must lead to revolutionary cha.n.
ge, and the anarchy in religious beliefs has
driven man from the search of spirit to ana.ly.
sis of matter.
His hopes a.re now centred around phy.
sical cravings; the pleasures of the senses. And

•

the agency to secure it all, is a mater ial outlook,
backed by a scientific approach socalled. The
endeavour at administrative levels, is only to
assure certain pleasures to all men in the mass
at some pretentious uniformity. But unifor.
.mity is not the plan of ·Nature, or Evolution
so.called-a..fact which c:ven the most dilettanti.
prag!llatist can hardly afford to ignore, It is
in~redi ble therefore that any effort at standar.
dieing material pleasures and enjoyment, can
lead to harmony in society. The practical or
scientific outlook, in fine, bas brought society
to a dead end. Many do not know today tb,e
end and aim of life; much less do they know
its why and wherefore.
T he protagonists of the Scientif ic outlook criticise Religion because, they contend
(without endeavouring for religious experience)
that it bas many superstitions and taboos which
are inimical to happiness as they conceive
happiness. In the assumption that the
purpose of Life is plea.sure and its pursuit,
Religion which insists on self.control and
realisation of the Divinity in all of us, is
ignored and relegated to the level of supersti.
tions. But what is actually happening'? We
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are, if anything, but changing the seperstitions;
only a few have ever transcended them. Also
we have arrived at no Universal definition for
•superstition'. Many scientific beliefs are no
lei.a superstitious than the fadibg religious
bal iefa, for, the Theories of Science change even
more rapidly and fundamentally than religious
beliefs. The objection invented, to certain
spiritual beliefs as basic for happiness, is that
there are many assumptions that cannot be
veri!ied, the same way scientific assumptions
are supposed to be verifiable. But Science
actually suHers from even more pet assum.
ptions than religion is supposed to.
Quite a few wise men of affairs even in
contemporary times feel conscientiously that
in the totality of its achievements, Science
has all but reduced, the highly evolved human
species, to animalism. Destru ction of life in
one area, to assure its happiness in another,
cannot promote happiness anywhere, and in
the transition from a r eligious to a scientific
outlook man has lost all sense of the possibility of an enduring Happiness and Peace in
Societ y. The pursuit of happiness as ordinarily understood, has become a smash and grab
affair. It has made man increasingly discontented and more selfish. If science has helped
to save a few lives with its discoveries, it bas
also helped (and become progressively more
and more potential) to destroy larger numbers.
A scientific outlook simplicitor has not been
a blessing therefore, subjectively or objectively.

The time has con:e for man to realise
once again that "the soul of all improvement
is the improvement of the soul" and that no
happiness is so enduring as '•Atrnananda", the
happiness of the soul, o.s this is not conditioned
and is devoid of limits. It is also comin<{ to
light that the effort involved in the achievement of spiritual happiness is even less than
the effort and risks involved in ensuring mate.
rial happiness on scientific Jines. For one
ihing the dependance for achievement in
spi ritual realms is one's on own self and the
ingredients for happiness are all already in
every individual. The technique has been
simplified by the Great Masters of this holy
land in their love for all creation and incidentally man, albeit the latter has degenerated
very much by abuse of bis "freewill", "conceptual thought", and last but not least. by an
increasingly scientific outlook in lieu of a
spiritual purpose in life.
All experience is in the inner self and
the field for exper ience is the "mind" or
"consciousness". The scientific belief that it
is the physical brain is the worst of all super.
stitions. If any enduring happiness must be,
it must be in the conciousness of the self.
How to get at it
beneficially and
naturally and without any material aids,
is the great lesson which Maharishi Bala
Brahmo.chari Mahesh Yogi teaches indivi.
dually a.nd to the all-round advancement of
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every one who has sought his guidance. It is
derived from the creative wisdom and positive
experience of the Rishies and Sages of this
Holy la.nd, to wit, the Vedas, which because
of their enterna.l validity, have survived 'Rith
all their glory intact, through the good times
and bad, Faith and Despair, beliefs and un.
beliefs. As it is the spiritual nature of the
great Ma<;ters to promote UniverRa.l wealral'e,
the Maharishi is giving it, under the behest
and auspicies of Guru Dev, Bra.hm&nanda
Saraswa.ti Maha.raj, to everybody who seeks
with love and hope a.nd faith.
How this con help Peace all around, in
inter.communal, inter.stata.l and inter-national
fieldR, may still seem problematic, seeing that
all the social and polit' ca.l "contacts'' and
conferences galore of the Lea-0ers of nations,
at such cost to the people, ha.ve still not succee.
ded in bridging the gulf, even in the ''summit
conferences" of sll the outstanding men in
Politics. If individuals improve spiritually,
society will improve far more rapidly, and the
few that strive and secure Peace and spiritual
harmony within themselves, can spread it to
vast areas. When the individnal improves
(to whatever extent possible) his persona.I
Peace and harmony as these a.re understood in
spiritual levelR, Society must improve as a
whole. But the endeavour in the ma.in has to
be a subjective individual effort.
Collective endeavours in the pa.st, what.
evJr the ethical bias claimed, have produce,l no

la.sting restilts. A collective improvement
with the SELF over.looked is evidently not
possible. Witness the a.pa.thy to the "Moral
Rearmament" movement; the stagnation in
its small achievements and its ultimate sub.
sidence into aP.sthetics of the high.brow variety,
But a few men who have realised the nature
of their innermo&t being as Peace and Bliss,
can influence and change environment even
single.banded far more effectively. When the
potentia.litv of a chain-reaction in the Atom
bomb is a known fact why should the possibility of a chain.reaction for Peace and Goo<l.
will amongst men be a. fond Hope? If there
a.re any doubts, look at the a.chievements in
a short time of one Master endowed with the
blessings of his Guru Dev, amongst a large
number of men, women and children of the
Adhya.tmic Vikas Manda!. No oaths &.re asked
to be ta.ken, no abandonment of individual
occupations and tendencies in relative existence is n.dvised, much less urged from outside;
the lesson and practice a.re simplified to their
utmost possibility. The change is sought to
be brought about by practicable effort absolutely within the real ms of personal achieve.
ment a.nd to improvement all round; m~ntall~·.
ma.teria.lly and spiritually. May this spiritual
chA.in-rea.ction increase and promote the World
Peace which everybody wishes and nobody bas
yet tangibly promoted. Jai Guru Dev.
")famo Narayanaya"
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SURYA NAMASKAR
V.

KHH&ll ,

By
B. A., C. A. I. I. B.

Surya Namaskar has come down to us
from Vedic times. In vedic and Puranic India,
people lived a life so full of religion that every.
ihirig they did, was in some way connected with
religion. They considered the body as the
temple of God and kept it healthy, strong and
clean. Theirs was an integrated and harmonious
development of the body, mind and soul. Surya
Namaskar was one of those perfect schemes for
psycho.physical culture. evolved by the ancient
sages of India to help such a harmonious
development.

It was not long ag:::, that Western scientists
discovered the health.giving and healing properties of ultra violet rays. But · our ancient sages
had known. even in those vedic times, the enormous health.giving properties of the ultra violet
radiations from the Sun. They had similarly
observed in detail the p:irt played by the Thyroid
and other ductless g lands in the human system,
which western medicine men are still trying to
learn. Above all, they knew the secret of the
force of Prana and that through certain controlled

rhytmic modes of breathing. called Pranayama
how this force could be conserved within the
body. Further, from Vedic texts, we find that
"Savithruw the sun as a manifestation of Divine
energy, was worshipped as a God.
From all these precious truths has been
evolved this ancient. and still the most perfect
system of scientific physical training known as
Surya Namaskar. It combines in itself, physical
training, sun-bathing, rhythmic breathing (Prana
Yama) and activation of the endocrine glands.
A more synthesised and unique system, has yet
to be discovered. And. yet. to make it still more
useful for man and help him towards that final
goal of all right.thinking men, viz the realisation
of God and attainment of Mokeha, the ancient
sages formulated a garland of Bija Manthras which
could be easily repeated when doing the namas.
kar, These Bija Manthras helped to create the
beneficial vibrations in the nervous system necessary for minci control and clarity of the brain.
A series of ten poses form one full
round of Suryanamaskar.
It may, however, be
noticed that in one complete round of Surya
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namaskaar, Parvatasan. Padahsthasan, Bhujanga.
san and Ardhasir3asan, come into play, as also
M•Jla Bandha. Uddiyana Bandha and Jalandhara
Bandha and Sambhavi Mudra. But, the variou3
movement of these Asanas, Bandhas and Mudras
ares::, arranged that they blend harmonio'Jsly into
one continuous movement which ai'lls a t streamlining the whole figure and we do not at all feel or
know that we are practising these great yogci
Asana, Bandhas and Mudras, All the same, they
are there and we enjoy the benefits. The movements are all easy and s imple, yet when correctly
performed, give suppleness to the limbs 1md
glorious health, mental poise and accentrate:i
brain power. becau3e the brain is enabled to
think with clarity.
In order to get the maximum benefit
out of Surya Namask:ars, a few helpful hints are
added.
1.

The full benefit

is derived

Namaskar is done at sunrise. The evening rays
of the sun are not so effective as those of the
morning. You should therefore do the msmask:ar facing the East and at sunrise.
2. In order to get the full effect of the
Sun's rays, only a thin loin cloth or langotti,
should be worn.
3. Namaskars should never be done on
a full stomach.
4. Tho3e who suffer from chronic organic
or functional disorders should consult their
doctor before starting Namaskaras.

5. Do not rush through the several
postures· After each posture is complete just
pause for three seconds in that posture and
then move on to the succeeding one.

3TRl1q ''llff.(l~¼§c{_

it is said i. e.

devotion to surya. promotes good heath Surya
Namaskar i3 a means of devotion to Surya.

when

After I met my Guru Maharaj
(By N. B&lakriahna Reddiar, B. A., 8 . L., AdYocate, Trinud1um)

JAI GURU DEV:
I met my Guru in a small room at
Neyyatlinlca~a for the first time. His silvery
reverberating inquiry, "Happy?", entered into

my person m~lcing me happier day by day.
I had the good luck of taking initiation.
from Maharishi Bala Brahmachari Mahesh Yogi
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He was gracious enough to give initiation to
my partner in life also, but for which I may
not be so happy as I am.
On following the instructions of my
Guru Maharaj, I find life rather enjoyable and
I realise that God never intended any of his
creatures to suffer. The fear I ha:i in facing
facts is vanishing, and the false pride I had
in certain successes, I now realise, was based
on ignorance.
As days pass by, I am enjoying not
only the improving pro3pects in day to day
life as the fruits of my labour, but I also
enjoy the "Cool Shade" which protects me
from the heat of the mundane wishes. full of
greed, selfishness, and other passions. And I
feel the •'Cool Shade" is increasing as the
tree of Sadhna grows to bear th3 fruit of
Anandam, the seed of which was planted in
me by my Guru Maharaj with directicns to
nurture the same.
I have now learnt to take things as they
are and am guided by Guru Dev even without my
knowing. Such is the blessing of my Guru
Dev, and Guru Maharaj.
The very new and easy method of mindcontrol has yielded fruits, My Guru Maharaj
directed me to concentrate upon the Mantra
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and to repeat the Sa-ne in a particular manner
This method, I confess, is a novel one, but it
made things easy for me to control the wandering mind. This method of Sadhna has given
me all-round progress in my life.
Now
enjoy domestic peace, mental
happiness and physical fitness.
My Guru Maharaj has not insisted ui:-on
any Asanams or Mudras. I am not allowed to
to retain my breath as Pranayama practitioners
insist. I am asked to sit erect, close my eyes
and concentrate upon the Mantra which grad.
ually becomes finer and finer as practice advances. The method of concentration up.on the
Mantra is the main thing which has to be
learnt from the Master direct, and therefore I
am not writing about it here.
Now the repetition of Mantra is a pela.
sure to me and if by chance I am not able
to do the Japa any day, I feel as if I have
suffered a heavy loss.
The happiness I enjoy since meeting my
Guru Maharaj is increasing day by day. I feel
that I am a new man. I am inclined to
analyse facts as they occur detachedly; to
know what they are and how they will affect
me. This inclination to analyse, takes me off
from the immediate impact of the happenings

which would otherwise naturally weigh heavily
upon me. All this makes me really happy.
Under the Grace of my Guru Dev and
Guru Maharaj, I find the vessel of my life is safe
on the ocean of time. Now I feel myself as

a protected child under the care of Guru
Deva Happy I feel and care.free. wilh full
c:mfidence in the Mercy of the Greater.

JAI GURU DEV.

o:--:o

Resolution passed at the Mandal, Trivandrum on 5-11-'55.
The Adhyathmic Vikas Manda!, Trivandrum respectfully offers its devotiorial pranams to
our Revered Maharshi for their inspiration and
guidance in the successful conduct of the Mahasamalanam and Maha Yagana for the welfare
of their disciples and all Keralities and for their
spiritual emulation that came out of it.
2. The Manda} offers its hearty congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Menon and
their associates for organising the Maha Samme.
lanam and for the successful conduct thereof.
Sd.
P. CHANDRASEKHARAN NAIR,
President.

(By Members)

Guru Maharaj. We meet often to exchange the
views of our experience and ii is found that all
of us are unanimous in being happy. The
luminous and the piercing eyes of our Guru
Maharaj combined with the rinying silvery
voice enquiring ''Happy"? always carries us to
a domain far above that of this entangling life.
We feel that we are on1y sl)t'lctators of what
takes place in our daily life. We feel and we
mutually realise that our very looks have improved to the side of cheerfulness. We are sure
that all the Gurubhais who had the good fortune lo sit at the feet of our Guru Dev. are
enjoying hfe, nay even the ovation of joy. We
surrender ourselves completely unto our Guru
Dev through our Guru Maharaj and are carefree and joyful.

JAI GURU DEV.

Jai Shri Guru Dev.
We. Gurubhais,. at Trivandrum. feel highly
ennobled by the Grace of our Guru Dev and
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K. Gopinathan Nair, M. A.
Tri van dru m.

C. R. VYDIANATHAN, B. A; B. L;
ADVOCATE.
Re:,o)utions passed by the Gurubhais
assembled at ''Vijnanaramaneeyam". Palghat on
Friday, 25th November 1955,
1. We, the Gurubhais of Palghat do
hereby pay our humble homage and respect·
ful obeisance to our revered Gurudeva Maha·
yogi Jagadguru Bhagavan Sri. Sankaracharya
Swami Brahmananda Saraswati Maharaj of
Jyotirmutt. Badarikasramam (Himalay<'ls) and his
devoted disciple Maharshi Bala Brahmachari
Mahe.,h Yogi Maharaj of Uttarkashi.

2. We also hereby convey our sense
of sincere indeb!ness to His· Holine:,s for the
great inspiration and spiritual gui:lance imparted to us and for his active bles,ing in the
conduct of the Kerala Maha Sammelanam of
Sri San le a r a ch a r ya Brahmanand Saraswati

Adhyatmic Vikas Manda) at Cochin and the
Mahayagna and pray God to bless him with the
best of health and long life to continue his
life's mission.
3. We also hereby sincerely thank Mrs, &
Mr- A. N. Menon, Bar.at.Law for all the services they have been rendering to Guruji and
through Guruji to us and for organising the
Kerala Maha Sammalanam of Sri Sankaracharya
Brahmananda Saraswati Adhyatmic Vikas Manda!
and Mahayagna and for making the same a
grand success, and pray the Almighty to grand
them continued pro:,perity, lcngevity and unalloyed happiness to to be ever in the service
of G urudeva.
"Janaki Vilas"
Chathapuram Extn,
Kalpathi-Pal ghat.
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C. R. VYDIANATHAN,
President.

ADYAT:MIC VIKAS MA~DAL AT PALGHAT

A few of thti dt:lega.tes Crow 1'rn1u.,d1uw, (~uilon, Kotta.ya.w, ..\. kl-Jpcy,
Palgha.t, Trichur a.nd Ernakula.ru who attrnded the lierala Maha
8a.mmelanam at Cochin.

i
Mahanbi Eala l!ralmnchui :llahe;h Yc!,,i ~laharaj. reception at Dum;Dom I;,
aerod1ome, Calcult'l . Coming 01:t 01 the ae1odrome with children auo. " 1e •
ol the :nany who ,e~~•··, l .uim.
)fah,ir,hi coming to em.er 1he dt>roMted c.u which i~ to tllke
him to re-idenca> ~t
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Pres ented To MAHARSHl SRI: BALA BRAHMACHARl MAHESH YOGI
OF UTHARA KASI (HIMALAYAS) BY THE HlNDU PUBLIC OF QUILON.

~~
~~

VVe the Hindu public of this ancient and historic town of Quilon have
been extremely.. fortunate to have you in our midst for the past over three
weeks during your tour of the south. During this shcrt but very busy period,
'you have through series of learne::i and elevating discourses and practical lessons.
Jed us to the treasure trove of real knowledge and Eternal truth You have
shown us the e~sy path to Eternal Bliss.
R evered Swamiji, Bharat is indeed great. Inspite of several polluting
onslaughts. suppressions of centuries there still lies inbeded in the minds of the
millions of this country the torch of Divine glory which hos been traditionally
inherited through ages.
Ths quest for the Eternal truth and desire for . the
Eternal bliss are still in the blood of the Hindus. The social and political chaos,
wrought out by turbulant international wavas could not destory the Divinity of
our Hindu society. In the great Himalayas within its lofty and serene bosom is
holding in hundreds and thousand3 the migh ty intellects of this country with attainments, the heights of which are inconceivable.
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The Society with a f~eling of frusteration has been always looking up
to the great height3 of the Himalayas for guidance. At last we feel that the
day h~s dawned when devine guid!mc3 has begun to flow down and that you
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M ahathman,

.y;

I

.;.
.~ ~

FAREWELL .A DDRESS

;'\•

•l .

ii

f.

,a. :

during conduct and ab:,ve all your great sincerity and desire to see the Society
elevated in the true sense of the world are the real need of the day.
Swamiji, We have been drinking profusely. trom the great well of Know.
ledge and Bliss, you have so generously placed at our disposcl. You have, by
your personalitiy, contact and teachings, elevated us to a high spiritul sphere
which we definitely feel, would be our permanant abode. You have instilled in
us, the confidence of a peaceful and successful future.
Maharshin, we h,w~ received your personal blessing aud practical
guidence for our spiriturl march and within tha short span of your stay here,
we have experienced quite a lot on the devine march. which has proved to us
in the greatness of the tradition of the great Maharshies of our country.
]By your grace we could make our direct contact with the great Spiritual
Guide of the Himalayas your Guru Deva (our Guru Deva al.,o) Mahayogi·Raj,
Anant Shri Vib hushit Jagadguru Bhagwan Sankaracharyia Swamy Bramanand Sraswathi Maharaj of Jothirmath Badrikashram. In your personality we have realised
the greatne~s of Shri Gurudeva and now we have become anxious for the
darsnan and association cf the successor of Shri Guru Deva Swamy Santhanand
Saraswathi Maharaj. We hope th:-oug'.1 your grace we shall some time have his
Darshan also.

Swamiji, to day, you are leaving us. we hope to return to us again
and then again. We can. never forget that your message to us has brought to
us indfable peace and infinite joy. Your discourses have been lessons h1' sprit-
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ual upliftment and enlightenment. We only know that you have in the live sprit
of guidance to the Society, been untiringly making yourself available at all the
24 hours of the day and night to help us irrespective of caste or class,
direct us, advise · us and give solace to us-our indebtedness to you is immeasurable.

At this time of bidding farewell. we express our deep sense of grali.
tude to you only by offering at your feet our grateful Pranams and assure you
of our sincerity of devotion and attach ment to the path of Ligh t shown by you.
S. Narayana Pillay, Advocate,
Kallada P. Nilakanta Pillay, Advocate.
N. Bhagavathi Subramonia Aiyer,
Advocate & President. Panchayath Court.
D. Sankara Aiyer.
do
H Harihar Subramonia Aiyer, Advocate.
Adoor S. Vaidyanadha Aiyer, . do
Dr. V. Sundaram.
N. Padanjali Aiyer, Dist Court Vakil.
N. Sundareswaran (Cashew exporter)

•

Sha Talakshi Vachraj. Merchant.
M. P. Krishnan Vaidian.
P. Raghavan. Advocate (D. C. C. President)
A. Kochu Velu (Manager S.N. Tile Factory)
Sreenivsa Pai (Spirit Merchant)
Manlhara N. Gopala Pillay. Advocate.
N. Ghandra3ekharan Nair, Managing
Director, Malayala Rajyam.
G. Govinda Pillay. Advocate.
N. Parameswaran Pillay (Panthirical Veedu)

Quilon.
8 - 6 - 1955.
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Farewell Address Pres ented to

.,.

Maharshi Bala Brahmachari Mahe's h Y og1
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Of Uthara Kasi .(Himalayas)

B~ His Deciples of Kotta~ am.

~
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Revered Mahatman ,

.~.

·=_a

We, your affectionate and devoted deciples in Kottayam, find it
difficult to part with you, but go you must, for others are anxi0usly waiting

~
•Y•
~-

•==~-•~

for your Darsan and Spiritual Guidance.

•!=~·

The Himalayas have been the Guardian of India and the symbol of
our spiritual attainments. T he Holy Rivers of India flow from the Eternal
Snows and the spiritual light emanating from the H oly Rishis who bav_e
ma.de the Himalayas their home, ever lead us to Eternal Bliss.
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We, grihasthas have been groping in the dark for discovering the
path to God-Realisation aod we could find nobody competent to -lead us and
put us on the right path. As an answer to our prayers and as by Divine
guidance, you have come to our midst and the like the Holy Ganga, cleansed
us of our ignorance, shown us the light and led us to the path of Jeevan...'.,..
Muktbi. And many of us have already begun to taste the Samadbi- Sukh
by the excercise of the simple Sadhanas you have pi:escribed in short
a period.
"'
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May your blessings and through you the Divine blessings of Guru
Dev, the Illustrious Saokaracharya of the Twentieth Century Mahayogi
Raj Anant Sri Vibhushit Jagat Guru Bhagwao Srimath Swami Brahmanand
Saraswathi Maharaj of J yothir Mutt, BadarikaE,ram, whose greatness we
respectfully realise through the greatness of b ,s deciple, ever lead us on to
higher achievements and Eternal Bliss.

f

Vv'e have been for tunate in having you twice in our midst, and we
look forward to many mor e returns of this blessing. You are carrying with
you our heart felt prayers for your long life.
R evered Mahn.rsbiji, with heavy hearts and overflowing eyes we are
bidding you farewell, till we meet again.

Revered Mahatman,

Your Affectionate and devoted deciplea.
Kottayam, }

•I•

25-8-'S5.
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FA REWELL ADDRESS PRESENTED To

llaharshi lBala Jrahmachari fflahesh !fo9i
0£ Uthara Kasi (Himalayas.)

By His Devotees of Ernakulam.
Revered Maharsh.i,
Kindly allow us to express our feelings of grea.teful homage to you
To us who lead a worldly life, partings a.re always sad. So, on this day of
your departure from our midst, we ta.ke consolation in your teaching tha.t
there are no partings in the spiritual world.
Our experience of these last so many days is most clearly expressed
in this one verse.

~Riq~~.,~~~Pl~~~T.r~t~f+l{qffirt-q6i~t~;?.TI I
~~'{~

f.Mq~im1 ilijcfiiq; ~ T

«m~q ~~ Pl~ e,<~ta~r 11
(The seeker of Truth is confounded by many pa.tbs and so be
cannot choose the correct one. The Sa.stras a.re too difficult for him to
understand. Obstacles on the road are ma.ny and resting places are few.
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Understanding our difficulty and wishing to lead us to Himself, the divine
charioteer, in his magnanimity, gives us even the food for our Journey,
besides showing us our way). That is what you have done for us.
You have thrown open to us a new path leading to our goal. We
derive great encouragement from the fact, that this new path apart from
l eing very effective and easy does not in any way hamper the daily duties
that we have necessarily to perform, because it has a.II along been a
disappointment to us grihasthasramis, that there is no path open to us
towards self-realization, save the one which excludes our responsibilities.
Through you, we too, who live so far aw11,y from the sacred
Himalayas have been blessed with ihe benign and kindly grace of the great
spiritual Guru Mabe.yogi Raj Anant Sri Vibhushit Jagadguru Bhagavan
Sankaracharya Swami Brahmanand Saraswati Maharaj of Jyothirmatb, Badrikashram. Like many others who have bad the benefit of your teachings,
we too shall try to live a life of surrender to Gurudev. We shall stick to
the path shown by you so that the intensity of the light received may increase to
become all effulgence, and that the joy that ri.lmost everyone of us have begun to
feel in our Sadhana in this short time, may increase to become eternal bliss and
put us on to the most exalted state of our life- Jeevan.mukthi, the aim of Sadhana
n.nd the aim of life.
We know that there are several who await you in different parts of the
country. This restrains us from requesting you to extend yc.,ur stay here. However we pray that we shall have the benefit of your presence here in the not
too distant future. In the meantime, we shall always remember, with your
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Maharshi Bala Brahmachari, Mahesh Yogi of Uttar Kasi
(Himalayas)
Revered Mahar3hin!
of
We beg to present before you our humble namaskarams at the time
your temporary departure from our midst.
We have had the benefit of your advice and have been following your
path and practical guidance in realising Atma Sukh for less than a week, in
some cases two or thre3 day., only. Even during this much too short time, aJl

.
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of us hav~ enjoye:i peace and joy and we feel assured of being able to enjoy
more and more until it becoms Eternal Peace and Bliss Eternal. We may be
permitted to avail ourselves of this opportunity to render our deepfelt gratitude
and homage to you.
We are ever grateiul to you for having cle11red our doubts in spiritual
matters and for having put us in the ri1\t path of Spiritual Sadhanas, which as far
as we are concerned, were hitherto unguided.
We pray that your Holines3 may be kind enough to continue to direct
. us and g uide us in the spiritual path which you have been pleased to open before usWe feel confident and hopeful to be assured by your Holiness that Your
Gurudev His Divinity Maha Yogi Raj Anant Shree Vibhushit Jagat Guru Ahagvan
Sankaracharya Swami Brahmanand Saraswathi Maharaj of Jyothir Mutt, Badrikashram,
will shower his blessings en us and come to our help in periods of doubt and
distress in our spiritual progress.
We are particularly grateful to the Guiding Spirit of Guru Maharaj in
having sent to us his most beloved deciple and devotee.

i
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~

In spite of our human short comings, guided as we are by your Divine Ga::e
we undertake to strictly follow the spiritual path chalked out to us by Your Holiness
and glorify the Holy Name of your Revered Guruji.
In the midst of the Ananda infused in us by Your Holiness, we feel sad
that you are leaving us after such a short stay. But we feel fortified in the hope
that you are coming to us again.

\

~

Alleppey,

We remain,
You r• in all humbleneH,
You Dovotm of All•>P•T•

}

13th August 1955.
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Of Utha.ra ltasi (Himalayas)

BY THE DEVOTEES OF PALGHAT.
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Revered M aharshi,
doing

of:: ~:g

o~r e:!::letoni::sta::1~~~1 welcome into our midst and in so

We consider ourselves extremely fortunate to have been given the
opportu_nityhof your D arshan and we look forward with eager hopes and
responsive earts to receive your spiritual guidance.
Palgbat is a very- ancient and historic town of Kera.la, and time was
when Palghat and neighbouring places were spiritual centres where many holy
men and scholars flourished. But the materialism of the modern age bas sapped
the springs of spiritual fervour and wrought great changes in our way of lif~
and mode of existence. Here as elsewhere Society stands in need of moral and
spiritual regeneration.
Revered Swamiji, you are one of the acknowledged leaders of this
moral and spiritual regeneration which we find in the Free India of today. Your
H oly Messages come to us from the Himalayas that abode of peace, the Home
of Mighty Rishis and the symbol of India's spiritual strength. You have shown
the path to the ·Devotees of·Cocbin and Travancore and from there the fame
of your work ha.s p1·eceded you long before your arrival here. They have been
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drinking profusely from the great fountain of knowledge and bliss, you have
generously placed at their disposal. You have by your personality, contacts
and teachings elevated them to a high i;piritual sphere. You h ave instilled in
them, the confidence of a peaceful and successful future.
We request you Revered Mabarsh i to accept this, our bumble Pranams
and · give us the blessings of your spiritual guida=ice, Kindly lead us out of
ignorance to light.
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We remain,

L

YOUR HUMBLE DEVOTEES.
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Sri. K. Govindan Nair, Re td. Member, C. B. R.
.. Viswanathan Nair, Community Project
Officer.
Swaminatha lyar. Pro., Natham & Co., Sreemathi Ammu Amma, Municipal Councillor.
.. Govindan Nair, Advocate.
Sri. Sekhara Menon, Retd. Executive Engineer.

Sri. P. Appu Ndir, Retd. Law Secretary.
A. M. Madhavan. Executive Engineer
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~~~~!~:~:/y;:~:.r:~:~!a~:.blish er.} Sri. Damodaran Nair, Pravarthak.
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Members of the Reception Committee.
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A. Suri. Principal, Tagore College.

Secretariu.
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(Continued from Page 72.)

Alleppey, i. e; the 28th of August, 1955.
The previous night, when I was sitting at
the feet of the Maharshi and reading the
draft of the constitution for the l\fandal,
for his approval, he began thinking whether
the name could not be improved upon. He
felt that the name should suggest something
· broad.based and fina)Jy snggested that the
word, "Adbyatmic" ·should come in. But,
even then, he was feeling that it would
not be complete and some thing wal, wanting. Moreover, during this nights discuussion,
was born the idea of an All Kerala Maha
Manda.I and an additional clause was added
in our Constitution, providing for affiliation
and cooperation with any provincial or central organisation, if and when it should be
formed at a later time. This is credit num her
two which Alleppey can take in the progre&s of the all-engrossing Adhvatmic Vikas
Manda.I idea. It was about three in the
night and our Maharsbi asked me whether
an auspicious time had been fixed for the
inauguration and I replied that we bad all
faith in the Divine Spirit of our Guru Dev
and the persona.I guidance of our Ma.harshi
and we had not fixed any part,icula.r ti me.
Only, we had informed all our guru bhais
that the Manda.I would be inaugurated some
time between 10 and 12 in the morning·
The morning of the 28th day of
August, 1955 dawned and it ushered in a day

which will always be recorded in letters of
gold in the heart of every guru bhai; for, it
was on this day that the first Adhya.tmic
Vikas Manda.I in Kerala was born. It was
Sunday and so, every guru bha.i.mao, woman
and child was gathered in the Ma.harshi's
room and the atmosphere was almost electri.
fied. In very slow and measured tunes, the
Mabarsbi began his address and we could
all feel that he was entirely inspired. He
invoked the divine spirit of Sri Guru Dev
and stated that in such an atmosphere, it
was Guru Dev himself who was ina.ugura.
t inothe Manda.I. The Maharshi took the
0
picture of Sri P arvathy in bis band and we
felt as though he was in direct communion
with the Divine Mother, entreating Her to
shower all Her choicest blessings on the
Adhyatmic Child that was to be born. In
such a. tense atmosphere when the whole
place was pervaded with the Divine Presence,
our Maharshi gave Sangham, the name Sri
Sankaracharya Brahmananda Saraswaty
Adhyatmic Vikas Manda!". As a matter of
fact, the word, "Vikas", which every one
will now appreciate is the most appropriate
in the sequence, was born at that moment
and it sugg·ests to us the mission which our
Ma.ba.rshi has entrusted to all of us. Let us
grow spiritually within ourselves, within our
family, within our towns, through out
Keraia, through out Bharat, and as Bharat
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has now been recognised intemationa.lly as
the custodian of a.II spiritual i::rogrfSs, let us
help in the spiritual expansion of the whole
world. This is not a.n empty wish, but if
you have foJlowed the sequence of events in
the birth of the first Maude.I, you will appre.
cie.te that it bas the basis of Divine sanction.
The inaugural address of our Me.harshi has
been snpplied by me to most of the mandala
and you will note that every word of tb9,t
address is pregnant with meaning and no
guru bhai should leave off reading it and
assimilating its contents. In the course of
this address, our Me.harshi had suggested that
other mandals to be started in the different
centres in .Keral11, would do well to adopt the
same name and I am happy to note that
they have all done so and more than that
most of them have adopted our constitution
n!so, wit.h suitable modifications.
Immediately after t-he inauguration. the
horoscope of the Manda.I was cast. based
separately on the num her of letters in the
name and on the time of inauguration, which
had been carefully noted. By a strange and
happy coincidence. the Jeghnam calculated on
these different bases was the same and the
horoscope was the best that could be desired.
As I have clearly stated before. the particular
t ime of inauguration had been left to chance
and who can fail to see the Divine Hand of
Providence in the unaccountable coincidence'?

T he Alleppey Manda]. born under such
divine auspices, is progressing very well. We
meet every Thursday. for about two hours,
when the members exchange their experiences
and clear their doubts and seek help from
their most advanced colleagues. During this
short space of one and a half months sevtral
of them have reported lightening advance in
control of mind, peace in their life and
Anandam of the 1,elf. About the time of the
first visit of Qur Maharshi to Alleppey, one
of his speeches in which be stated that mind
control easy, evoked a lot of criticism at the
bands of some our vrteran Sanyasins. I am
sure that there must have been at lea.st some
doubting Thomases in the midst of the
gurubhais. But, the definite advance of their
own colleagues, has proved to them, e.s
nothing else can prove. th~ truth of what
our Me.ha.rshi continued to impress on all.
I am r~minded of what our -Mahe.rshi said
at that ti roe, quoting Just half a line of
Mukthikope.nishad, where Lord Ra.ma speaking on mind control, said to Anjaneye."

That is, "Mind control is not possible with.
out a technique". T his technique is like the
•'Open Sesa.me", the key of the treasure house
of practice.I knowledge. This technique is
handed over to the de1:1erving only. It passes
from heart to heart. It passes from the
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heart of a guru to the h eart of a. sishya.
T hrough the result of the accumulated good
karmas of our previous births, we have e&rned
the grace of tba Divine Spirit of Sri Guru
Dev and our Maharshi has been pleased to
hand over this key to us. L et us open out
the treasure house and enjoy the limitless
benefits.
One of our gurbhais, who I am happy
-to note, is preseat before us, has advanced
to such an extent that he gets into the
samadhi state within ten minutes of medi_
ta.tion. H e is employed in an E uropean office
and has to attend office in the morning at
8.30. One day, he sat for his morning sad_
hana at 7-30. hoping to get up by 8, time
enough to go to the office. H e stays in a
room with a fr iend who is similarly emplo.
yed. This friend did not want to disturb him
and as usu&l, he left the room at 8, for bis
office. Our gurubha.i came out of his sama.dhi and his heart missed a beat when, looking
at the clock, he fonnd it, was I-30. H e bas
now· proceeded to rupa dhyanam and has
made much progress there also. I was my.
self silent witness of his progress yetser
night. Our Alleppey delegat€s are put up in
the r oom adjacent to our Maharfbi's and
when, after discussing today's programmee
with ·the Maharshi, I stepped out of his room
at two in the n ight, I was naturally prom-

pted to look into our delegate's roc,n:,, to Eee
whether thP.y were all comfortable. I could
see this particular Guru Bhai in the t uriya
state, with the picture of his I shtam clasped
to his heart. The face was the perfect picture
of cent per cent enjoyment. I could not but
continue to gaze at him for full ten minutes
and share a bit of his enjoyment myself.
After getting his reports of advanced
progress, I made enquiries of his life before
taking the initi tution. H e had no definite
routine of sadhanas, but was leading a perfectly virtuoas life. doing no harm to others
not even to an animal, and find ing no fault
in others and having complete fa.ith in Lord
Krishna, his I shtam. He is married and bis
wife is all devotion to the same Ishtam and
they lead a happy life.

The experience of a second guru bhai
sounds almost like fiction. He is an electri•
cian and is now with us in this hall. ·. He is
very keen on his sadha.nas; but, unfortuna_
tely, his prufession keeps him engaged some
times till very late in the night and he does
not find the time for his n ight meditation.
On one such occasion, when he was prevented
from doing it for two days conesecutively. on
the third day, when he was free, he thought
he would make up for the time lost. H e sat
•
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in bis meditation for a very long time and
went to bed very la.te. The next morning, he
had fixed some engagements. H e had to fix
up some electric connections in a neigbbouriog
house; be had arranged to meet some of his
friends in a hotel for coffee and several other
simi lar engagements. He had asked his people
to wake him up early, so that he could
attend to a.II these eogageme.:its.
He was
accordinglyroused up and he attended to all his
duties. As was his usual custom, he went to
the Mullakkal Sri Bhagavat}ly temple also.
It was twelve noon when he returned and he
was so ti red, he fell down and almost slept off
for three hours. When he woke up, he asked
his people why they did not wake him up in
ti me, as he had requested. When they looked
askance at him and said that be had duly been
wokPn up in the morning and be returned only
at 12, he could not believe it; but, the tell tale
cbandan (sandal paste) mMks on bis body
assured him tba.t he bad been to the temple
and offered his prayers. All the other things
thn.t he did that morning, he could not recollect
at all. When be rPpol'ted this to rue, I parti.
cularly asked him to r educe the period of bis
meditation and proceed to rupa dhyanarn,
where he is making good progress.
Another ha.ppy guru bhai has reported

to me an unimaginable advantage that be bas
gained on the material plane. H e was almost
out of job for nearly four years; but, three
weeks after his initiation, he has landed a.
good job, which completely suits him.
Yet another guru bhai has only last
week reported to me a similar advantage in
the material field. Jlis family property wa.s
leased out to a tenant and the tenant's family
was thus enjoying it for nearly seventy years.
T~ey were even paying the land revenue to
the State Government. On the demise of his
father, this property had come to his share an
year back.
Under the new tenancy laws
introduced in the State, there was a natural
possibility that the lesses may not be prepared
to hand back the property. Our guru bhai
bad no hope of getting it; but, just to try a
chance, he approached the tenant and expressed that he would like to cultivate the land
himself. The tenant raised no objection and
bas conveyed the possession back to our guru
bhai. Surprised beyond measure, our guru
bhai later on enquired a.bout the reason for
this and was· informed that the lesses who wa.s
a deyout Christian, recently felt that all his
material progress was due to the good will of
the family of the land lord and he could not
do any thing to disrupt this fl ow of good will.
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Severa.I o{ our guru bba.i have reported
to me similar instances of their advance in
spiritual progress and their benefits in the
material fleld. I do not want to add to this
catalogue of experiences, but I ma.y tell
you on behalf of a.ll our guru bha.is that they
are a.II full of gratitude and a.11 devotion to
our Ma.ha.rshi, for the pa.th ths.t he has so
generously opened out to them. The people
who have advanced fa.st, serve a.s beacon lights
to the less fortunate, who have hopes that in
the not distant future, they can c:mulate th~m
and some of them even hope to out.;;trip these
advanced people. Personally, I e.m extremely
happy to have had the good luck to be associ.
ate<\ with such e. family of guru bhais,
because I cannot fail to enjoy a. portion of the
happiness enjoyed by a.JI these people. As
first, when our Master nominated me as the
lirst President of the first Me.ode.I formed in
Kera.la., I ha.d my misgivings a.nd I openely
expressed to him my diffidence in successfully
ca.rriying out the job entrusted to me. But, he
asked me to ha.ve entire faith in the Divine
Spirit of Guru Dev and my faith has always

carried me through. When some of the guru
bha.is have referred to me some difficulties
experienced by them in their sadha.na.s, I
always had the solution presented to my mind
by some divine intuition and I am happy to
inform you that all the guru bhais have implicit confidence in me. This confidence bas been
so freely extended to me that there has not,
till now, been one occasion when any of our
guru bha.is had to write to the Ma.ha.rshi for
solution of their difficulties.
Before concluding, I would just bring to
the notice of all the guru bhais assembled
here that we a.re the torch bearers in Kera.la.
in the spiritual pa.th propounded by our Ma.ha.rshi. Let us all try to deserve this and do
every thing in our power, to pefect our sa.dha.
nas and serve, by our spiritual progress, to
further glorify the divine name of our mighty
Guru Dev a.nd His devoted disciple and our
Master and Guide, our Revered Ma.harshi.
Jai Guru Dev.
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Guru Deva's 87th Birth Day Celebrations at Calcutta.

Gum !Rn's 87th birth d'.ly \\W; celebrated on l\fal'g'\sheer;ha S11kla
D,\Shllli the 24th Dc<.<i!mber 1956 at 9i A, Southern Avenue, Calcutta.
the re,ide110t of Sri Rdm lAlji, Cp:i.m'\ria. Thi, wa~ durin~ )fah.u,hi'~
,Li~ '.lt Cllcutta jti,;t a'.ter K,r.ila lfaha Snwmehunw.

Makara-Sankranthi celebrated with Guru Deva's Puja at Calcutta

During Mahar,bi Bnln Brahmnch~ri's stay with him Sri Ratall Lalji Cham.uh
celebrated the )L,karn S111~ra11th•. Mabol-:iva with Shri Guru De,·.i', grand
Pooj \ll'.llll nt 97 \, Southern Avenue, C,1Jcutt:..

4. Dhanurasan

l. Sarvangasan

5. Paschimothama
Asan

2. Salabhasan

6. Matsya Asan

3. Bujangasan

7. Yogarnudra.
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S-pee.ch delivered by Shri Pa11dil Hath, &rm.a Saatri on the &econd day
of tilt mahasammelanam

8 wave of surprise passed over the large
audience when Pandit Hathi Ram Sastri
got up to appear before the mike, and
Maharshi stopped him to wait for a
while nod asked for the mike to be
brought before hi m. What new had
sprung up in the middle of the programme was the curiosity of the audience.
) t was a greatt r surpr ise to thousands of
the people of Cochin when Mahar!'lhi
began to introduce Saetriji - an old r esident of Cochin, to the people of Cochin
it!>elf! Maharishi said "lt ehould not be
a surprise to you if I speak a. few words
about Sastr iji to introduce his inner ma.a
to you. He is liv ing in the midst of you
a.II , for many years, but l think you might
not have bad the occasion of knowing
him in his tr:,e se lf. I am r ea.l ly proud
to tell you that Sastri ji ir;. one of those
ra.rP souls who can be called the ~mbodiment of Indian Culture, Civilisation and
Oharma and who really feel the constant
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agony of the materia.listic ideas swa}'iog
over tht golden path of Dharma and the
culture of our holy land. Aggrieved at
the present 11.ir he did not feel like coming out of bis pea.ce!ul a.bout.
When Sastriji met me at first, he in&roduced himself as one who b as not
come out of his house to meet anybody
for th e last '20 years; and he wa.s a. man
who did not like to meet people these
days, bee.a.use anybody who r.ppearfd on
the public platform misinterpreted the
Sastra.s and Dh arma, spoke ill of our
cultural traciitions a.ad deprecated our
cherished social customs which are the
very basis of Hindu Fa.ith - He said
'times ara adverse to our stand a.nd that is
why I have stopped meeting the modern
platform Fpeakers- Bu t som8 of my friends who hear d your first speech in t he
Guj , re.ti School Hall said, every word
yon epoke was in coosistPncy, with the
Sastras and that is why I have come h ere

to meet you and express my delight on
your coming to Cochin'.
When I heard this friend Sastriji,
I was remi oded of the trend of the' Devo.s'
and the •Denawas' during the ' 0eva.Asura. Sa.ngram'.
When Bali could not fulfil his promise of giving tbe land measuring t,he
three steps of V aman avat&r be was
arrested, by the angels of Vishn.u. Seeing
him arrei;ted, his retinue attacked t.be
retinue of Vibsnu a nd in the fight the
retinue of Bali was badly beaten. Seeing
bis retinue in such a. deplorable condition Bali advised them to stop fighting
and said •these are the same Gods whom
yon have defeated many times in the pa.st
but at present I find you a.re being
badly defeated - The reason is that the
present time is not favourable to you and
therefore do not fight at present, get
a.way from them and we.it for the
favourable time •
On an earlier occasion, after great
preparation h ali started to attack
lndraloka- Having bee.rd of the
great Strength and vigour of Bali, Indra.
went to Brahaspati, the Guru of the
Gods, and asked him for advice on
bow to meet the fury of Bali- Bra.baspa.ti
advised him not to face Bali then, He
ea.id •this hour is inauspecious for you
1md very favourable for Bali and no-body
could vanquish him this time. It is
better for you to bide yourself eomewhere
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and wait for the hour when ti me will
favour you'. This is the established
policy of succei:s io life by which
these learned Pandit.a are guided today.
When they find time is not favourable
they do not come out of thei r houses.
But when they find the Bir is conjenial
they come out to enjoy it; they come out
to spea.k for it; they come out to stren!{then the vigour of it with a.II their
might,
strength of
learning aod
noble character - The narsana. of such
persona.lities is holy and solace-giving
and every word that they speak is B
bles~ing to bumnnit.v - With this about
8astriji in mind you must hea.r him".
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INVOGATION OF BLE.C/S!NGS OF

lord SIVA, Lord GANESH, Lord GUHA, Lord VISHNU, Devi SRI LALITHA PARAMESWARl etc.
ON THE OOOASION OF

"SRI SANKARACHARYA BRAHMANANDA SARASWATHI ADHYATMIC VIKAS MANDALS"

KERALA MAHA

SRMMELAN

Held at aitditoriam of T.D. High S chool, Cochin f rorn S unday 23rd to Oct: 26th, Wednesday
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SPEECH
by Sri P. Chandrasekhara Panickar, B. A. 8 . L., R. B. V.; Advocate, Alleppey
on 25th October , 1955 in connection with

the 811 Kerala Convention of the Bdhyatmic Vikas Maha Mandal.
~~i'( Cll8 '1llic'{_ ij~ ~ t i " ~~a I

l!;l~

'<lr<ia ~

~ ~Ritit ~its II

~Tn11'1'f6lTT~+li ~~1fil~~;J'«PTfif_ T
rj'fi~J'iiT<f~ <F~ ~~~Tl{ 11

My Dear G~iru Bhais, brothers and sisters,
Like most of you who have assembled here, m y idea in coming over
here, was only to participate in the g , eat
Yagna that is going on here and to have
darsan of our revered Maharshin- I
never tl ought tr.at I would have to
stand before you entrusted with the duty
of delivering a lecture in this Hall•
When my we rthy fJiend, Gurubhai Kesavanji, the president of our Adhyatmic
Vikas Maridal, told me that I may have
to give a recital of a few Ashtapadis of
Ja:yadev, I was ver y glad, because that
was a thing which I could do ex-tempo re,
and with pleasure. But, when the con-

veners of the function changed their
plan and wanted me t0 assume t he role
of a si:eaker, I was really perturbed for
two r easons. Firstly because my short
acquaintance v. itb the persons present
in tl,is h ,dl con vinced me that l was to
~peak before an audience composed of
persons much advanced in spiritual
knowledge and practice,, v.ell versed in
the Vedas and the Upanishads and so,
any attempt on my part to talk on spin tnal ITatters, really den-anded meticulous preparation. T he second reason
was that I was allov·ed only half an
hour's time, since there were to be
other sptecbes in Sanskrit to follow
mine. To deal with a spiritua l subject
with in ~uch a short time~ would mean
only a short cataloguing, without doing
justice to the subject in any measur e.
Hence I will only try to place before
you some thoughts which come u pper
most in my mi nd .
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kirtanams. They don't care to understand the root cause: of their misery : or
to know what I rod is, or how to get
peace by realising Him. 'The world is
too much with us' and we dtvote little
time to know or realise God. A s the
great Sankaracharya has put it·

We shall wish to be happy anrl
we incessa ntl y strive toe-et happi ness.
The poor think that trEy will he ha pf)v
if they become rich; but, once they become rich, t hey feel that they are not
even as lHppy as thty were before. As
the Malayalam poet, Ulloor has put it,
happi11ess is some t hing made by the
Creator to make t he earth a Heaven and
we mortal~ hunt after it in vain, till
death takes us HWay from our physicl'II
existence. There a re some < thers who
are so unha ppy a nd desperate t ha t t hey
t hink th(j t God alone can give them
some solace. Hence they go to the
temple or rfcite some Keerthanams and
t ry to secure somf peace. As stated in
the Gita, four kinds of people t Link
about God.
'i:fgfcr.Tr ~ +1'1 l!RT:
a:tmt fJi~ttT~ ri 'i:f

11

::t'.l~HI~: a-~.QJ~Jcl~ ~im-: I
i~~l<l~ ~ H : q~ ~ ,i)fjq ;:r ~H: llr.

"~~Jc;~

So we shall next consider how
we can be happy. As st 1ted in t he
Githa," a:t~kl~ ~1:f: ij~ "· One who has
no Santi or peace of mind cannot have
happiness
Santi can be bad only by
realising God. What i!l- God , and how
can we, grihasthas, realise Him?

w,~.rtfi-f:
l-1~ 11

They are, the miserable, the inquisitive, t hose who a~pire to lxccme
wealthy, and the Jnani• rv: ostof the people
come under tte first category, "the miserable". Hence, in order to mitigat:!
th eir misery or for getting some solace,
they go to tbe temple or rec ite some

First we shall consider what God
is. Stveral sages of lnrl ia who have
real ised God, have tried to r escribe his
nature. My fi rst prayfr contains a description of the nat ure of Gori. God is
the Jnanatma from whom tl-e Universe
is born, in whom it is dis,o\verl, and by
Whom it is sustained. In -Githa, L ord
Krishna has said about the nature of
God, thus,
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,~~ l'l~~i ~~,J~ ragfa' I
-i;;iit<F6oi1l_arf.r ~~R' ll!<riT II

God exists in all thinJis in the
world. In the Irnvasyopanishad, God is
described thus as

Everything in the world is pervaded by God and God transcends the
world. The immanence and 1ran~cendenct: of God, h >3~ been described in the
Purushasukhtha, thus,
~~W~ "i~: ~~~Ii\
~ ~ Ff'!IBT'!~l af~fu'g~l].(?ll.
~<'-fl ti:~~ ~ <i~ll{f ~ ~e<!JJ. I

co rrespondi ng to the nature of the
pe0ple. They are Jnana Yog1., Bhakti
Yoga and Karn a Yoga.
Jnana Yoga consists in realising
the presence of God in every thin g and
in realising tha t we are that God.
Ka'rma Yoga consit~ i,, doing ever)- t hing
as a dedication to God . Bhakthi Yoga
consist~ in ci irceting all our emotion tOward:s God. As it is not pos:sible, at
iiresent, to dilate upon the three Y0gas
at lfn 5 th and to con~idtr about thei r '
ramificat io ns, we shall confine our selves
to the considerat ion, as to w nich is best
suitt d for Gr il a,tas like ui,. .

All that has been cea1ed is God
and all that would hereafter be created
is also God. T hus G od i~ Infinite, Wis.
dcm Absolute, Bliss Absolute and pervadmg evc-ry ti ing.

srrq1Ji ~.J m~ , f;r~UIJTRT 31~ Tq!ifci ~ ~ M

Hav ing known the nature of God,
shall n rxt consider Low we can realise H im.
Our ancient sages have
grouped the people of this ~ orld, m11inly under three heads. T hey are, (1) the
intellectuals, (2) the emotional people
and (3) the men of action. The method
for realising God has also been accor dingly g rouped mainly under three heads,

this as follows namely Jnan a Karma and
Bhak1hi. Jnanl'l. Yoga is efficacious only
for those who have no attacl.ment to
woridly matters- Those who are fully
immersed in worldly affa irs, will find
Karma Yoga a~ an easy metl-.od if they
w ilJ do a l l tl·.e ir actions wi thout attach-

°" e

Melpathur Narayan,., n Bh ~ttathiri
of Gui uvayoor fame, !-ays thus in his
Narayane ~) am , ~;r <fii!TN .:iRr.~~;:rjq .:i~

·

itffil<f.1~ , ~ i ef.W.lm i<TT~ ~ mAftm ~ g
;m-~o ~1.J1c;i~.;- f<iHr.r ~M' 'i:i °'lcR6r •.Rr?.iln~
~11! II
That is to say, we ca n classify
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men t and for H is sake. But for those
v.ho are not very much attached to this
world, and who have not got complete
detachment, Bhakti Yoga is the best.

/

No~, it may be asked, bow we
can have Bhakthi. The word, Bhakthi
implies two things, the Lover and the
Loved. Since God is Infinite, it is not
possible for our finite mind to conceive
of Him and love Him. So, we should
naturally have a Godhood to whom we
can transfer our love of the Supreme Being. T herein coC!les the necessity for
having an Ishta Devatha.
We can
cboo,:;e any Ishta Devatha. If you want
to have Bhakthi towards that lstha Dev Hha, the method is this:- l-li~~

: cfcJ "RUf~T (imJ~cf

~

wref'7

~<fl.lf~'

You must contact Bha ktas and take interest in hearing stories relating to your
lshta Devatha. Temples have been constructed for this defmite purpose.
Next we shall go into the Y ogic
aspect of Bhakti Y oga . 1f we want to
realise God, we should necessarily have
meditation• The technique of meditation has been taught to us by Our revered Maharshin. If we first mfditate
upon the rupa, it will not have much

effect. There are two stages in meditation. The first is the medittttion upon
a souud and the next is, meditaion upon
li~ht or rupa. If you want to still the
mind and have concentration, you must
f irst meditate upon sound. The next
question is how to choose a sound• For
that, our ancit nt Rishis have found out
certain sounds called Manthras, which
have a very great effect. It is said that
there are au.:> ,it seven crores of Manthr as
Sir Jol n Woodroffe, a former Judge of
the Calcutta High Court, uncler t he
Pen name, Art t ur A valon, has translated a large number of ancient
tantric works and in his books "Garland of Letters" he has stated that
his Guru u~ed to light fire in his house
by re peating the Bijakshara for Agni,
namely, "Ram''. D1,. Keeli has shown
before the scientists at Philadelphia that
a sound produced on a v iolin can start
a machin e r equiri ng twen t.yfive Hor::-e
P ower. I have stated all this to show
how wonderful and great is t he Power
of Manthra.
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Manthra is that which will help
us to have G0d realisatio n, by rueditat ion . " +i;;.n<'{_ =tria ~ta- +f~: ~ or to put it

m0re elaborately, as described
gasikhopanishad,

in

Yo-

«ir,r;rii'l ~~ ii~~'<l;rri'l

il'JfTMt5~

jj"~

m:~fi:t

cfl 11 "

The difference between a manthra and
other sounds is this. A Manthra is
"an electrified sound" which will produce a tremendous effect if it is repeated
properly. An ordinary sound has no
such effect. When we get initiation
from a Guru who has Sidhi in a Manthra,
we are also galvd.nised by the spirit of
the Manthra. That is the reason why we
enjoy peace and Samadbi Sukh when we
recite the Man1 hra revealed to us by our
Beloved Maharshi.
When the mind has become still
by repeating the Manthra\ we 0an begin
Rupa Dhyana- When we med itate on
the Rupa, repeating the Manthra we
ca, easily have the vision of our Ishta
D~vatha and can enjoy increac_ing peace
and bliss as we- progress. It is enough if
we can train ourselves to extend thetime
of Dyana vision of the Ishta Devatha.

to live in this world engaging himself in
his wordly duties• Then the question
arL,es as to hew he should condut himself.
thi3, I must refer you to the last 8 ve rses
of the XII th Adhyaya of Gita which beg :n with:'

('I

•
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The Sub5taoce is this. We should
hate no one• We should be loving and
compassionate to all. We should not
have any attachment nor pride. Our
mind shnuld rem 1in calm both in Pleasure and pain. Be always happy and
Jive dedicated life. The Lord says that
such a baktha is most dear to him.
I shall conclude with the words
of a great sage. "If a comrade be faithless, let us be faithfull to him. If an
enemy injures us, let us forgiv~ him.
If a fl iend betrays, let us stand by him.
Then will the hidden God in us shine
forth and we will have eternal peace and

!here is yet another aspect in
B~akht1 Yoga. lt is the Dharmic aspect.
Like others, the Bbaktha also w111 have
- 21-

bliss.

JAI GURUDEV

Y AJNA-GEETH
(Written by Sri N. Anant Sarma Sastry in Konkani language and recited in
tha Maha Sammelan as a chorus by his students)

Yagna-Geeth (translation)
1.
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Be.la Brahmachari Mabesh Yogi
Residence in the Himalayas has He
r.i.me He in sojourn to Cochin
For Venkatesa He moved in Bha.kti
Came He to Cochin and performed a.
great Ya.gna.
D ispelled the darkness and kindled the
light of Gne.naV e.ried and separated are the ho man
species
Varied and separated a.re their paths of
duties
But forward goes each oue on the path
of Dhe.rma
Led and m )ved by his insti nct of
Karma.
Karma you do according to Dharl'l'.!.!I.
Follow the path of the wise and the
great
Devote yourself t o God and Dharme.
Enjoy all g lories of life and be great.
B ala Bra.bmache.ri, the S11.int
Ce.me He this truth to pa.int,
And reli eve us from falling into ta.int
By His words of wisdom uoconstraint
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llrahmananda of Mallowtd f amr
Shri. R. S. SATHANATHAN

Y onder there on the sacred banks of Poorna
Shines holy Ka.lady the holiest made
By the great God assuming mortal fame
In glorious 8anka.ra of world wide fame
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P ro jecti ng far and wide bis torch divine
Sage Brahma.nanda of hallowed fame
The priceless Jewel a'1orning the Jyotir
throne
L ong be reigned ehowering his graces on a))
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Obi Blessed and Blessed a.re we in the South
Tha.t, young Ma.hesa, the free a.nd devoted,
Blossomed forth in Celubrioos Serenity,
To light aod lea.d along the grea~ Masters'
path

H umble in heart and firm with faith
With hopes of joy and sore of redemption
AL his holy feet in Warm embrace
We bo.v and pray in Sweet ecstacy.
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With message of peace and joy he came
As a light of hope in life he came
For them whose life is worried and peaceless
For them who feel depressed and restless.
He hails as herald of a happy new era
Spreading out peace and blissful aura
To the rich and the po:,r alike he greets
With solace peace arid joy he treats.

Let us bow with respects and express our joy
What spiritualism we received let us enjoy
Also let all be grateful lo God for this boon
For sending him in our midst 'a peace
Giving moon'

Wondedul and marvellous are his teachings
A short sweet course with Gurudeva's
blessings

Who radiates divine radiance even from
a distance
Whether he be in or out of our conference.
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As the 'Beacon light of the Himalayas' great
He shines and brightens country's fate
Smiling in peace and blissful mind
In him all qualities divine I find.
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1 ai Shri Guru Deva'
DR. RAM DAYAL BHARGAVA,
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